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Abstrat
This work is a dissertation thesis written at the WWU Münster (Germany), supervised
by Prof. Dr. Raimar Wulkenhaar. We present an approah to adeli physis based on the
language of algebrai spaes. Relative algebrai spaes X over a base S are onsidered
as fundamental objets whih desribe spae-time. This yields a formulation of general
relativity whih is ovariant with respet to hanges of the hosen domain of numbers
S. With regard to adeli physis the hoie of S as an exellent Dedekind sheme is of
interest (beause this way also the nite prime spots, i.e. the p-adi degrees of freedom
are taken into aount). In this arithmeti ase, it turns out that X is a Néron model.
This enables us to make onrete statements onerning the struture of the spae-time
desribed by X. Furthermore, some solutions of the arithmeti Einstein equations are
presented. In a next step, Yang-Mills gauge elds are inorporated.
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0.1. Prefae
Unless otherwise speied, let K ⊂ R be an algebrai number eld (i.e. a nite algebrai
extension of Q), and let OK be the ring of integral numbers of K (i.e. the integral losure
of Z in K). For example, think of OK = Z and K = Q.
In this thesis we present a reformulation of general relativity and (pure) Yang-Mills
theory within the bounds of arithmeti algebrai geometry. Relative algebrai spaes
X → S will be onsidered as fundamental objets whih desribe spae-time. We will see
that one is redued to the well known theories in the speial ase S = SpecC. But one
may also make other hoies for S. We are espeially interested in the ase S = SpecOK .
This hoie is motivated as follows.
Sine 1987, there have been many interesting appliations of p-adi numbers in physis.
In his inuential paper [Vol1℄, I.V. Volovih draws the vision of number theory as the
ultimate physial theory, where numbers are proposed as the fundamental entities of the
universe. It is argued that the development of physis over arbitrary (number) elds
might be neessary. In partiular, this implies the inorporation of p-adi numbers in
physial theories. Sine then, many p-adi models have been onstruted. A very nie
overall view with respet to the various appliations of p-adi numbers in mathemati
physis may be taken from the book [VVZ℄.
At rst, let us mention that appliations of p-adi numbers in quantum physis are
of interest ([VV1℄, [VV2℄, [VV3℄, see also [Meu℄). Let us reall that there is a anonial
way to generalize ordinary quantum mehanis to the p-adi world. As illustrated in
[Wey℄ and [VV2℄, ordinary one-dimensional quantum mehanis an be given by a triple
(L2(R),W∞(z), U∞(t)), where L2(R) is the Hilbert spae of omplex-valued, square-
integrable funtions on R, z is a point of the real lassial phase spae, W∞(z) is a
unitary representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group on L2(R), and U∞(t) is a unitary
representation of the evolution operator on L2(R). Aording to the Vladimirov-Volovih
formulation, one-dimensional p-adi quantum mehanis is a triple(
L2(Qp),Wp(z), Up(t)
)
where L2(Qp) is the Hilbert spae of omplex-valued, square integrable funtions on
Qp (with respet to the Haar measure), and Wp(z) is an unitary representation of the
Heisenberg-Weyl group on L2(Qp). Furthermore Up(t) is an unitary evolution operator
Up(t)ψp(x) =
∫
Qp
Kp(x, t; y, 0)ψp(y)dy
on L2(Qp), whose kernel Kp(x, t; y, 0) is dened in omplete analogy to the real ase by
a path integral. The operator Up(t) and its kernel satisfy the anonial group relations
Up(t + t
′) = Up(t)Up(t
′) and Kp(x, t + t
′; y, 0) =
∫
Qp
Kp(x, t; z, 0)Kp(z, t
′; y, 0)dz. The
p-adi Feynman path integral is investigated in [DDN2℄, where an expliit formula for
the kernel of quadrati Lagrangians is derived. This is the basis of a quantum mehanial
treatment of the p-adi harmoni osillator ([Dra1℄). Like in the realm of real numbers,
8this is an exatly solvable model (see also [Zel1℄, [Zel2℄). However, these general teh-
niques are not limited to non-relativisti quantum mehanis. For example, the free
relativisti partile is onsidered in [DDN1℄.
With regard to this thesis, gravity is of speial interest. In [ADFV℄, the p-adi ver-
sion of general relativity in the setting of p-adi dierential geometry is onsidered and
osmologial models are studied (see also [Dra2℄, [Dra3℄, [DFU℄, [DN1℄ - [DN4℄). The
starting point are the Einstein gravitational eld equations
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR+ Λgµν = κTµν
whih make sense as well over R as over Qp (for all p) if the onstants Λ and κ are
assumed to be rational numbers. As an appliation of p-adi quantum mehanis to the
p-adi osmologial models, minisuperspae osmologial models are investigated (see
e.g. [DDNV℄). For this purpose, Feynman's path integral method in the Hartle-Hawking
approah [Haw℄ was exploited (see [Dra6℄, [Dra7℄). Thereby, the wave funtion of the
universe still takes omplex values, but its argument is not neessarily real but also p-adi
or even adeli. Adeles enable us to regard real and p-adi numbers simultaneously. More
preisely, an adele is an innite tuple
x = (x2, . . . , xp, . . . , x∞),
where x∞ ∈ R and xp ∈ Qp with the restrition that one has xp ∈ Zp for all but a nite
set of primes. In many papers, whih were ited above, not only the p-adi models are
formulated, but also the adeli generalization of these models are studied. These adeli
models unify in a ertain way the ordinary (i.e. R-valued) and p-adi models. In this
sense, adeli models may be onsidered as very anonial.
Adeli physial models are the starting point of this thesis. But, instead of working
diretly with adeles and the respetive adeli spae-time models as it is usually done, we
will study a new, purely geometri approah to adeli physis based on relative algebrai
spaes X → S, S = SpecOK . However, there are lose relations between these two
approahes as it may be seen in the following example.
0.1 Example Let us hoose K = Q. Consequently, OK = Z and S = SpecZ. Further-
more assume that the relative algebrai spae X over S is representable by a smooth,
separated S-sheme, i.e. let us onsider a smooth, separated morphism π : X → SpecZ
of shemes. Set-theoretially, SpecZ onsists of innitely many losed points (one point
for eah prime number p) plus one generi point whih we will denote by ∞, and
whih orresponds to the zero ideal of Z. Furthermore, X may be viewed as union⋃
p π
−1(p) ∪ π−1(∞) of the bres of π, and at least set-theoretially we obtain the fol-
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lowing piture:

X
π

· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
SpecZ • 2 · · · • p · · · • ∞
In our arithmeti setting (and in analogy to omplex algebrai geometry), a physial
point x is given by an S-valued point of X, i.e. by a setion s : SpecZ →֒ X of the
struture morphism π (i.e. π ◦ s = id). More preisely, x is given by the image of s (this
is a losed subsheme of X). However, set-theoretially, s uts out one losed point in
eah bre. Thus, in analogy to the adeli situation, an S-valued point x may be viewed
as a set of points:
x = {x2, . . . , xp, . . . , x∞}.
Furthermore, aording to the point of view of adeli physis, eah arhimedean point
(resp. eah morphism over the arhimedean prime spot at innity) is only the arhi-
medean omponent of an adeli point (resp. an adeli morphism). In short, everything
in the arhimedean world omes from the adeli level. If now ϕ : Y → SpecZ is an
arbitrary smooth S-sheme and if we denote by YK the pre-image ϕ
−1(∞) of∞ under ϕ,
the above extension property (from the arhimedean to the adeli level) reads as follows
in algebrai geometry:
For every K-morphism fK : YK → XK , there is an (⋆)
S-morphism f : Y → X whih extends fK .
All in all, instead of adeles, the set X(S) of S-valued points of an algebrai spae X → S
is the set of interest in our approah. The objetive of this thesis is the investigation
of a new approah to general relativity and (pure) Yang-Mills theory based on algebrai
spaes. The ondition (⋆) makes lear why Néron models will be of partiular interest.
We will illustrate in setion 0.3 that our approah is naturally settled in the realm of adeli
physis. But as the starting point are algebrai spaes, powerful algebrai geometri tools
yield interesting, new insight.
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0.2. Introdution
Aording to the theory of general relativity, spae-time may be desribed by means of a
dierentiable manifold. Thereby, gravity is enoded in a metrial tensor g whih satises
the Einstein equations. More preisely, our starting point are the omplex gravitational
eld equations. Then, any solution of the Einstein equations gives rise to a omplex
manifold. For tehnial reasons, we will one and for all assume that this lassial spae-
time manifold may be realized as a ompat omplex manifold X whih is Moishezon.
The latter ondition means that
transdegC
(
K(X)
)
= dimC X,
where K(X) denotes the eld of meromorphi funtions on X. For example, all algebrai
manifolds fulll this equation. Therefore, following the ideas of [ADFV℄, where it is
among other things argued that one should restrit to algebrai manifolds in quantum
osmology, our assumption is not too restritive. However, let us at least mention that
there are Moishezon manifolds whih are not algebrai.
The tehnial reason why we restrit attention to Moishezon manifolds is the following
beautiful theorem due to Artin.
0.2 Theorem There is an equivalene of ategories(
Moishezon manifolds
)
!
(
smooth, proper algebrai spaes over C
)
This theorem enables us to onsider the ordinary omplex spae-time manifold X as a
omplex algebrai spae. Now the following observation is ruial. While, on the level
of manifolds, the theory is essentially adapted to the omplex numbers, the language of
algebrai spaes oers to possibility to replae C by any ommutative ring.
In 1987, I.V. Volovih suggested that a fundamental physial theory should be for-
mulated in suh a way that it is invariant under hange of the underlying number eld
(see [Vol1℄). Aording to the 2006 paper [Dra5℄ of B. Dragovih, suh a number eld
invariant model has not yet been onstruted. This motivates the following program
whih will be studied within the rst part of this thesis:
a) Replae the pair (X, g) onsisting of a (omplex) manifold X and a metri g by a
pair (
X → S, g
)
,
where X is a smooth, separated algebrai spae over an arbitrary base S, and where
g is a metri over X (see Denition 1.27).
b) Starting from exatly the same physial priniples as in the realm of manifolds,
dedue the equations of Einstein's theory of general relativity in the setting of
algebrai spaes over an arbitrary base S (thus realizing a number eld invariant
theory). Determine the pair (X → S, g) in suh a way that Einstein's equations
are fullled.
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) Investigate properties of hypothetial spae-time models (X → S, g) depending on
the hoie of the base S.
0.3 Remark Prinipally, there are many interesting possible hoies for S. For example,
there is the ase of positive harateristi, i.e. S might be hosen as the spetrum of a
(nite) eld or as funtion eld of an algebrai urve over a nite eld. However, in those
models (X → S, g), whih will be studied within the bounds of this thesis, we will often
hoose S to be representable by an exellent Dedekind-sheme with eld of frations K
of harateristi zero (see Denition 0.4). Then the following two ases are of interest:
a) S is Zariski zero-dimensional and given by the spetrum SpecK of a eld K of
harateristi zero. Espeially in the ase K = C, everything may be translated
bak into the language of manifolds (by Theorem 0.2).
b) S is Zariski one-dimensional. In this ase we are interested in the hoie S =
SpecOK , where OK ⊂ K is the ring of integral numbers of an algebrai number
eld K (e.g. K = Q and OK = Z).
But what is the physis behind the hoie S = SpecOK? Why should we onsider num-
ber elds instead of real or omplex numbers? Following the ideas of B. Dragovih, V.S.
Vladimirov, I.V. Volovih and many others (see also setion 0.1), let us state at least two
arguments at this plae. The rst argument onerns the proess of measurement. While
it is not lear at all whether transendental numbers an be the result of a measurement,
integral (or rational) numbers an. Seond, we know from Einstein that gravity is en-
oded in deformations of spae-time sales (desribed by means of the metrial tensor g).
Looking at the energy sale that we experiene, it is an empiri fat that we may assume
that gravity is ompletely enoded in the arhimedean sale and that non-arhimedean,
p-adi sales may be neglegted. Nevertheless, there is no reason why this should be true
on all energy sales down to the Plank sale. It is an appealing projet to study physi-
al models where not only the ordinary, arhimedean degrees of freedom are taken into
onsideration, but also the p-adi, non-arhimedean degrees of freedom. This was one
starting point for the adeli models whih we ited in setion 0.1. Physially, the adeli
approah means:
There is one degree of freedom per primespot and dimension. (∗)
As already indiated in Example 0.1, the priniple (∗) may as well be realized by on-
sidering algebrai spaes over OK . This motivates the following Denition 0.4 (whose
physial motivation will be illustrated in Remark 0.6). Reall that, given two relative
algebrai spaes X → S and Y → S, we denote by X(Y ) the set of S-morphisms Y → X.
Furthermore reall that for an algebrai spae π : X → S we denotes the bre of π over
the generi point of S by XK (physially this generi bre represents the arhimedean
omponent of the algebrai spae).
0.4 Denition Let S be an exellent Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K of
harateristi zero. Consider a pair (X → S, g) onsisting of:
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• a smooth, separated algebrai spae π : X → S over S
• a metri g on X (see Denition 1.27)
suh that the following onditions are fullled:
(i) g satises the Einstein equations 1.35.
(ii) For eah smooth algebrai spae Y → S and eah K-morphism uK : YK → XK
there is an S-morphism u : Y → X extending uK .
Then the pair (X → S, g) is alled a model of type (GR).
0.5 Corollary In the setting of Denition 0.4, let us assume that the algebrai spae
π : X → S is representable by a smooth and separated S-sheme. Then, the morphism u
in Denition 0.4 b) is uniquely determined, i.e. X → S is the Néron model of its generi
bre XK (see Denition 6.1). In partiular, the following statements hold:
a) If uK is an isomorphism so is u.
b) For eah étale S-sheme S′ with eld of frations K ′ the anonial map X(S′) →
XK(K
′) is bijetive.
proof In order to prove the uniqueness assertion let us hoose two morphisms u, v
extending uK . Using the separatedness of X → S we onlude from [Liu℄, Prop. 3.3.11,
that u and v are equal if they oinide on a dense subset of Y . Therefore, it sues to
show that the generi bre YK of Y is dense in Y . This may be done as follows: Due to
smoothness, the struture morphism f : Y → S is an open map of topologial spaes (use
[BLR℄, Prop. 2.4/8 and [EGA IV2℄, 2.4.6). The openness of f implies that the pre-image
f−1(D) of any dense subset D of S is dense in Y . Therefore, we are done, beause the
generi point of S is dense in S. Consequently, X → S is the Néron model of its generi
bre.
The statements a) and b) follow diretly from the universal property of Néron models.
For example, hoose Y = S′ in order to see b). 
0.6 Remark If S = SpecK is the spetrum of a eld K, ondition (ii) of Denition 0.4
is empty. If furthermore K = R, any model of type (GR) indues a solution of Einstein's
theory of general relativity (by evaluation at R-valued points). This explains the label
model of type (GR), beause (GR) shall remind of general relativity. However, in the
ase S = SpecOK we arrive at the following physial interpretation:
• Condition (ii) implements the adeli point of view.
In order to see this, let us hoose S = SpecZ and therefore K = Q. Reall that the
generi bre XK of X represents the arhimedean omponent. Then ondition (ii)
says that the arhimedean world is only the projetion from the adeli level to
the arhimedean omponent. In truth, everything is dened over all prime spots,
and there is one degree of freedom per prime spot.
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• We saw in Corallary 0.5 that ondition (ii) implies a anonial bijetion XK(K) =
X(S). Reall that XK(K) is the set of arhimedean points, and that X(S) is the
set of adeli points. In the speial ase K = Q, the bijetion XK(K) ∼= X(S)
means exatly that every arhimedean point x∞ ∈ XK(K) of X is in truth only
the arhimedean element x∞ of an innite set of points x = {x2, . . . , xp, . . . , x∞} ∈
X(S). Finally, Corallary 0.5 a) reets the physially ruial statement that any
deformation of the arhimedean omponent by means of isomorphisms extends
to the adeli level.
Furthermore, we immediately obtain the interesting result that the pair (X → S, g)
annot be the at Minkowski spae-time if we are in the adeli situation S = SpecOK .
proof Let S = SpecOK and assume that (X → S, g) desribes the at, topologially
trivial Minkowski spae-time. Then
• g = diag(±1,±1,±1,±1) and
• X = AnS or X = PnS depending on whether we work projetive or not.2
But if X = AnS , then K
n ∼= XK(K) 6= X(S) ∼= OnK , and if X = PnS , not every morphism
uK extends to an S-morphism u (see Example 5.4). Therefore, the at, topologially
trivial Minkowski spae-time is impossible. 
In hapter 3, we will study a partiularly simple lass of models of type (GR) whih we
all models of type (SR).
0.7 Denition Let (X → S, g) be a model of type (GR) in the sense of Denition 0.4,
and let XK be the generi bre of X. Then the pair (X → S, g) is alled a model of type
(SR), if in addition the following ondition holds:
(iii) XK is a ommutative K-group (see Denition 11.46).
More preisely, the K-group XK should be onsidered as a K-torsor under XK (see
Denition 8.7). The latter means that the speial hoie of a zero element of the group
is forgotten as it should be for physial reasons.
In order to generalize this notion slightly, one may also admit K-torsors XK under K-
groups GK 6= XK . However, we will restrit attention to the ase GK = XK .
Denition 0.7 is motivated by speial relativity with eletromagnetism: The Minkowski
spae-time of speial relativity naturally arries an additive, ommutative group stru-
ture, and the gauge group of eletromagnetism is ommutative, too. This explains the
2
Reall that the ane spae AnS may be regarded as the algebrai geometri analogue of at
spae. In order to see this, let S = SpecR be the spetrum of a ommutative ring R. Then
AnS = SpecR[T1, . . . , Tn] is the spetrum of a polynomial ring in n variables. Consequently,
AnS(S) = HomR(R[T1, . . . , Tn], R) = R
n
. In the speial ase R = K, K = R,C, the spae-time
indued by AnS is the at manifold A
n
S(S) = K
n
.
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label model of type (SR), beause (SR) shall remind of speial relativity. Due to the addi-
tional ondition (iii), models of type (SR) are simpler than models of type (GR), and one
an prove many properties of models of type (SR) in an abstrat manner without xing
a speial model. More preisely, we will see in hapter 3 that the following statements
are true for all models of type (SR).
0.8 Properties of models of type (SR). Let (X → S, g) be a model of type (SR).
Then the following statements are true:
a) X → S is étale-invariant. More preisely, this statement means the following: Let
ϕ : X → X be an étale S-morhpism, and let (X ′ → S′, g′) be the pair obtained from
(X → S, g) by base hange with an étale morphism S′ → S. Then, (X → S,ϕ∗g)
and (X ′ → S′, g′) are models of type (SR), too (see setion 3.1).
b) X annot be the at, topologially trivial Minkowski spae (see setion 3.2 for more
details).
) The arhimedean omponent XK(K) is bounded with respet to all p-adi norms.
In the speial ase K = Q and under the assumption that there is a losed im-
mersion XK →֒ AnK , this is the following statement: For eah prime number p,
the p-adi manifold XK(Qp) is a bounded subset of some Q
n
p with respet to the
anonial p-adi norm | · |p.
proof We know that XK possesses a global Néron model. Consequently, the loal
Néron models exist (see Proposition 6.5). Therefore, due to Proposition 3.5, it is
neessary that XK(K) or even the ontinuum XK(Kˆ) is bounded (see setion 3.4
for details and the notion of bounded). 
d) The arhimedean omponent XK(K) arries a disrete geometry. More preisely,
Theorem 5.1 tells us that XK(K) is a nitely generated abelian group, i.e.
XK(K) ∼= Zd⊕Z /(pν11 )⊕ · · · ⊕ Z /(pνss )
for some prime numbers pi ∈ N and integers d, s, νi ∈ N. In the speial ase d = 0,
XK(K) onsists of only nitely many points. For a more detailed exposition we
refer to hapter 5.
The niteness of the set XK(K) would also be desirable in the ase that (X → S, g)
is a model of type (GR). However, it is unequally harder to see in how far this should
be true. Nevertheless, motivated from what we already know about models of type
(SR), it does not seem senseless to demand the niteness of the set XK(K) in the
ase of models of type (GR).
e) The privileged harater of four-dimensional spaes: Let us onsider pure gravity
whih is desribed by means of a eulidian metrial tensor gµν . Over the eld R,
the metri takes the form diag(1, . . . , 1) in inertial systems. Interpreting the metri
as a quadrati form g : Rn × Rn → R+, we observe two fundamental properties:
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• anisotropy: g(v, v) = 0 if and only if v = 0.
• surjetivity: For all positive r ∈ R there exists a v ∈ Rn suh that g(v, v) = r.
Physially, this means that sales do not have holes.
We will see in setion 4.1 that metris over non-arhimedean elds whih fulll the
non-arhimedean analogues of these two properties only exist in four dimensional
spaes. Therefore, also in the ase of number elds, we are naturally let to four
dimensional spaes by means of the theorem of Hasse-Minkowski.
Additionally, in the ase of number elds, we will see in setion 4.1 that the arhi-
medean tangent spae TXK/K(x∞) at an arhimedean point x∞ ∈ XK(K) nat-
urally arries the struture of a quarternion algebra. This implies that we may
write pairs (A,A) onsisting of a gauge eld A and its anti-eld A in the form
(A,A) =∑3µ=0Aµγµ with gamma matries fullling the relations
γµγν + γνγµ = 2gµν .
f) If we do not demand the quasi-ompatness of the arhimedean omponent XK of
X, one an prove that XK possesses a Néron model if and only if there is an exat
sequene
0 // TK // XK // AK // 0
over some algebrai losure of K, where TK is an algebrai torus and AK is an
abelian variety (see setion 3.3). While AK is p-adially bounded, TK is not.
This obtrudes the interpretation of AK as spae part and the interpretation of
the torus TK as an internal, gauge group part whih we therefore assoiate with
eletromagnetism. Thus, XK should appear as AK-torsor under TK (whih is the
algebrai geometri analogue of the dierential geometri prinipal bundle of gauge
theory).
g) On the adeli level there is some kind of entanglement of dimensions. For example,
it is in general not possible to diagonalize the metri at the adeli points of X(S)
(see also Remark 3.26).
Let us remark that the statements a) and b) are also true for models of type (GR).
0.3. The ontinuum limit - Comparison with the adeli
model
Within this setion let (X → S, g) be a model of type (GR) (see Denition 0.4), and
assume for simpliity that S = SpecZ and that X → S is representable by a smooth
S-sheme. Then, on the fundamental level, spae-time is given by the set X(S). The
metrial situation at a point α ∈ X(S) is desribed by the pull-bak metri α∗g.
The purpose of this setion is to answer the following questions:
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• What is the arhimedean, real ontinuum limit X∞ of (X → S, g)?
• What are the non-arhimedean ontinuum limits Xp of (X → S, g)?
• Does the family Xν , ν = 2, 3, 5, . . . , p, . . . ,∞, give rise to an adeli ontinuum limit
X of (X → S, g) whih is adeli in the sense of B. Dragovih, I.V. Volovih et. al.?
We will see that the last question has a positive answer. Therefore, our new approah via
algebrai spaes presented within the bounds of this thesis ts exatly into the beautiful
ontext of adeli, general relativisti (osmologial) models.
The arhimedean ontinuum limit X∞
As usual, let XK denote the generi bre of X, and denote by gK the pull-bak of g
under the anonial inlusion XK →֒ X. Then, the arhimedean limit is obtained by
evaluation at K-valued points: (
XK(K), gK
)
More preisely, the metri gK at an arbitrary point x ∈ XK(K) is by onstrution the
symmetri bilinear form gK(x) := x
∗gK : K ×K → K (see the beginning of setion 4.1).
The ontinuum limit is obtained by applying the pull-bak with i : XR → XK , where i
is indued by the anonial map K →֒ R. It is therefore the pair
(X∞, g∞) := (XK(R), i∗gK).
By onstrution, (X∞, g∞) may be endowed with the struture of a dierentiable Rie-
mannian manifold, and in addition it is a solution of Einstein's lassial theory of general
relativity.
As already indiated in 0.8, d), it is natural to assume that XK(K) is a nite set.
Then, XK(K) is a disrete subset of the ontinuum X∞ and is invariant under arbitrary
K-isomorphisms ϕK : XK
∼→ XK . Furthermore, ϕ∗KgK is a solution of the Einstein
equations for all K-isomorphisms ϕK . Therefore, (XK(K), gK) desribes metrial states
on smallest sales. At distanes muh larger than these smallest lengths, it is admissible
to work with the ontinuum (X∞, g∞) instead.
The non-arhimedean ontinuum limits Xp
Let s ∈ S be the Zariski losed point orresponding to a prime number p (i.e. more
preisely orresponding to the prime ideal (p) ⊂ Z). Let R̂ := ÔS,s denote the ompletion
of R := OS,s with respet to its maximal ideal s. In our speial ase, R̂ = Zp is the ring
of p-adi integers with eld of frations K̂ = Qp. By base hange with the anonial
morphism Spec R̂ → SpecR → S, X indues the R̂-sheme X bR := X ⊗S R̂ whih
onsists of a generi bre and a speial bre (the latter is the bre over the point s).
In order to take into aount all innitesimal neighborhoods of the speial bre, let us
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onsider the formal ompletion X̂ bR of X bR along its speial bre. Let us point to the fat
that X̂ bR oinides topologially with the speial bre of X bR. Furthermore, the metri g
indues a metri gp on X̂ bR. Writing Xp := X̂ bR for the formal ompletion, we dene the
non-arhimedean ontinuum limit of (X → S, g) over p as the pair
(Xp, gp).
In order to illustrate the struture of the non-arhimedean ontinuum limit, let us reall
the notion of formal ompletion of a sheme Y along a losed subsheme Z ⊂ Y . So
Z is dened by a quasi-oherent ideal I ⊂ OY . Then onsider the sheaf OZ obtained
from restriting the projetive limit lim
←−n
OY /In to Z. It follows that (Z,OZ) is a loally
ringed topologial spae, the desired formal ompletion Ŷ of Y along Z. Loally, the
onstrution looks as follows: Let Y = SpecA and assume that I is assoiated to the ideal
i ⊂ A. Then, (Z,OZ) = Spf lim
←−n
A/in = Spf Aˆ, where Aˆ denotes the i-adi ompletion
of A.
The adeli ontinuum limit X
As illustrated above, the model of type (GR) (X → S, g) indues a family

· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
(X2, g2) · · · (Xp, gp) · · · (X ∞, g ∞)
where (X ∞, g ∞) is a real manifold whih is a solution of Einstein's ordinary theory of
general relativity. Furthermore, eah objet (Xp, gp) lives (as topologial spae) over a
nite prime spot and also solves the orresponding Einstein's equation.
We will illustrate now that this family anonially indues an adeli objet X whih is
the adeli ontinuum limit of (X → S, g) in the sense of B. Dragovih, I.V. Volovih et.
al. For this purpose, onsider the generi bre Xp, bK := X̂ bK := X̂ bR ⊗ bR K̂ of Xp = X̂ bR.
This is a rigid-anayti spae, and the metri g indues a metri gp, bK on Xp, bK whih is a
solution of the p-adi Einstein equations. The pair
(Xp, bK , gp, bK).
will be alled the p-adi ontinuum limit of (X → S, g). Next, let us onsider the diret
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produt
X :=
(∏
p
X
p, bK
)
× X∞.
We laim that X is the desired adeli objet. In order to illustrate this, let us x some
prime number p and let us study the struture of the p-adi ontinuum limits X
p, bK in
more detail. Thereby, we make use of the notation whih was already introdued in the
previous subsetion The non-arhimedean ontinuum limits Xp.
First of all, onsider the polynomial ring A = R̂[ζ] over R̂, where ζ denotes a set
of variables ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζn), and where i = (p) is the maximal ideal of R̂. So let Y
be the n-dimensional ane spae AnbR over R̂, and let Z be its speial bre. Then the
formal ompletion Ŷ of Y along Z yields the formal ane n-spae Spf R̂〈ζ〉. Thereby,
the R̂-algebra R̂〈ζ〉 of restrited power series in the variables ζ1, . . . , ζn is dened as
the subalgebra of the R̂-algebra R̂[[ζ]] of formal power series, onsisting of all series∑
ν∈Nn cνζ
n
with oeients cν ∈ R̂ onstituting a zero sequene in R̂ (with respet
to the p-adi topology on R̂). The generi bre Ŷ bK of Ŷ is the anoid K̂-spae
Sp(R̂〈ζ〉 ⊗ bR K̂) = SpK̂〈ζ〉 whih (set-theoretially) oinides with the set of maximal
ideals of K̂〈ζ〉. Consequently, Ŷ bK ⊂ Y anbK ∼= Y (K̂) ∼= K̂
n
oinides with the unit ball
BnbK := {x ∈ K̂
n | |x|p ≤ 1} (where Y an denote the rigid-analytiation of Y bK := Y ⊗ bRK̂).
In the speial ase n = 1, Ŷ bK may atually be identied with the p-adi integers Zp.
Let us now return to our sheme X bR, but let us rst assume that it is dened by an
ideal a ⊂ R̂[ζ], where ζ denotes as above a set of variables ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζn). Then one
an show that X̂ bR = Spf R̂〈ζ〉/(a). Thus, we nd that Xp, bK = Sp K̂〈ζ〉/(a) ⊂ BnbK , i.e.
set theoretially we may write:
X
p, bK = XK(K̂) ∩ BnbK ⊂ Z
n
p .
However, it is a general phenomenon that the generi bre X̂ bK := X̂ bR ⊗ bR K̂ should
be viewed as an open subspae of the rigid analytiation XanbK of the sheme X bK :=
X bR ⊗ bR K̂. Consequently, the diret produt
X :=
(∏
p
Xp, bK
)
× X∞ ⊂
(∏
p
Znp
)
×Rn ⊂ An
is a subset of some power of the ring AZ := Ẑ× R ⊂ A of adeles.
Finally, in the general ase, we an nd a overing of X by open subsets Ui, i ∈ I,
suh that there are S-immersions Ui →֒ AnS for all i ∈ I. Let Xν (resp. Ui,ν) be
the respetive ontinuum limits of X (resp. Ui), where ν = 2, 3, 5, . . . , p, . . . ,∞. Let
X = (
∏
pXp, bK)×X∞ and Ui = (
∏
p Ui,p, bK)×Ui,∞. By the above reasoning, Ui is ontained
in an n-dimensional ring of adeles An. Therefore, X is obtained by gluing subsets of n-
dimensional rings of adeles. Consequently, it is indeed some kind of adeli manifold. In
partiular, we nd that the adeli spae-time X annot be the at, topologially trivial
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adele (AZ)n. This follows from the fat that on the one hand X annot be the ane spae
AnS over S (see the statement below Remark 0.6), but that on the other hand X = (AZ)
n
if and only if X = AnS.
All in all, this shows that our arithmeti geometri approah to general relativity
ompletely ts into the well established and beautiful setting of adeli physis.
Part I.
Arithmeti theory of general
relativity
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1. Einstein's equation in the setting of
algebrai spaes
1.1. Smoothness in algebrai geometry
In this setion we will reapitulate some basi onepts of dierential alulus for shemes.
We introdue notions like unramied, étale and smooth morphisms and illustrate how
these onepts generalize strutures known from dierential geometry. The aim is to
perform general relativity in the setting of smooth algebrai spaes instead of smooth
manifolds. The algebrai geometri Einstein equations will nally be derived in setion
1.2. Using Grothendieks language of shemes, our exposition on smoothness will follow
[BLR℄, and we refer the reader to hapter 2 of this book for more details.
In the following let S be a base sheme and X an S-sheme (i.e. X is a sheme to-
gether with a unique morphism X → S). Furthermore let R be a ommutative ring
with neutral element 1, and let A be an R-algebra. The reader, who is not so muh
familiar with the notion of global shemes, may for simpliity think of X = SpecA and
S = SpecR. As we are doing algebrai geometry, we have to perform dierential alulus
with purely algebrai methods. This is done by using so alled derivations.
1.1 Denition a) An R-derivation of A into an A-module M is an R-linear map
d : A→M suh that
d(fg) = f · d(g) + g · d(f) for all f, g ∈ A
TheA-module of all R-derivations ofA into an A-moduleM is denoted byDerR(A,M).
b) The module of relative dierential forms (of degree one) of A over R is an A-
module Ω1A/R together with an R-derivation dA/R : A → Ω1A/R whih has the
following universal property: For eah A-module M , the anonial map
HomA
(
Ω1A/R,M
)
∼ // DerR(A,M), ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ dA/R
is bijetive.
1.2 Remark Ω1A/R exists and its universal property implies:
a) Ω1A/R is unique up to anonial isomorphism.
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b) Eah morphism φ : A→ B of R-algebras indues a anonial B-linear map
Ω1A/R ⊗A B → Ω1B/R, f · dA/R(g)⊗ h 7→ φ(f) · h · dB/R(φ(g))
) Considering A-derivations of B as R-derivations yields a B-linear map
Ω1B/R → Ω1B/A, dB/R(g) 7→ dB/A(g).
There is also a global notion of modules of dierentials in terms of sheaves over shemes
whih has similar funtorial properties. If X is loally of nite type over S there is a
quasi-oherent OX-module Ω1X/S . It is alled the sheaf of relative dierential forms (of
degree 1). Furthermore we have a anonial OX-linear map dX/S : OX → Ω1X/S , the
exterior dierential.
Sine Ω1X/S is quasi-oherent,
(
Ω1X/S , dX/S
)
an be desribed in loal terms: For eah
open ane subset V = SpecR of S and for eah open ane subset U = SpecA of X
lying over V , the sheaf Ω1X/S |U is the quasi-oherent OX |U -module assoiated to the A-
module Ω1A/R, and the map dX/S |U is assoiated to the anonial map dA/R : A→ Ω1A/R.
An important operation, whih we will frequently make use of, is the pull-bak of dier-
ential forms.
1.3 Denition (pull-bak of relative dierential forms) Let f : X → Y be an
S-morphism. Then the map in Remark 1.2, b) gives rise to a anonial OX-morphism
f∗Ω1Y/S → Ω1X/S .
Eah setion ω of Ω1Y/S gives rise to a setion ω
′
of f∗Ω1Y/S whih is mapped to a setion
f∗ω of Ω1X/S under the above map. f
∗ω is alled the pull-bak of ω.
Let us onvine ourselves that this notion of pull-bak redues to the one given in dier-
ential geometry.
Physial interpretation: Let S = SpecR, X = AmR , Y = A
n
R and let f be the map
f : AmR → AnR, T := (T1, ..., Tm)t 7→ p(T ) := (p1(T ), . . . , pn(T ))t ,
where T denotes a set of variables, and where pi, i = 1, . . . , n, are polynomials in T .
Thus, on R-valued points x ∈ X(R) = Rm, f is simply the map
f(R) : Rm → Rn, x := (x1, . . . , xm)t 7→ p(x) := (p1(x), . . . , pn(x))t .
On its ring of global setions, f orresponds to the R-algebra homomorphism
f∗ : R [S1, . . . , Sn]→ R [T1, . . . , Tm] = R [T ] .
Si 7→ pi(T )
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Writing more ompatly S := (S1, . . . , Sn)
t
as a set of variables Si, we an write f
∗
simply as:
f∗(S) = p(T ).
This an be seen as follows: By Taylor expansion of p around a R-valued point x ∈
X(R) = Rm we nd a matrix q(T ) ∈ MatR[T ](n ×m) suh that
p(T )− p(x) = q(T ) · (T − x).
Therefore (f∗)−1 ((T − x) · R[T ]) = (f∗)−1 ((p(T )− p(x)) · R[T ]) = (S − p(x)) · R[S],
i.e. the R-valued point x is mapped by f to the R-valued point p(x) as desired. Now
going into the loal desription of the pull-bak map, we nd that we have the following
anonial ommutative diagram.
f∗Ω1Y/S = f
∗Ω1AnR
// Ω1AmR
= Ω1X/S
Ω1AnR
⊗R[S] R[T ] // Ω1AmR
(
⊕n
i=1R[S] · dSi)⊗R[S] R[T ] //
⊕m
i=1 R[T ] · dTi
⊕n
i=1R[T ] · dSi //
⊕m
i=1R[T ] · dTi , dSi  //
∑m
j=1
∂pi
∂Tj
· dTj
Thus the pull-bak of a dierential form ω = h(S) · dS ∈ Ω1Y/S = Ω1AnR is
f∗ω = h(f∗(S)) · f∗(dS) = h(f∗(S)) · d(f∗(S)) = h(p(T )) · d(p(T ))
= h(p(T )) ·
[(
∂pi
∂Tj
)
· dT
]
,
and on R-valued points x ∈ X(R) = Rm we get
(f∗(h(S)dS))(x) = (h ◦ p)(x) · [(Dp)(x) · dx] ,
where Dp denotes the Jaobian matrix of p = f(R) : Rm → Rn. This is just the notion
of pull-bak of dierential forms we are used to from dierential geometry.
There are some exat sequenes whih are indued by the maps dened in Remark 1.2.
As we will make use of them later let us state them here. For proofs we refer to [EGA
IV4℄, 16.4.
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1.4 Proposition Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism. Then the anonial sequene of
OX-modules
f∗Ω1Y/S
// Ω1X/S
// Ω1X/Y
// 0
is exat.
1.5 Proposition Let j : Z →֒ X be an immersion of S-shemes. Let J be the sheaf of
ideals dening Z as subsheme of X. Then the anonial sequene of OZ-modules
J /J 2 δ // j∗Ω1X/S // Ω1Z/S // 0
is exat, where δ is loally given by the map a 7→ d(a) ⊗ 1, a ≡ a modJ 2.
1.6 Proposition Let X and S′ be S-shemes. Let X ′ := X ×S S′ be the S-sheme
obtained by base hange, and let p : X ′ → X be the projetion. Then the anonial map
p∗Ω1X/S // Ω
1
X′/S′
is an isomorphism.
1.7 Proposition Let X1 and X2 be S-shemes. If pi : X1×SX2 → Xi are the projetions
for i = 1, 2, the anonial map
p∗1Ω
1
X1/S
⊕ p∗2Ω1X2/S
∼ // Ω1X1×SX2/S
is an isomorphism.
Let us now explain the onepts of unramied, étale and smooth morphisms. These mor-
phisms will provide us the analogues of typial onstrutions from dierential geometry
like submersions and immersions.
1.8 Denition A morphism of shemes f : X → S is alled unramied at a point x ∈ X
if there exist an open neighborhood U of x and an S-immersion
j : U →֒ AnS
of U into some linear spae AnS over S suh that the following onditions are satised:
a) loally at j(x) (i.e., in an open neighborhood of j(x)), the sheaf of ideals J dening
j(U) as a subsheme of AnS is generated by nitely many setions.
b) the dierential forms of type dg with setions g of J generate Ω1
AnS /S
at j(x).
The morphism f : X → S is alled unramied if it is unramied at all points of X.
1.9 Proposition Let f : X → S be loally of nite presentation, let x ∈ X and s :=
f(x). Then the following onditions are equivalent:
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a) f is unramied at x.
b) Ω1X/S,x = 0.
) The diagonal morphism ∆ : X → X ×S X is a loal isomorphism at x.
d) The maximal ideal mx of OX,x is generated by the maximal ideal ms of OS,s and
k(x) is a nite separable extension of k(s).
The morphism f : X → S is alled unramied if it is unramied at all points of X.
Before dening the entral notion of smooth morphisms, let us make some remarks on
the notion of dimensionality in the realm of shemes. Let f : X → S be a morphism
of shemes. Then the relative dimension dimx f := dimx f
−1(f(x)) ≡ dimxXf(x) of f
at a point x ∈ X is in general dened via lengths of hains of irreduible losed subsets
of the bre Xf(x). This is explained in detail in [Liu℄, Chapter 2.5. In the ase of S-
immersions X →֒ AnS (in whih we are interested), Xf(x) is of nite type over the eld
k(f(x)) and one an show that dimxXf(x) oinides with the intuitively lear notion of
relative dimension given in the following denition of smooth morphisms.
1.10 Denition A morphism of shemes f : X → S is alled smooth at a point x ∈ X
(of relative dimension r) if there exist an open neighborhood U of x and an S-immersion
j : U →֒ AnS
of U into some linear spae AnS over S suh that the following onditions are satised:
a) loally at y := j(x) (i.e., in an open neighborhood of j(x)), the sheaf of ideals J
dening j(U) as a subsheme of AnS is generated by (n− r) setions gr+1, . . . , gn.
b) the dierential forms dgr+1(y), . . . , dgn(y) are linearly independent in Ω
1
AnS /S
⊗k(y).
The morphism f : X → S is alled smooth if it is smooth at all points of X.
Physial interpretation: Let S = SpecR and let X = V (gr+1, . . . , gn) ⊂ AnS be the zero
set of (n − r) polynomials gr+1, . . . , gn ∈ R[T1, . . . , Tn] suh that the anonial map
f : X → S is smooth of relative dimension r. Therefore
X(R) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | gi(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for all r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
is a r-dimensional dierentiable manifold. X(R) →֒ AnS(R) = Rn is an immersion in the
sense of ordinary dierential geometry.
Thus the notion of smooth morphisms is a natural generalization of immersions in the
sense of ordinary dierential geometry and analogously unramied morphisms generalize
submersions.
1.11 Denition A morphism of shemes f : X → S is alled étale (at a point) if it is
smooth (at the point) of relative dimension 0.
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1.12 Corollary An immersion f : X → S is étale if and only if f is an open immersion.
proof [BLR℄, Lemma 2.2/4 
1.13 Proposition Let f : X → S be a smooth morphism of shemes. Then:
a) ΩX/Y is loally free. Its rank at x ∈ X is equal to the relative dimension of f at x.
b) The anonial sequene of OX-modules
0 // f
∗Ω1Y/S
// Ω1X/S
// Ω1X/Y
// 0
is exat an loally split.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.2/5 
1.14 Proposition Let f : X → S be loally of nite presentation. Let x ∈ X and set
s := f(x). The following onditions are equivalent:
a) f is smooth at x.
b) f is at at x and the bre Xs = X ×S Speck(s) is smooth over k(s) at x.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.4/8 
Like in dierential geometry there is a Jaobi Criterion for smoothness. The analogy to
the lassial Jaobi Criterion is partiularly evident in haraterization e) of the following
list of riterions for smoothness.
1.15 Jaobi Criterion Let X and Z be S-shemes and let j : X →֒ Z be a losed
immersion whih is loally of nite presentation. Let J ⊂ OZ be the sheaf of ideals
whih denes X as a subsheme of Z. Let x ∈ X and z := j(x). Assume that, as an
S-sheme, Z is smooth at z of relative dimension n. Then the following onditions are
equivalent:
a) As an S-sheme, X is smooth at x of relative dimension r.
b) The anonial sequene of OX-modules
0 // J /J 2 // j∗Ω1Z/S // Ω1X/S // 0
is spilt exat at x, and r = rank(Ω1X/S ⊗ k(x)).
) If dz1, . . . , dzn is a basis of (Ω
1
Z/S)z, and if g1, . . . , gN are loal setions of OZ
generating Jz, there exists a re-indexing of the z1, . . . , zn and of the g1, . . . , gN
suh that gr+1, . . . , gn generate J at z and suh that dz1, . . . , dzr, dgr+1, . . . , dgn
generate (Ω1Z/S)z .
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d) There exist loal setions gr+1, . . . , gn of OZ suh that
(i) gr+1, . . . , gn generate Jz.
(ii) dgr+1(z), . . . , dgn(z) are linearly independent in Ω
1
Z/S ⊗OZ k(z), where dgi(z)
is the image of dgi ∈ (Ω1Z/S)z in Ω1Z/S ⊗OZ k(z) = (Ω1Z/S)z/mz(Ω1Z/S)z.
e) There exist loal setions gr+1, . . . , gn of OZ suh that
(i) gr+1, . . . , gn generate Jz.
(ii) onsidering a representation
dgj =
n∑
i=1
∂gj
∂zi
dzi
of the dierential forms gr+1, . . . , gn with respet to a basis dz1, . . . , dzn of
(Ω1Z/S)z , there is a (n− r)-minor of the matrix
(
∂gj
∂zi
)
whih does not vanish
at z.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.2/7 
1.16 Proposition Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism. Let x ∈ X and set y := f(x).
Assume that X is smooth over S at x and that Y is smooth over S at y. Then the
following onditions are equivalent:
a) f is étale at x.
b) The anonial homomorphism (f∗Ω1Y/S)x → (Ω1X/S)x is bijetive.
proof [BLR℄, Cor. 2.2/10 
1.17 Proposition Let f : X → S be a morphism and x ∈ X. Then the following
onditions are equivalent:
a) f is smooth of relative dimension n.
b) There exists an open neighborhood U of x and a ommutative diagram
U
g //
f |U   A
AA
AA
AA
A A
n
S
p

S
where g is étale and p is the anonial projetion.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.2/11 
1.18 Proposition If X is a smooth sheme over a eld k, the set of losed points x of
X suh that k(x) is a separable extension of k is dense in X.
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proof [BLR℄, Cor. 2.2/13 
1.19 Proposition Let f : X → S be a smooth morphism. Let s be a point of S, and let
x be a losed point of the bre Xs = X×SSpeck(s) suh that k(x) is a separable extension
of k(s). Then there exists an étale morphism g : S′ → S and a point s′ ∈ S′ above s suh
that the morphism f ′ : X ×S S′ → S′ obtained from f by the base hange S′ → S admits
a setion h : S′ → X ×S S′, where h(s′) lies above x, and where k(s′) = k(x).
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.2/14 
1.20 Proposition Let R be a loal henselian ring with residue eld k. Let X be a smooth
R-sheme. Then the anonial map X(R)→ X(k) from the set of R-valued points of X
to the set of k-valued points of X is surjetive. In partiular, if R is stritly henselian,
the set of k-valued points of Xk = X ⊗R k whih lift to R-valued points of X is dense in
Xk.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.3/5 
Let us nish with some remarks on atness, beause by Proposition 1.14 smooth mor-
phisms are in partiular at.
1.21 Proposition Let f : X → Y be loally of nite presentation. If f is at, then f is
open.
proof [EGA IV2℄, 2.4.6 
1.22 Proposition Let f : X → Y be faithfully at (i.e. at and surjetive) and quasi-
ompat. Then the topology of Y is the quotient topology of X with respet to f , i.e. a
subset V ⊂ Y is open if and only if f−1(V ) is open in X.
proof [EGA IV2℄, 2.3.12 
Later, we will desribe the physial models by means of smooth morphisms f : X → S
of algebrai spaes, where S is an Zariski one-dimensional exellent Dedekind ring. This
hoie of S and the atness of f guarantee that the onsidered models have got the
properties that one would expet. Next to the fat that the relative dimension of the
universe X is onstant (see Lemma 1.25), X may be onsidered as a ontinuous family
of bres Xs, s ∈ S; i.e. if we remove one bre Xs ⊂ X over a losed point s ∈ S, we an
ll up this hole uniquely from the data given on the open subsheme X \Xs ⊂ X.
1.23 Proposition Let Y be a regular, integral sheme of dimension one, let p ∈ Y be
a losed point, and let X →֒ PnY−{p} be a losed subsheme whih is at over Y − {p}.
Then there exists a unique losed subsheme X¯ →֒ PnY , at over Y , whose restrition to
PnY−{p} is X.
proof [Har℄, Chap. III, Prop. 9.8 
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1.24 Proposition Let f : X → Y be a morphism of shemes, with Y integral and
regular of dimension one. Then f is at if and only if every assoiated point x ∈ X maps
to the generi point of Y . In partiular, if X is redued, this says that every irreduible
omponent of X dominates Y .
proof [Har℄, Chap. III, Prop. 9.7 
Finally, let us onlude with the statements that illustrate the very nie behavior of the
relative dimension of smooth morphisms. Thereby, the atness of smooth morphisms is
essential.
1.25 Lemma Let f : X → S be loally of nite type and at. Assume that X is
irreduible and that Y is loally noetherian. Then the relative dimension of f is onstant
on X.
proof [EGA IV2℄, 14.2.2 
1.26 Lemma Let S be loally noetherian sheme and let f : X → S be a morphism of
nite type smooth at a point x. Let s := f(x). Then Ω1X/S is free of rank dimxXs in a
neighborhood of x.
proof [Liu℄, Prop. 6.2.5 
1.2. The arithmeti Einstein equations
Let X → S be a smooth, separated S-sheme of relative dimension n. The purpose of
this setion is the derivation of the fundamental equations of general relativity in our
algebrai geometri setting. As the ordinary dierential geometri Einstein equations
are dierential equation, we must expet that this holds in algebrai geometry, too.
The neessary tehniques onerning smoothness and dierential alulus in algebrai
geometry were summarized in setion 1.1. Cruial are the following notions.
Ω1X/S sheaf of (relative) dierential forms
TX/S := HomOX
(
Ω1X/S ,OX
)
sheaf of (relative) vetor elds (see Denition 11.23)
TX/S := V
(
Ω1X/S
)
(relative) tangent bundle (see Denition 11.24)
One an prove (Remark 11.25) that
Γ(TX/S/U) := HomX(U, TX/S) ∼= TX/S(U)
for every Zariski open subset U ⊂ X. Therefore vetor elds orrespond to setions of
the tangent bundle.
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The metri tensor
Due to smoothness, the sheaves Ω1X/S and TX/S are loally free. Let us x a loal base
{ωi} of Ω1X/S whih is dual to the loal base {∂i} of TX/S .
1.27 Denition Let g : TX/S ×X TX/S → A1X be an X-morphism whih is bilinear (see
setion 4.3). Equivalently, g may be interpreted as a global setion of Ω⊗2X/S . Loally, we
may write
g =
∑
1≤i,j≤n
gij ω
i ⊗ ωj ∈ Ω⊗2X/S , gij ∈ OX .
Then g is alled a metri if the following onditions hold for any suiently small open
subset of X:
(i) The matrix (gij) is symmetri, i.e. gij = gji.
(ii) The matrix (gij) is invertible, i.e. det(gij) ∈ O ∗X .
Covariant derivation
1.28 Denition Let ∇ : TX/S ×X TX/S → TX/S be an X-morphism. Interpret ∇ as a
map
∇ : TX/S(X) × TX/S(X)→ TX/S(X), (u, v) 7→ ∇uv.
Let us assume that ∇ is a OS(S)-bilinear map, where the OX(X)-module TX/S(X) is
viewed as OS(S)-module via the anonial morphism OS(S) → OX(X). Then ∇ is
alled a ovariant derivation if the following onditions hold for all f ∈ OX(X) and
u, v ∈ TX/S(X):
(i) ∇fuv = f∇uv.
(ii) ∇u(fv) = (uf)v+ f∇uv.
Thereby, uf := u(f) = (dX/Sf)(u) is the anonial ation of vetor elds on funtions
(the dierential dX/S is introdued and explained diretly above Denition 1.3).
1.29 Denition Let ∇ be a ovariant derivation, and let u, v and w ∈ TX/S(X).
a) T (u, v) := ∇uv−∇vu− [u, v] is alled the torsion of ∇.
b) ∇ is alled torsion-free if and only if T (u, v) = 0 for all u, v.
) ∇ is alled metrial if and only if ug(v,w) = g(∇uv,w) + g(u,∇uw) for all u, v,w.
In the same way as in dierential geometry one proves that there exists a uniquely
determined ovariant derivation ∇ whih is metrial and torsion-free, the Levi-Civita
onnetion. The Levi-Civita onnetion is ompletely determined by the metrial tensor.
More preisely, the Koszul formula holds.
2 g(∇uv,w) = ug(v,w) −wg(u, v) + vg(w, u) + g([u, v],w) + g([w, u], v) − g([v,w], u)
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Curvature
From now on let ∇ be the Levi-Civita onnetion. Then we may introdue the urvature
tensor
Ruv(w) := ∇u∇vw−∇v∇uw−∇[u,v]w.
Then the tensor
Rzwuv := g(Ruv(w), z)
is alled the Riemannian urvature tensor. The Riemannian urvature tensor fullls the
following identities.
1.30 Proposition Let u, v,w, z ∈ TX/S(X). Then:
a) Ruvwz = −Rvuwz
b) Ruvwz = −Ruvzw
) Ruvwz = Rwzuv
d) rst Bianhi-identity: Rzuvw+Rzvwu+Rzwuv = 0
e) seond Bianhi-identity: (∇uR)vw+ (∇vR)wu+ (∇wR)uv = 0
Thereby, (∇uR)vw(z) := ∇u(Rvw(z))−R∇uv,w(z)−Rv,∇uw(z)−Rvw(∇uz).
More generally, the ovariant derivation of arbitrary tensor elds S and T with respet
to a vetor eld v may dened indutively as follows: ∇v(S⊗T ) := ∇vS⊗T +∇vT ⊗S.
1.31 Denition The bi-quadrati form
k(u, v) := Ruvuv
is alled intersetion urvature.
1.32 Proposition The Riemannian urvature tensor is ompletely determined by k.
More preisely:
a) 4 · Ruvvw = k(u+w, v)− k(u−w, v)
b) 6 · Ruvwz = Ru,v+w,v+w,z−Ru,v−w,v−w,z−Rv,u+w,u+w,z+Rv,u−w,u−w,z
1.33 Corollary Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme with metri g. Then X is at,
i.e. k(u, v) = 0 for all u, v ∈ TX/S(X), if and only if the Riemannian urvature tensor
vanishes, i.e. R = 0.
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1.34 Denition Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme with metri g and onsider a loal
base {∂i} of TX/S and a loal base {ωi} of Ω1X/S . The urvature tensor Ruv(w) is trilinear
in u, v,w and therefore indues linear maps R•v(w). Taking the trae nally yields the
symmetri bilinear form ri
ri(v,w) := Tr(R•v(w))
whih is alled the Rii-form of (X → S, g). Now onsider the uniquely determined
tensor Ri whih is given by g(Ri(u), v) = ri(u, v) for all vetor-elds u, v. The salar
urvature s is by denition the trae
s := Tr(Ri(•))
of the linear map Ri(•). Furthermore, the divergene div(T ) of any symmetri (0, q)-
tensor T :=
∑
Ti1...iqω
i1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωiq is dened as follows: The ovariant derivation ∇T
of T is a (0, q + 1)-tensor ∇T := ∑ Ti1...iq;jωi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωiq ⊗ ωj . Then div(T ) is the
(0, q − 1)-tensor whih is obtained by lifting the new variable and ontrating it:
(div(T ))i1...iq−1 = g
iqjTi1...iq ;j.
Einstein's equation
Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme with metri g, and let ∇ be the Levi-Civita onnetion
on X. Furthermore, let T denote the energy-stress tensor. This is a symmetri (0, 2)-
tensor on X with div(T ) = 0. Then the equations of general relativity in our arithmeti
setting are given by the following system of equations:
1.35 Einstein equations
ri− 1
2
s · g = κT
where κ ∈ OS(S) is a onstant. Now, having written down the equations of general rela-
tivity in the setting of arithmeti algebrai geometry, one an ask for solutions. Choosing
S = SpecR and assuming that there exists a solution of the orresponding algebrai geo-
metri Einstein equations, it follows that this solution gives rise to a dierential geometri
solution of the ordinary, dierential geometri Einstein equations. This follows from the
purely algebrai nature of the notions metri, ovariant derivation and urvature (see also
setion 4.3 for more details). However, we are interested in adeli spae-time models.
So, let us now make the hoie S = SpecOK , where OK denotes as usual the ring of
integral numbers of an algebrai number eld K. Reall that the generi bre XK of
X → S represents the arhimedean limit.
In order to solve the Einstein equations, it is most onvenient to perform all omputa-
tions loally and to glue the loal solutions in a seond step. We will see that these loal
omputations may be performed in essentially the same way as in dierential geometry.
On the one hand, this is due to the fat that the loal ring OX,x at a point x ∈ XK(K)
may be embedded into a ring of formal power series.
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1.36 Proposition Let X → S be a smooth morphism of loally Noetherian shemes.
Let s ∈ S and x ∈ Xs be a k(s)-rational point. Then there exists an isomorphism of
ÔS,s-algebras
ÔX,x = ÔS,s[[x1, . . . , xn]]
where (x1, . . . , xn) is a set of variables and n = dimOXs,x.
proof [Liu℄, Ex. 6.3.1 
Furthermore, we know from Proposition 1.17 that eah point x ∈ X possesses an open
environment U whih is étale over some ane spae AnS = SpecOS [x1, . . . , xn]. Therefore,
the module Ω1U/S of dierential forms over U is the free OU -module generated by the
dierentials dx1, . . . , dxn (see Proposition 3.1), and we may hoose the base {ωi := dxi}
of Ω1U/S together with the orresponding dual base {∂i} of TU/S.
The funtions f ∈ OU on U are algebrai over the polynomial ring OS [x1, . . . , xn],
beause we may assume that U is standard étale over AnS (see [BLR℄, Prop. 2.3/3).
Consequently, there is a anonial dierential alulus on U with respet to the oor-
dinates x1, . . . , xn. More preisely, the vetor eld ∂i ats on f by means of ordinary
partial derivation with respet to the i-th oordinate xi. This may be seen as follows:
On polynomials we have learly ∂ix
n
j = δij · nxn−1j due to the Leibniz rule (see De-
nition 1.1, a)). If f ∈ OU is arbitrary, there is an algebrai equation
∑m
j=0 cjf
j = 0
with polynomials cj ∈ OS [x1, . . . , xn], cm 6= 0. It follows that 0 = ∂i(
∑m
j=0 cjf
j) =∑m
j=0(f
j∂icj + cjjf
j−1∂if) whih is a linear equation in ∂if and thus may be solved
uniquely for ∂if on the lous where
∑m
j=0 cjjf
j−1 6= 0. However, by what we already
know, ∂icj is the ordinary partial derivation of cj with respet to the i-th oordinate xi,
and so we are done.
Therefore, we obtain the following loal formulas on U (where we make use of Einstein's
summation onvention):
• g = gijωi ⊗ ωj with gij = gji ∈ OU
• ∇∂i∂j = Γkij∂k where the funtions Γkij ∈ OU are alled the Christoel-symbols.
• Γkij = 12gkl(∂igjk + ∂jgik − ∂kgij)
• R∂i∂j (∂k) = Rlkij∂l
• Rlijk = ∂jΓlki − ∂kΓlij + ΓrkiΓljr − ΓlkrΓrij
• Rik := riik = Rlilk
• R := s = gikRik
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Now, the Einstein equations take their well known form
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = κTµν or equivalently Rµν = κ
(
Tµν − 1
2
gµνT
)
, T := gµνTµν ,
and it follows that Theorem 1.37 holds.
1.37 Theorem Let g be a metri on a smooth S-sheme X → S. The Einstein equations
on X are universal in the following sense: For x ∈ X, let {∂i} be a base of Ω1X/S,x, and
let gij ∈ OX,x be the omponents of the metri tensor at x. Assume that there exists a
tensor G 6= g of rank two suh that for all x ∈ X the following statements hold at x:
a) G is a polynomial over K in the variables gij, ∂kgij and ∂k(∂lgij) whih is linear
in ∂k(∂lgij).
b) G is a symmetrial tensor.
) div(G) = 0.
Then, G oinides with the Einstein tensor ri− 12 s · g.
1.38 Remark Finally, let us again point to the ruial fat that the loal funtions
f ∈ OU are algebrai funtions. Therefore, the lass of funtions, whih is available
in order to solve the equations of arithmeti general relativity, is muh smaller than in
the dierential geometri setting. In general, it is a non-trivial task to solve dierential
equations in the algebrai setting, and it is not lear whether there exist solutions at all.
But, as we will see in the next hapter, the equations of general relativity have the
amazing property that also many lassial, dierential geometri solutions desent to the
algebrai ategory. Thus, the set of models of type (GR) (X → S, g) is not the empty
set.
2. Solutions of the arithmeti Einstein
equations
In hapter 1, we dedued the algebrai geometri analogue of the dierential geometri
Einstein equations. However, it is not lear at all if there atually exist pairs (X → S, g)
onsisting of an algebrai spae X → S and a metri g on X whih solves the Einstein
equations. However, we will see in this hapter that the Einstein equations already
possess many physially interesting solutions in the algebrai ategory. This is a highly
non-trivial property of the Einstein equations, beause, in general, dierential equations
only possess solutions whih are very transendental and far from the algebrai ategory.
A very interesting solution, whih may be interpreted as the adeli Minkowski spae,
is dedued and studied in setion 2.2.2.
As already announed earlier, we will onsider two speial hoies for the base S:
 S is a Zariski zero-dimensional Dedekind sheme.
 S is a Zariski one-dimensional Dedekind sheme.
2.1. The ase of Zariski zero-dimensional base
Within this setion, let S = SpecK be the spetrum of a eld K. We are looking
for models of type (GR) (X → S, g) (see Denition 0.4). However, the ondition (ii) of
Denition 0.4 is empty in this ase. Therefore, from the adeli point of view, S = SpecK
is not the physially interesting ase, but rather a toy model. The interesting adeli
models, where all onditions of Denition 0.4 are non-trivial will be onsidered in setion
2.2. At least there are many models of type (GR) for the hoie S = SpecK, beause
things are partiularly easy in this ase. The most easiest example is the Minkowski
solution
(AnK , g0), g0 := diag (±1,±1,±1,±1)
However, there are further, less trivial examples whih orrespond to ertain solutions of
the lassial dierential geometri Einstein equations.
2.1.1. Kasner solution
Again we hoose XK := AnK with oordinates (t = x
0, x1, . . . , xn−1), but this time we
hoose the following non-trivial metri gK
 g00 = 1, g0i = 0, i 6= 0
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 gij := cδij · t2ki , i 6= 0 6= j
where δij denotes the Kroneker delta, and where c ∈ K and ki ∈ Q are onstants. Then
gK is well dened in the ategory of algebrai spaes, and it remains to show that we
an hoose the onstants in suh a way that the Einstein equations are fullled. We may
do this on stalks. Realling the remarks below Proposition 1.36 and the formulas stated
there, we may ompute the Christoel symbols orresponding to the given metri. Due
to the fat that we use orthogonal oordinates we obtain:
Γ000 = 0, Γ
0
i0 = 0, Γ
i
ii =
1
2
gii∂igii = 0, Γ
j
ii = −
1
2
gjj∂jgii = 0, Γ
j
ij = −
1
2
gjj∂igjj = 0.
The only non-vanishing Christoel symbols are
(∗) Γ0ii = −12g00∂0gii = −ckit2ki−1
(∗∗) Γi0i = 12gii∂0gii = kit
We onsider a vauum solution of the Einstein equations, i.e. Tµν = 0. Therefore, the
Rii tensor Rµν = R
λ
µλν has to vanish, too. The omponents of the Rii tensor are as
follows:
2.1 Lemma The Rii tensor is diagonal in the given oordinates, i.e. Rµν = δµνRµν .
For the diagonal elements one obtains:
R00 =
1
t2
∑
j 6=0
(
kj − k2j
)
, Rii = −ckit2(ki−1)
∑
j 6=0
kj − 1
 , i 6= 0.
2.2 Corollary Let XK := AnK and gK be as stated above. Furthermore, hoose the
onstants ki ∈ Q suh that ∑
j 6=0
kj = 1 =
∑
j 6=0
k2j .
Then (XK , gK) is a model of type (GR).
It remains to prove Lemma 2.1.
proof First of all, R00 = ∂µΓ
µ
00−∂0Γµµ0+ΓµµνΓν00−Γµν0Γνµ0 = −∂0Γµµ0−Γµν0Γνµ0, beause
Γµ00 = 0. Furthermore, Γ
µ
ν0Γ
ν
µ0 = Γ
0
ν0Γ
ν
00+
∑
j 6=0 Γ
j
ν0Γ
ν
j0 =
∑
j 6=0 Γ
j
ν0Γ
ν
j0δνj =
∑
j 6=0(Γ
j
j0)
2
where we used Γµ00 = 0 and formula (∗∗) in order to obtain the seond equality. Thus
R00 = −
∑
j 6=0
(
∂0Γ
j
j0 + (Γ
j
j0)
2
)
and the desired formula follows from (∗). Let now i 6= 0. Then Ri0 = Rµiµ0 = ∂µΓµi0 −
∂0Γ
µ
iµ + Γ
µ
νµΓνi0 − Γµ0νΓνiµ. Realling that only over Greek letters is summed, we obtain
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∂µΓ
µ
i0 = ∂iΓ
i
i0 = 0, beause the Christoel symbols are onstant with respet to x
i
, i 6= 0.
Furthermore, it follows from (∗∗) that ΓµνµΓνi0 = Γµ0µΓ0i0 and that Γµ0νΓνiµ =
∑
j 6=0 Γ
j
0jΓ
j
ij .
However, as well Γjij as Γ
0
i0 are zero and we obtain
Ri0 = 0.
Similarly, Rik = 0 if i, k 6= 0, i 6= k. This may be seen as follows: Rik = Rµiµk =
∂µΓ
µ
ik − ∂kΓµiµ + ΓµνµΓνik − ΓµkνΓνiµ. Thereby, ∂kΓµiµ = 0 beause the Christoel symbols
are onstant with respet to xk, k 6= 0. In addition, Γµik = 0 for all µ. Thus, it remains
to show that ΓµkνΓ
ν
iµ = Γ
0
kkΓ
k
i0 + Γ
i
k0Γ
0
ii is zero. But this is lear, beause Γ
k
i0 = 0 due to
i, k 6= 0, i 6= k. Finally, let us prove that Rii = Rµiµi = ∂µΓµii − ∂iΓµiµ +ΓµνµΓνii − ΓµiνΓνiµ is
as laimed. For the rst summand we obtain ∂µΓ
µ
ii = ∂0Γ
0
ii = −cki(2ki − 1)t2(ki−1). The
seond summand vanishes, beause the Christoel symbols are onstant with respet to
xi, i 6= 0. The third summand reads as ΓµνµΓνii =
∑
j 6=0 Γ
j
0jΓ
0
ii =
∑
j 6=0 kjt
−1(−ckit2ki−1).
Finally, ΓµiνΓ
ν
iµ = Γ
0
iiΓ
i
i0 + Γ
i
i0Γ
0
ii = −2ck2i t2(ki−1). Everything summed up gives the
desired result. 
2.1.2. Shwarzshild solution
The example of the Shwarzshild metri will show very learly the general phenomenon
that the Zariski topology is too oarse for physial appliations and that it is neessary to
work within the ontext of the étale toplogy. However, let us again start from the ane
spae AnK with oordinates (t = x
0, x1, . . . , xn−1), but this time we onsider theK-sheme
XK := SpecK[t, x
1, . . . , xn−1, r, r−1]/(r2−∑i 6=0(xi)2), whereby r :=√∑i 6=0(xi)2 should
be interpreted as a spaial radius. By onstrution, XK is étale over AnK . In partiular,
the respetive dierential aluli oinide. We hoose the following metri gK on XK :
 g00 =
1
1+ 2m
r
, g0i = 0, i 6= 0
 gij := −
(
1 + 2mr
)2
δij +
xixj
r2
(
1 + 2mr
)
2m
r
where δij denotes the Kroneker delta, and m ∈ K is a onstant. By means of a longer
but standard alulation similar to the one in the Kasner ase (see setion 2.1.1), one
an prove that the metri above solves the vauum Einstein equations. Thus (XK , gK) is
indeed a model of type (GR). But instead of deriving this result diretly, we will illustrate
that it orresponds to the Shwarzshild metri. This will yield the following physial
interpretation: (XK , gK) desribes the exterior of a blak hole. More preisely, r sales
the distane from the event horizon of the blak hole, and the onstant m turns out to
be the Shwarzshild diameter of the blak hole.
In dierential geometry, one usually writes down the Shwarzshild metri in spherial
oordinates. These oordinates do not make sense in algebrai geometry. But, at least
in the ategory of Riemannian manifolds we an prove that the metri above takes the
lassial form in spherial oordinates. Writing(
x0 = t, x1 = r sin(θ) cos(ϕ), x2 = r sin(θ) sin(ϕ), x3 = r cos(θ)
)
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in the four dimensional ase, one obtains:
 dR2 = dr2 =
∑
i,j 6=0
xixj
r2
dxidxj , where R := r + c for some onstant c ∈ K.

∑
i 6=0(dx
i)2 = dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dϕ2).
It follows that
1
1− 2mR
dR2 +R2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dϕ2) =
∑
i,j 6=0
( R
R− 2m
xixj
r2
+
R2
r2
(
δij − x
ixj
r2
))
dxidxj
=
∑
i,j 6=0
(R2
r2
δij +
xixj
r2
(
R
R− 2m −
R2
r2
))
dxidxj
=
∑
i,j 6=0
((
1 +
c
r
)2
δij +
xixj
r2
(
r + c
r + c− 2m −
(r + c)2
r2
))
dxidxj
=
∑
i,j 6=0
((
1 +
c
r
)2
δij − x
ixj
r2
(r + c)
2r(c −m) + c(c− 2m)
(r + c− 2m)r2
)
dxidxj
=
∑
i,j 6=0
((
1 +
2m
r
)2
δij − x
ixj
r2
(
1 +
2m
r
)
2m
r
)
dxidxj for c = 2m.
Therefore, our original metri transforms into the standard form of the Shwarzshild
metri
ds2 =
(
1− 2m
R
)
dt2 − 1
1− 2mR
dR2 −R2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dϕ2)
living on the manifold M = R×(2m,∞)× S2 with oordinates (t, R, θ, ϕ).
2.1.3. Eletromagnetism in vauum
In this subsetion we will onsider the eletromagneti eld. This is a gauge eld, and so
we may apply the tehniques developed in Part II of this thesis. Therefore, let us onsider
a smooth S-shemeX (whih represents spae-time) and a smooth S-group sheme G (see
Denition 11.46) representing the gauge group. The fundamental struture underlying
gauge theory is an X-torsor P under GX (see Denition 8.7), where GX denotes the X-
group sheme G×SX. Then the eld strength of the gauge eld is given by a dierential
two-form F on X whih solves the Yang-Mills equations 9.8. The dierential form F
takes values in the Lie-algebra g := (ε∗Ω1G/S)(S) of G, where ε : S → G denotes the unit
setion of G (see setion 11.4.1).
If S = SpecK is the spetrum of a eld K, we will illustrate in setion 3.5 that the
gauge group of eletromagnetism is the algebrai torus Gm,K := SpecK[ζ, ζ−1] for some
variable ζ. In absene of gravity we may hoose X = AnK as spae-time part, where
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n ∈ N denotes the dimension. Therefore, eletromagnetism in vauum may be desribed
by means of the trivial AnK-torsor P = A
n
K ×AnK (AnK ×KGm,K) under AnK ×KGm,K , i.e.
P ∼= AnK ×K Gm,K .
In this setting, we will rst ompute the Lie-algebra g of G in order to solve the Yang-
Mills equations in the eletrostati ase in a seond step. One obtains the following two
results.
2.3 Lemma Let S = SpecR be the spetrum of a ring R, and let g be the Lie algebra of
the multipliative group Gm,S = SpecR[ζ, ζ−1] over R. Then (with respet to the hosen
oordinates of Gm,S) there is a anonial isomorphism g ∼= R of R-modules.
proof As an S-sheme, Gm,S oinides with SpecR[ζ, ζ−1]. The ring R[ζ, ζ−1] is the
loalization R[ζ]ζ of the polynomial ring R[ζ] with respet to the variable ζ. Therefore,
the anonial morphism i : SpecR[ζ, ζ−1] →֒ SpecR[ζ] = A1S is an open immersion. As
open immersions are étale, it follows from Proposition 3.1 that Ω1
Gm,S/S
∼= i∗Ω1
A1S /S
is an
isomorphism. By denition, the Lie-algebra g is the R-module (ε∗Ω1
Gm,S/S
)(S), where
ε : S → Gm,S denotes the unit setion orresponding to the morphism of R-algebras
ε∗ : R[ζ, ζ−1] → R, ζ 7→ 1 ∈ R∗, mapping ζ into the group of units R∗ of R. In order
to ompute g, rst notie that ε∗Ω1
Gm,S/S
∼= ε∗i∗Ω1
A1S /S
∼= (i ◦ ε)∗Ω1
A1S /S
, whereby i ◦ ε
orresponds to the R-algebra homomorphism R[ζ] → R, ζ 7→ 1 ∈ R∗. Realling that
Ω1
A1S /S
(S) is the free R[ζ]-module R[ζ] ·dζ generated by the dierential dζ, we obtain the
following R-module isomorphisms:
g =
(
(i ◦ ε)∗Ω1
A1S /S
)
(S) ∼= Ω1
A1S /S
(S)⊗R[ζ] R ∼= R[ζ]⊗id,R[ζ],(i◦ε)∗ R ∼= R. 
2.4 Corollary Let S be an ane sheme, let X be an smooth, ane S-sheme, and let
G = Gm. Let P = X ×S G be the trivial X-torsor under GX = G×S X. Then the eld
strength F may be viewed as dierential two form on X, i.e. F ∈ Ω2X/S(X).
proof (of Corollary 2.4): By Denition 9.4, the eld strength F = s∗Ω is loally dened
as pull bak of a Lie-algebra valued global dierential form Ω ∈ Ω2P/S(P )⊗OS(S) g under
the anonial setion s. As g ∼= OS(S) due to Lemma 2.3, and we may view Ω as
dierential form Ω ∈ Ω2P/S(P ) on P .
In general, the anonial setion s is only dened loally in étale topology, but in our
speial situation, s oinides with the morphism obtained from the unit setion ε : S → G
by base hange with π : X → S. Therefore, s makes the following diagram ommutative.
X
X
s //
id
vvvvvvvvvv
vv
vv
v
ε◦π
$$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H X ×S G
p2

p1
OO
G
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By Proposition 1.7, we have got (s∗Ω1P/S)(X)
∼= ((p1 ◦s)∗Ω1X/S)(X)⊕ ((p2 ◦s)∗Ω1G/S)(X)∼= (id∗Ω1X/S)(X)⊕ ((ε ◦π)∗Ω1G/S)(X) ∼= Ω1X/S(X)⊕ (g⊗OS(S)OX(X)), and therefore the
pull-bak of dierential forms under s is the anonial projetion
(s∗Ω1P/S)(X)
∼= Ω1X/S(X) ⊕OX(X)→ Ω1X/S(X). 
Now, we are prepared to ompute the eletromagneti eld in vauum, i.e. we will
solve the orresponding Yang-Mills equations. Let K be a eld. As already stated
above, we hoose S = SpecK, G = Gm,K ∼= SpecK[ζ, ζ−1], X = A4K with metri
g = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and P = X ×S G. Due to the fat that the group sheme G is
ommutative, the Lie-braket on g vanishes (see setion 11.4.3). But then we know
from Denition 10.3 that the ovariant derivation DX on X oinides with the exterior
dierential d introdued in Theorem 11.39. Furthermore, Ω1X/S(X)
∼= ⊕3i=0OX(X)dxi is
a free OX(X) module, where (x0 = t, x1, x2, x3) denote the oordinates of X. Thus we
may write F = ∑µν Fµνdxµ ∧ dxν with polynomials Fµν ∈ OX(X) = K[t, x1, x2, x3].
The omponents of the anti-symmetri tensor F are usually written as matrix:
(Fµν) =

0 E1 E2 E3
−E1 0 B1 B2
−E2 −B1 0 B3
−E3 −B2 −B3 0

The vetor
−→
E := (E1, E2, E3) is alled the eletri eld strength,
−→
B := (B1, B2, B3)
denotes the magneti eld strength. We are interested in an eletrostati solution, i.e.−→
B = 0. In this speial ase the Yang-Mills equations
∗d ∗ F = 0
dF = 0
take the form ∑
i 6=0
∂
∂xi
Ei = 0
∂
∂xi
Ej − ∂
∂xj
Ei = 0 for all i, j 6= 0.
This may be seen as follows: Due to the fat that OX(X) is a polynomial ring, the loal
version of the Yang-Mills equations 10.9 is not only true at physial points, but even
globally. Realling that g = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and that ckij = 0 (due to the ommutativity
of the gauge group), the Yang-Mills equations take the form
∑n
µ,ρ,σ=1
∂
∂xσ (g
µνgρσFµρ) =
0. But beause of
−→
B = 0, Fµν 6= 0 if and only if exatly one index is zero. Thus,
the only non trivial equation is: 0 =
∑n
µ,ρ,σ=1
∂
∂xσ (g
µ0gρσFµρ) = −
∑n
σ=1
∂
∂xσF0σ =
−∑i 6=0 ∂∂xiEi. In order to derive the seond equation, reall that we may write F =
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∑
i 6=0Eidt ∧ dxi. Thus, dF =
∑
i,j 6=0
∂Ei
∂xj
dxj ∧ dt ∧ dxi =∑i,j 6=0 ∂Ei∂xj dt ∧ dxi ∧ dxj , and
if ∂i denotes the dual of dx
i
it follows from Denition 11.34, b) that
dF(∂0, ∂k, ∂l) =
∑
i,j 6=0
∂Ei
∂xj
· 1
2
dt(∂0)
(
(dxi ∧ dxj)(∂k, ∂l)− (dxi ∧ dxj)(∂l, ∂k)
)
=
∑
i,j 6=0
∂Ei
∂xj
· (dxi ∧ dxj)(∂k, ∂l)
=
∑
i,j 6=0
∂Ei
∂xj
(δikδjl − δilδjk) = ∂Ek
∂xl
− ∂El
∂xk
It is well known that Ei :=
xi
r , r
2 :=
∑
i 6=0(x
i)2 is a solution of these equations. Obvi-
ously, Ei is neither a global setion of X nor of X − {0} = AnK −{0}. Instead we may
onsider the smooth K-sheme, U := SpecK[t, x1, x2, x3, r, r−1]/(r2 −∑i 6=0(xi)2) whih
is étale over A4K and ontains r as global funtion. The étale-open sub-sheme U of A
4
K
desribes a spae-time whih ontains a harged point partile loated at r = 0 (more
preisely, U is the environment of this harged partile). The eletrostati eld of this
point harge is desribed by global setions Ei ∈ OU (U).
2.1.4. Robertson-Walker models
Last but not least, let us briey mention the Robertson-Walker models. In dierential
geometry, these are dened in spherial oordinates by
gµν = diag
(
1,
−S(t)2
1− kr2 ,−S(t)
2r2,−S(t)2r2sin2(θ)
)
Tµν = diag
(
ρ(t),
−p(t)S(t)2
1− kr2 ,−p(t)S(t)
2r2,−p(t)S(t)2r2sin2(θ)
)
where S(t) is a so alled sale fator, and where ρ resp. p denote the density resp.
pressure of energy. In the speial ase p = 0, the divergene divT of the energy-stress
tensor vanishes if and only if the produt C := ρ(t) · S(t)3 is onstant with respet to t.
Then the Einstein equations Rµν − 12gµνR = κTµν yield the dierential equation(
∂S(t)
∂t
)2
+ k =
κC
3S(t)
.
Whenever the solution S(t) of this dierential equation is an algebrai funtion, the or-
responding Robertson-Walker metri would make sense in algebrai geometry. However,
in general, S(t) will not be algebrai. So, the lassial Robertson-Walker models have
no algebrai geometri analogues. But at least in the ase k = 0, we nd the algebrai
solution
S(t) = t
2
3
3
√
4/3 · κC.
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Therefore, we obtain a model of type (GR) if we hoose XK := AnK with oordinates
(t = x0, x1, . . . , xn−1) as well as the following metri and energy-stress tensor:
gµν = diag
(
1,−ct 43 ,−ct 43 ,−ct 43
)
, c := (4/3 · κC) 23 ∈ K
Tµν =
(
4
3t2
, 0, 0, 0
)
.
2.2. The ase of Zariski one-dimensional base
Within this setion, let S = SpecO be the spetrum of a Dedekind ring whih is not a
eld. From the adeli point of view, this is the physially interesting ase, beause the
ondition (ii) of Denition 0.4 is no longer empty. Consequently, it is muh harder to
onstrut models of type (GR).
In setion 2.2.1, we will rst onsider the low dimensional ase, beause then the
Einstein equations are trivial. But as soon as the tangent spaes exeed three dimensions,
this is no longer true. Then, the onditions (i) and (ii) of Denition 0.4 are both non-
trivial. This the physially interesting situation where we are looking for models of type
(GR) (X → S, g). An example, whih may be interpreted as the adeli Minkowski
spae, will be studied in setion 2.2.2.
2.2.1. The low dimensional ase
Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme of relative dimension one or two with metri g. We
will show that the Einstein equations are trivial in this ase. As it sues to show this
loally, we may hoose an open sub-sheme U of X suh that Ω1U/S is free with base
{ωi}. In the one dimensional ase, our assertion is lear, beause the urvature tensor
has got only a single omponent, and this omponent vanishes due to the symmetries of
the urvature tensor (see Proposition 1.30). Thus, also the Einstein tensor ri − 12 g · s
vanishes . In the two dimensional ase, a small omputation is neessary. Again making
use of the identities of the urvature tensor several times, we obtain with respet to the
given base:
R := s = gµνriµν
= gµνR1µ1ν + g
µνR2µ2ν = g
µ2R1µ12 + g
µ1R2µ21 = g
µ2gν1Rνµ12 + g
µ1gν2Rνµ21
= g11g22R1212 + g
21g12R2112 + g
11g22R2121 + g
21g12R1221
= 2detg ·R2121.
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Therefore, one derives that
Rµν := Ri
µ
ν = g
µλ
riλν
= gµλR1λ1ν + g
µλR2λ2ν = g
µλg1ιRιλ1ν + g
µλg2ιRιλ2ν
= gµ1g12R211ν + g
µ2g11R121ν + g
µ1g22R212ν + g
µ2g21R122ν
= R211ν(g
µ1g12 − gµ2g11) +R212ν(gµ1g22 − gµ2g21)
= δ2µδν2(g
21g12 − g22g11)R2112 + δµ1δν1(−g21g12 + g22g11)R2121
= R2121detg · (δ2µδν2 + δµ1δν1) = 1
2
δµνR.
Consequently, Rµν − 12δµνR = 0 or equivalently Rµν − 12gµνR = 0. In partiular, there are
many models of type (GR) in the low dimensional ase.
2.5 Corollary Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme of relative dimension one or two suh
that X is the Néron model of its generi bre. Then X gives rise to a model of type
(GR).
2.2.2. A higher dimensional solution
Again, let X → S be smooth over the Zariski one-dimensional base sheme S. If the
relative dimension exeeds two, the Einstein equations are no longer trivial. Therefore, it
is not easy to nd models of type (GR) in the adeli situation. However, in this setion
we will state at least one example, namely the bred produt X := E1 ×S . . . ×S En
of smooth ellipti urves Ei over S. In a ertain way, this is the adeli analogue of
Minkowski spae-time. Before we will nally prove in Theorem 2.9 that X is indeed a
model of type (GR), we need some preparations. However, the idea of the proof is as
follows: Loally, every smooth urve C over S may be embedded in some ane spae
AnS . Pulling bak the at metri diag(±1, . . . ,±1) on AnS to C and pushing forward this
metri by means of an étale morphism C → A1S (whih exists loally due to smoothness),
we obtain the rst fundamental form on C in loal oordinates. Analogously, we obtain
the rst fundamental form on a produt of urves in loal oordinates. This metri is
diagonal, beause Ω1(X1×SX2)/S
∼=⊕i p∗iΩ1Xi/S , where pi denotes the projetion onto the
i-th fator (see Lemma 2.6). It follows that the orresponding urvature tensor vanishes
(see Corollary 2.8). Consequently, a produt of ellipti urves is a vauum solution of the
Einstein equations and it is even a model of type (GR), beause it is the Néron model
of its generi bre. However, let us now make the indiated steps of the proof expliit.
2.6 Lemma Let C1, . . . , Cn be n smooth urves over S. Provide X := C1 ×S . . .×S Cn
with the rst fundamental form g as metri (see Proposition 4.21). Then g is diagonal.
proof It sues to prove this statement loally on X. Therefore, we may assume that
there are S-immersions ji : Ci →֒ Yi := AmS for some m ∈ N (see Denition 1.10).
These S-immersions indue an S-immersion j : X →֒ Y := AnmS . Furthermore, we know
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from Proposition 1.17 that there is an open sub-sheme C ′i of Ci together with an étale
morphism gi : C
′
i → A1S. Thus we obtain the following hain of maps:
Yi ←֓
ji
Ci ←֓
i
C ′i →gi A
1
S.
Eventually shrinking Ci, we may assume Ci = C
′
i and i = id. Realling that the pull bak
of dierential forms under étale morphisms is an isomorphism (see Proposition 3.1), these
maps indue the following anonial homomorphism on the level of dierential forms.
j∗i Ω
1
AmS /S
−→
j∗i
Ω1Ci/S
∼−→
(g∗i )
−1
g∗iΩ
1
A1S/S
(∗)
This morphism maps the generators dTij , j = 1, . . . ,m, of the free module j
∗
i Ω
1
AmS /S
to
elements κijdTi ∈ g∗iΩ1A1S/S , where dTi denotes the generator of the free module g
∗
iΩ
1
A1S/S
.
Moreover, if pi : X → Ci denotes the anonial projetion, there is an isomorphism
Ω1X/S
∼= ⊕i p∗iΩ1Ci/S due to Proposition 1.7. Analogously, if πi : Y → Yi denotes the
anonial projetion making the diagram
Yi Ci
jioo
Y
πi
OO
X
joo
pi
OO
ommutative, there is an isomorphism Ω1
AnmS /S
∼= ⊕i π∗iΩ1AmS /S . Now, the pull-bak
j∗Ω1
AnmS /S
→ Ω1X/S deomposes into a diret sum of omponentwise pull-baks, i.e. the
following diagram is ommutative:
j∗Ω1
AnmS /S
∼ //
j∗

⊕
i j
∗π∗iΩ
1
AmS /S
∼ //
⊕
i p
∗
i (j
∗
i Ω
1
AmS /S
)
⊕j∗i

Ω1X/S ∼
//
⊕
i p
∗
iΩ
1
Ci/S
The upper line of this diagram yields a morphism
j∗Ω1AnmS /S
∼−→
⊕
i
p∗i (j
∗
i Ω
1
AmS /S
)
pri−→ p∗i (j∗i Ω1AmS /S) (∗∗)
where pri denotes the projetion onto the i-th omponent. Pulling bak the morphism (∗)
with pi and omposing it with the above morphism (∗∗), we nally obtain the morphism
φi : j
∗Ω1
AnmS /S
−→ (ji ◦ pi)∗Ω1AmS /S −→ (gi ◦ pi)
∗Ω1
A1S/S
dTkj 7→ δikdTkj 7→ δikκkjdTi,
where κij ∈ OX is algebrai over OS [Ti] and δik denotes the Kroneker delta. Now, we
have all that we need to ompute the rst fundamental form. On Y = AnmS we hoose
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the trivial metri g0 =
∑
µν εµνdTµν ⊗ dTµν , εµν ∈ {±1}. Then, by denition, the rst
fundamental form g reads as follows:
g =
∑
i,j,µ,ν
εµνφi(dTµν)⊗ φj(dTµν) =
∑
i,j,µ,ν
εµνδiµκµνδjµκµνdTi ⊗ dTj
Therefore, g =
∑
ij gijdTi ⊗ dTj with gij = δij ·
∑
ν εiνκ
2
iν . In partiular, g is diagonal.
2.7 Example In order to illustrate the derivation of the rst fundamental form, let
us onsider the example of a smooth ellipti urve E over a eld K whih is not of
harateristi two. Let us now restrit E to the ane open subset SpecK[X,Y, Y −1] ⊂
P2K , and let us furthermore assume that E is desribed by an equation P (Y,X) :=
Y 2 −X3 − g2X − g3 = 0. Then we have anonial morphisms of K-algebras
K[X,Y, Y −1] −→
j∗
OE := K[X,Y, Y −1]/(P ) ←−
g∗
K[X]
X 7→ X ֋ X
Y 7→ Y
where g∗ is étale. Therefore, we obtain on the level of dierential forms
Ω1K[X,Y,Y−1]/K ⊗K[X,Y,Y−1] OE −→j∗ Ω
1
OE/K
∼−→
(g∗)−1
Ω1K[X]/K ⊗K[X] OE
dX 7→ dX 7→ dX
dY 7→ dY 7→ 3X2+g22Y dX
where we made use of the identity (3X
2
+ g2)dX = dY 2 = 2Y dY in Ω
1
OE/K
. This is
the map (∗) in the proof of Lemma 2.6. The dual of this map is the OE-linear map
∂X 7→ ∂X + 3X2+g22Y ∂Y , where ∂X (resp. ∂Y ) denotes the dual of dX (resp. dY ). In
partiular, the tangent vetors of E in the ane open subset SpecK[X,Y, Y −1] ⊂ P2K
may be written as vetors (
1
3X2+g2
2Y
)
.
Providing SpecK[X,Y, Y −1] with the trivial metri g0 = diag(1, 1) and interpreting g0
as bilinear form, we derive the rst fundamental form g on E:
g = g0
((
1
3X2+g2
2Y
)
,
(
1
3X2+g2
2Y
))
= 1 +
(3X2 + g2)
2
4Y 2
.
This is manifestly the same result as in dierential geometry. The proedure in the
ase of a produt of n ellipti urves is straight forward. For example, if n = 2,
we have to ompose the above homomorphism of K-algebras with the projetion map
K[X,Y, Y −1, Z,W ]→ K[X,Y, Y −1], Z,W 7→ 0, where Z and W are the variables of the
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seond ellipti urve. In this ase we obtain the two tangent vetors
1
3X2+g2
2Y
0
0
 and

0
0
1
3Z2+g′2
2W
 .
In partiular, the metri is diagonal.
2.8 Corollary Let X be as in Lemma 2.6. Then X is at, i.e. the urvature tensor
vanishes.
proof As the urvature tensor is a global setion of a sheaf, it sues to prove the
statement loally. Therefore, we may assume that the omponents gij of the metri tensor
g are algebrai over some polynomial ring, say with variables x1, . . . , xn. In partiular
we may use the Christoel symbols (as well as the formulas stated at the end of setion
1.2) in order to ompute the urvature tensor. Due to Lemma 2.6, the metri is diagonal.
Consequently, the Christoel symbols read as follows:
Γiii =
1
2g
ii∂igii.
Γkii = −12gkk∂kgii, k 6= i.
Γjij =
1
2g
jj∂igjj , j 6= i.
More preisely, we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.6 that gij = δij ·
∑
ν εiνκ
2
iν , where
κ2iν is an algebrai funtion whih only depends on the variable xi, and where εiν ∈
{±1} is a onstant. Thus, ∂kgii is zero if k 6= i. It follows that Γiii is the only non-
vanishing Christoel symbol. In terms of the Christoel symbols, the omponents of
the urvature tensor may be written as Rlijk = ∂jΓ
l
ki − ∂kΓlij + ΓrkiΓljr − ΓlkrΓrij . In
our setting, ∂jΓ
l
ki = δikδil∂jΓ
i
ii =δijδikδil∂iΓ
i
ii, where the last equality is due to the
fat that gii only depends on the variable xi and that Γ
i
ii =
1
2gii
∂igii. Analogously,
∂kΓ
l
ij = δijδikδil∂iΓ
i
ii, i.e. ∂jΓ
l
ki − ∂kΓlij = 0. Therefore, it remains to prove that also
ΓrkiΓ
l
jr − ΓlkrΓrij = 0, where over the index r is summed due to Einsteins onvention.
Writing this sum expliitly, we have
∑
r Γ
r
kiΓ
l
jr =
∑
r δrkδirδrjδlr(Γ
r
rr)
2 = δikδijδil(Γ
i
ii)
2
.
Similarly,
∑
r Γ
l
krΓ
r
ij =
∑
r δrkδrlδirδrjΓ
l
krΓ
r
ij = δikδijδil(Γ
i
ii)
2
. This yields Rlijk = 0. 
Let us nally prove the desired result.
2.9 Theorem Let X := E0 ×S . . .×S En be the bred produt of smooth ellipti urves
Ei over S. Let g be the rst fundamental form on X (see Proposition 4.21). Then
(X → S, g) is a model of type (GR).
proof By Corollary 2.8, X is at, i.e. the urvature tensor vanishes. In partiular,
the Rii tensor and the salar urvature vanish. Therefore, (X, g) is a solution of the
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vauum Einstein equations. Due to the fat that Néron models fulll the property (ii) of
models of type (GR) (see Denition 0.4), it sues to show that X is the Néron model
of its generi bre. Now notie that the bred produt of Néron models over S is again
the Néron model of its generi bre, beause the universal property of bred produts
implies the universal property of Néron models (Denition 6.1). Consequently, we are
redued to the proof that an ellipti urve over S is the Néron model of its generi bre.
Thus we are done by Proposition 3.13. 
2.10 Remark Let X := E0 ×S . . . ×S En be the bred produt of n smooth ellipti
urves Ei over S provided with rst fundamental form g. In truth, (X → S, g) is even
a model of type (SR) (see Denition 0.7). In partiular, all results, whih are proven in
hapter 3, are true for X.
Let us now hoose S = SpecOK , where OK is the ring of integral numbers of an alge-
brai number eld K ⊂ R. Let us ompare X with the Minkowski spae-time AnS . Both
desribe a spae-time without gravity, beause the urvature tensor vanishes identially.
Furthermore, both arry a anonial, ommutative group struture. In quantum eld
theory over Minkowski spae-time, the inverse of the group law is interpreted as a simul-
taneous spae and time reetion. Consequently, there is also a anonial notion of spae
and time reetion on X, too. The dierene between X and Minkowski spae-time is of
topologial nature. While Minkowski spae-time (whih is indued by some ane spae
AnS) arries a trivial topology, X does not. In order to illustrate this, let us onsider
the time oordinates in the respetive models. More preisely, let us onsider the time
oordinate as a omplex variable (whose imaginary part represents the physial time and
whose real part phenomenologially desribes temperature). Then, in the Minkowski
ase, the time variable runs in the omplex plane and therefore on a sphere if we adjoin
the point at innity. In ontrast to this, the omplex points of the time oordinate E0
of X yield a torus.
This dierene in the global topology, whih may not be seen loally, has some in-
teresting onsequenes with regard to quantum eld theory: The set of arhimedean
points AnK(K) ∼= Kn of Minkowski spae-time is still a dense subset of the ontinuum
AnK(R) ∼= Rn. In partiular, AnK(K) is not a disrete subset of the ontinuum (it is not
even a nitely generated abelian group). On the other hand, there is no disrete subgroup
of AnK(K) whih is invariant under arbitrary K-isomorphisms of A
n
K . In partiular, a
disrete subgroup of AnK(K) annot be Lorentz-invariant.
But, if we onsider instead the model X something interesting happens: Due to a
theorem of Mordell, the set XK(K) of arhimedean points of X is a nitely generated
abelian group. Furthermore, XK(K) is invariant under arbitrary K-isomorphisms of
XK . Consequently, it makes sense to say that XK(K) is Lorentz-invariant. In the ase
of rank zero, spae-time is atually a disrete set. All in all, XK(K) may indeed be
interpreted as a vauum, and the methods of lattie gauge theory yield a well dened
quantum eld theory on XK(K). This will be exposed in more detail in hapter 5.2.
It would be interesting to onsider a dynamial solution X = Et ×S E1(t) ×S . . . ×S
En(t) of the Einstein equations, where Et is a xed ellipti urve and where Ei(t) are
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ellipti urves desribed by equations Y 2Z = X3+g2,i(t)XZ
2+g3,i(t)Z
3
with oeients
gj,i(t) depending on Et. For physial reasons, one should expet that the rank of eah
ellipti urve Ei(t) stays zero for all times t if it was zero for t = 0. Therefore, one
might onjeture some onnetions between the rank of ellipti urves and the Einstein
equations.
3. Some properties of the arithmeti
models
Unless otherwise speied, let (X → S, g) be a model of type (SR) (see Denition 0.7),
and assume that S is representable by a Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K.
3.1. Etale-invariane
In its dierential geometri formulation, general relativity is as well general ovariant
as dieomorphism invariant. General ovariane means that fundamental physial laws
may not depend on the speial hoie of a loal oordinate system and is due to the fat
that the Einstein equations are tensor equations. However, dieomorphism invariane
means the following. If g is a solution of the vauum Einstein equations and if ϕ is
any dieomorphisms of the spae-time manifold, then ϕ∗g is a vauum solution, too.
Essentially this omes down to saying that (ϕ∗Ω)[g] = Ω[ϕ∗g] for all dieomorphisms ϕ.
Thereby, Ω[g] denotes the funtional (s · ω)[g] = s[g]ω[g], where s[g] resp. ω[g] denote
the salar urvature resp. the volume form orresponding to g.
In our arithmeti approah, the Riemannian spae-time manifold is replaed by an ap-
propriate algebrai spae. Therefore, it is natural to study in how far general ovariane
and dieomorphism invariane are realized for models of type (GR) . For this purpose, we
rst have to nd the analogue of the dierential geometri dieomorphism in the realm
of shemes. In setion 7.1, we will expose in a very detailed way that the lass of suh
oordinate transformations is given by étale morphisms (see Denition 1.11). This natu-
rally implies that the Zariski-topology has to be replaed by the so alled étale-topology.
This naturally leads to algebrai spaes. Central is the following haraterization of étale
morphisms whih illustrates the formal analogy between étale morphisms and dierential
geometri dieomorphisms.
3.1 Proposition Let f : X → Y be an S-morphisms. Let x ∈ X and set y := f(x).
Assume that X is smooth over S at x and that Y is smooth over S at y. Then the
following onditions are equivalent:
a) f is étale at x.
b) The anonial homomorphism (f∗Ω1Y/S)x → (Ω1X/S)x is bijetive.
proof [BLR℄, Cor. 2.2/10 
For physial reasons, the number of points of spae-time should be invariant under o-
ordinate transformations or deformations of spae-time. Therefore, it is natural to
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restrit attention to the lass of nite, étale surjetive morphisms f : X → Y whih
have the property that there are bijetions YK(K
′) = XK(K
′) and Y (S′) = X(S′) for
all étale S-shemes S′ with eld of frations K ′. Thereby, XK and YK denote as usually
the respetive generi bres. However, let us point to the fat that it an happen that f
hanges the topology.
Now, let us return to the setting of models of type (GR). The following Proposition
3.2 shows that this adeli, arithmeti model for gravity is ovariant and étale-invariant.
3.2 Proposition Let (X → S, g) be a pair onsisting of a smooth S-sheme X → S and
a metri g on X, suh that g is a solution of the Einstein equations 1.35. Let ϕ : X → X
be an arbitrary étale S-morphism, let S′ → S be an arbitrary étale S-sheme, and let
(X ′ → S′, g′) be the pair obtained from (X → S, g) by base hange with S′ → S. Then
the following statements hold:
1) If g is a vauum solution of the Einstein equations, so is ϕ∗g.
2) If (X → S, g) is a model of type (GR), so is (X ′ → S′, g′).
proof It sues to prove 1) on stalks. Therefore, we may assume that ϕ : X →
X is given by funtions whih are algebrai over some polynomial ring suh that the
orresponding Jaobi matrix is invertible. Thus, we obtain an expliit expression for
the omponents of ϕ∗g. Furthermore, we may make use of the expliit formulas stated
diretly above Remark 1.38 and write the Einstein tensor in the well-known form by
means of the Christoel symbols. Then, a very lengthy omputation, whih is the same
as in dierential geometry, nally shows that the Einstein tensor of ϕ∗g indeed vanishes.
Let us now onsider assertion 2). Again we may prove loally that g′ satises the
Einstein equations. Due to Proposition 1.6 there is a anonial isomorphism p∗Ω1X/S
∼=
Ω1X′/S′ , where p : X
′ → X is the anonial projetion. Therefore, the omponents of
g′ := p∗g are obtained from the omponents of g by tensoring over OS(S) with OS(S)→
OS′(S′), i.e. g′µν = gµν ⊗ 1. Consequently, the Einstein tensor G′µν of g′µν vanishes,
beause G′µν = Gµν ⊗ 1.
In order to prove that (X ′ → S′, g′) is a model of type (GR), it sues to show that
X ′ → S′ is a Néron model of its generi bre, beause this implies that it is already a
model of type (GR) (apply the universal property of Néron models). But due to [BLR℄,
Prop. 1.2/2 Néron models are stable under étale base hange. 
Proposition 3.2 states that models of type (GR) are étale-invariant: As well any étale
S-morphism X → X (i.e. any deformation of the universe whih leaves the shape of the
underlying points invariant) as any base hange by étale morphisms S′ → S (i.e. any
simultaneous deformation of the points) and onsequently any ombination of these two
operations transforms models of type (GR) into models of type (GR). Therefore, the
desribed physis is invariant as it should be.
Last but not least, let us onsider the set X(S) of adeli points and the set XK(K)
of arhimedean points of a model of type (GR) (X → S, g). It makes sense to hoose
S maximal in the following way: If ϕ : S′ → S is a nite, étale surjetive morphism,
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then S′ = S and ϕ = id. For example, S = SpecZ is maximal in this sense (see
[Neu℄, Kap. III, Thm. 2.18). However, we know from the Yoneda lemma that X(S)
is invariant under arbitrary S-isomorphisms X → X. If S is furthermore maximal in
the above sense, X(S) is also invariant under étale base hange by nite, étale surjetive
morphisms.
1
Therefore, Proposition 3.2 tells us that the pair (X(S), g) whih is obtained
from (X → S, g) by evaluation at S-valued points is étale-invariant, too. The same is
true for the pair (XK(K), gK) whih is obtained from (X → S, g) by rst taking the
generi bre and then evaluating at K-valued points. Thereby, the étale-invariane of
XK(K) follows from the anonial bijetion XK(K) ∼= X(S) and from the fat that any
K-isomorphism XK → XK extends uniquely to an S-isomorphism X → X (reall that
X is the Néron model of its generi bre XK). We may summarize as follows:
3.3 Corollary Let (X → S, g) be a model of type (GR). Then the indued pairs(
X(S), g
)
and
(
XK(K), gK
)
are étale-invariant. In partiular, it makes sense to onsider X(S) as adeli spae-time
and XK(K) as arhimedean spae-time.
3.2. Gravity
If we do not restrit attention to the arhimedean omponent XK of X, but instead
onsider the full adeli theory, something interesting may be observed: The spae
desribed by (X → S, g) annot be the at, topologially trivial Minkowski spae.
Before, we will prove this interesting fat, let us slightly extend the notion of Néron
models. Up to know, we demanded that Néron models are of nite type. In partiular,
they are quasi-ompat, i.e. the inverse image of any ane open subset is quasi-ompat
as a topologial spae. But, we may drop the ondition that they are of nite type and
thus drop the ompatness-ondition. But due to smoothness, they are still loally of
nite type and are alled Néron lft-models.
3.4 Denition Let S be a Dedekind sheme with ring of frations K. Let XK be a
smooth K-sheme. A smooth and separated S-model X is alled a Néron lft-model of
XK if X satises the Néron mapping property (see Denition 6.1).
In the following, we denote by R a disrete valuation ring with eld of frations K. We
denote by Rsh the strit henselization of R with eld of frations Ksh. Let R̂sh be the
strit henselization of the ompletion R̂ of R, and let K̂sh be the eld of frations of R̂sh.
1
Physially, it does not make sense to demand invariane of X(S) under arbitrary étale base-hange.
For example, if s ∈ S is a losed point, the open immersion i : S − {s} → S is étale, but neither
nite nor surjetive. Performing a base hange with i simply means that we throw away the bre
of X(S) over the losed point s. So, it is lear that it does not make sense to demand invariane of
X(S) under base hange with arbitrary étale morphisms. The physially orret morphisms, whih
should leave X(S) invariant, are overing maps, i.e. nite, étale, surjetive maps.
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Some parts make use of the notion of exellent rings, whose denition I will reall
below. The reader who, is not familiar to this notion, may skip it and simply think of a
Dedekind domain A of harateristi zero as an example of an exellent ring (in physial
situations we will deal with Dedekind domains of harateristi zero anyway). Let us
just mention that the strit henselization of an exellent ring is exellent again. Thus
the extensions K̂sh/K̂ and K̂sh/K are separable.
Let us rst state several existing riterions. Afterwards we will give the physial
interpretation.
3.5 Proposition Let R be a disrete valuation ring with eld of frations K, and let XK
be a smooth ommutative K-group sheme of nite type. Then the following onditions
are equivalent:
a) XK has a Néron model over R.
b) XK ⊗K K̂sh ontains no subgroup of type Ga or Gm.
) XK(K̂
sh) is bounded in XK .
d) XK(K
sh) is bounded in XK .
If, in addition, R is exellent, the above onditions are equivalent to
e) XK ⊗K Ksh ontains no subgroup of type Ga or Gm.
proof [BLR℄, Thm. 10.2/1 
The meaning of the onditions c) and d) will be illustrated in the next setion. Here b)
or e) are important. If we onsider Néron lft-models the existing riterion is as follows.
3.6 Proposition Let R be a disrete valuation ring with eld of frations K, and let XK
be a smooth ommutative K-group sheme of nite type. Then the following onditions
are equivalent:
a) XK has a Néron lft-model over R.
b) XK ⊗K K̂sh ontains no subgroup of type Ga.
If, in addition, R is exellent, the above onditions are equivalent to
) XK ontains no subgroup of type Ga.
proof [BLR℄, Thm. 10.2/2 
In physial situation we will always onsider an exellent Dedekind sheme S whose eld
of frations K has harateristi zero. Then, due to Proposition 3.9, the existene of a
global Néron lft-model (resp. of a global Néron model) is equivalent to the existene of
the loal Néron lft-models (resp. of a global Néron models).
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3.7 Theorem Let S be an exellent Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K with
har(K) = 0. Let XK be a smooth ommutative K-group sheme of nite type. Then
XK admits a Néron lft-model over S if and only if XK ontains no subgroup of type Ga.
We saw that the subgroups of type Ga are ritial. But what is the physis behind these
groups? Well, due to the basi priniples of general relativity, we always have to onsider
pairs (X, g) onsisting of an objet X representing spae-time and a metri g on X whih
enodes gravity (lassially X was hosen as a dierentiable manifold). More preisely,
g is the so alled rst fundamental form on X (see Proposition 4.21 for the algebrai
geometri analogue of this notion). However, in our setting, we have got X = Ga. As
a sheme, Ga oinides with the ane spae A1Z. Therefore, the rst fundamental form
on Gna is the trivial metri diag(±1, . . . ,±1). Moreover, the set of dierential geometri
points represented by Ga is:
Ga(K) = K, K = R,C.
Consequently, Gna has to be interpreted as algebrai geometri analogue of the manifold
Rn provided with the trivial metri. In partiular, Minkowski-spae R4 orresponds to
the Q-group sheme G4a,Q in our arithmeti approah and thus ontains a subgroup Ga.
Therefore, Minkowski spae is impossible due to Theorem 3.7.
Finally let us give the announed denition of exellent rings and shemes. We will
not motivate this notion and refer the reader to [Liu℄, hapter 8.2, for more details.
3.8 Denition Let A be a noetherian ring. We say that A is exellent if it veries the
following three properties:
a) SpecA is universally atenary (see [Liu℄, Denition 8.2.1)
b) For eah p ∈ SpecA the formal bres of Ap are geometrially regular, i.e. for
all x ∈ Ap the sheme Spec(Âp ⊗Ap k′) is regular for all nitely generated eld
extensions k′/k(x). Thereby Âp denotes the p-adi ompletion of Ap.
) For every nitely generated A-algebra B, the set of regular points of SpecB is open
in SpecB.
3.9 Proposition Let S be a Dedekind sheme whose eld of frations K has hara-
teristi zero. Then the existene of a global Néron lft-model (resp. of a global Néron
model) is equivalent to the existene of the loal Néron lft-models (resp. of a global Néron
models).
proof [BLR℄, page 310 
3.3. The struture of the arhimedean omponent
In this setion we are going to analyze the struture of the arhimedean limit XK of
X. We will nd that there is an algebrai torus TK and an abelian variety AK whih
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is realized as a quotient AK = XK/TK . In analogy to the situation of lassial, dier-
ential geometri gauge theory, this obtrudes the interpretation that models of type (SR)
desribe gravity plus eletromagnetism.
The existene of the Néron model X of XK is equivalent to the existene of the loal
models X ×S SpecOS,s for eah losed s ∈ S by Proposition 3.9. Due to Proposition
3.6 this is equivalent to the fat that the unipotent radial of XK is trivial. Then XK is
an extension of an Abelian variety AK by a torus TK , i.e. there is an exat sequene of
K-group shemes.
0 // TK // XK // AK // 0
Before interpreting this result physially, let us reall the notions of Abelian varieties and
tori.
3.10 Denition Let K be a eld. An Abelian variety AK over K is dened to be a
K-group sheme whih is geometrially integral and proper.2 One an show that an
Abelian variety is always projetive and ommutative.
3.11 Denition Let K be a eld. An algebrai torus TK over K is a ommutative
K-group sheme of nite type over K whih is isomorphi to (Gm)r for some r ∈ N over
an algebrai losure K of K; i.e.
TK := TK ⊗K K ∼= (Gm,K)r for some r ∈ N .
If this isomorphism an be realized over K, i.e. TK ∼= (Gm,K)r for some r ∈ N, the
torus is said to split.
For simpliity, let us assume that we may write XK as a produt XK = TK×KAK . Then
looking at the set of physial points and using the fat that we an hoose K = Ksep due
to har(K) = 0, we obtain an extension of ordinary groups
0 // TK(K
sep) // XK(K
sep) // AK(K
sep) // 0 .
Then, we obtain the deomposition
XK(K
sep) = AK(K
sep)× TK(Ksep) = AK(Ksep)× ((Gm,Ksep)(Ksep))r
for some r ∈ Z. Thereby, the last equality is due to the fat that the torus splits over Ksep
by denition. This isomorphism of groups an be interpreted as follows: The arhime-
dean limit XK deomposes into two parts. The rst part is given by an Abelian variety
AK . This represents the spae-time dimensions. The seond part is given by a torus TK
and should be interpreted as some kind of internal spae (originating from some gauge
struture). We will see that TK is p-adially unbounded.
2
A sheme X over S is alled proper, if the anonial morphism X → S is universally losed, separated
and of nite type.
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On the other hand one an show that eah extension of an algebrai variety by a torus
admits a Néron lft-model. Thus eah model of type (SR) (X → S, g) is haraterized by
a ertain struture of its arhimedean limit.
3.12 Theorem Let S be an exellent Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K with
har(K) = 0. Let XK be a smooth ommutative K-group sheme of nite type. Then is
equivalent:
a) XK admits a Néron lft-model over S.
b) XK ontains no subgroup of type Ga.
) XK is an extension of an Abelian variety AK by a torus TK , i.e. over an algebrai
losure of K there is an exat sequene
0 // TK // XK // AK // 0 .
(Later, we will interpret TK as the gauge group part and AK as the spae-time
part of XK (see also Denition 3.28).)
proof The equivalene of a) and b) is just Theorem 3.7. The impliation a) ⇒ c) was
illustrated above and c)⇒ a) follows from the following propositions. 
3.13 Proposition Let S be a onneted Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K and
let AK be an Abelian variety over K. Then AK admits a global Néron model A over S.
proof [BLR℄, Thm. 1.4/3 
3.14 Proposition Let S be a Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K. Then any
torus TK over K admits a Néron lft-model over S.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 10.1/6 
3.15 Proposition Let S′ → S be a nite at extension of Dedekind shemes with elds
of frations K ′ and K. Let GK be a smooth K-group sheme and denote by GK ′ the
K ′-group sheme obtained by base hange. Let HK be a losed subgroup of GK whih is
smooth. Assume that GK ′ admits a Néron lft-model G
′
over S′.
Then the Néron lft-model of HK over S exists. More preisely it an be onstruted as
a group smoothening of the shemati losure of HK in the Weil restrition RS′/S(G
′).
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 10.1/4 
3.16 Proposition Let S be a Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K. Let GK be a
smooth onneted algebrai K-group whih is an extension of a smooth K-group sheme
HK of nite type by a split torus TK . Assume that Hom(HK ,Gm,K) = 0; for example,
the latter is the ase if HK is an extension of an Abelian variety by a unipotent group.
Then, if HK admits a Néron lft-model over S, the same is true for GK .
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proof [BLR℄, Prop. 10.1/7 
Up to now we only onsidered the arhimedean limit XK of the model of type (SR)
(X → S, g). But we want to show that also the full adeli objet X has a very lear
struture, too.
So let XK be the arhimedean limit of X. Due to Theorem 3.12 XK is an extension
of an Abelian variety AK by a torus TK , i.e. there is exat sequene
0 // TK // XK // AK // 0 .
By Denition 3.11 there exists a nite separable eld extension K ′/K suh that TK ′ :=
TK⊗KK ′ splits. Thus performing a base hange with the anonial morphism SpecK ′ →
SpecK, we an replae K by K ′ in the exat sequene above and assume that TK splits,
say of rank r. But then the extension XK of AK by TK is given by primitive line bundles
L1, . . .Lr on AK by [Serre2℄, Chap. VII, no15, Thm. 5. A line bundle L on a group
sheme G is alled primitive if there is an isomorphism
m∗L ∼= p∗1L ⊗ p∗2L,
where m is the group law on G and where pi : G×G→ G are the projetions, i = 1, 2.
Sine the loal rings of the Néron model A of AK are fatorial, the line bundles Li, i =
1, . . . , r extend to primitive line bundles on the identity omponent A0 of A. Thus they
give rise to an exat sequene
0 // T 0 // X0 // A0 // 0 ,
whose generi bre is the exat sequene we started with. Furthermore X0 is the identity
omponent of the Néron lft-model X of XK .
So the struture of X0 is lear, if a an analyse the struture of A0. But AK is an
Abelian variety, and the struture of A0 is laried by the fundamental Theorem on the
potential semi-abelian redution of Abelian varieties. Before stating this theorem let us
reall the notion of redution.
Let G be a smooth group sheme of nite type over a onneted Dedekind sheme
S. We say that G has abelian redution (resp. semi-abelian redution) at a losed point
s ∈ S if the identity omponent G0s is an Abelian variety (resp. an extension of an
Abelian variety by an ane torus). In partiular, if G is a Néron model of its generi
bre GK , where K is the eld of frations of S, we will say that GK has abelian (resp.
semi-abelian) redution at s ∈ S if the orresponding fat is true for G. The latter
amounts to the same as saying that the loal Néron model G ×S SpecOS,s of GK at
s ∈ S has abelian (resp. semi-abelian) redution.
If AK is an abelian variety over K, then AK is said to have potential abelian redution
(resp. potential semi-abelian redution) at a losed point s ∈ S if there is a nite Galois
extension L of K suh that AL has abelian (resp. semi-abelian redution) at all points
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over s. More preisely, we thereby mean that the Néron model A′ of AL over the nor-
malization S′ of S in L has abelian (resp. semi-abelian) redution at all losed points
s′ ∈ S′ lying over s.
3.17 Theorem Eah abelian variety AK over K has potential semi-abelian redution at
all losed points of S.
This theorem laries the struture of the model of type (SR) (X → S, g). Let us
onlude this hapter with a nal remark.
3.18 Remark In physial appliations, we will onsider a pair (X → S, g) with S =
SpecZ. Now onsider the spae-time part AK of the arhimedean omponent XK of X.
We only know that AK has potentially semi-abelian redution, but in general AK itself
will not have semi-abelian redution. But if we perform the lassial ontinuum limit K
(i.e. we onsider XL := XK ⊗K L and let the eld L tend towards Q), then, at some
plae, AL happens to have semi-abelian redution.
The property to have semi-abelian redution is a very strong symmetry (see Proposition
3.19 or setion 3.5). Thus, the adeli struture on smallest sales is muh riher and
less symmetri than the strutures that we nd in the ontinuum approximation. For
example, we nd some kind of entanglement of the dimensions of spae-time on smallest
sales. The deomposition into distint dimensions is in general only the onsequene of
some approximation proess (see Remark 3.26 for details).
3.19 Proposition If an Abelian variety AK has semi-abelian redution, then the for-
mation of the identity omponent of the Néron model of AK is ompatible with faithfully
at extensions of disrete valuation rings R →֒ R′.
proof [BLR℄, Cor. 7.4/4 
3.4. Boundedness of the arhimedean omponent
In the previous setion we saw that the arhimedean limit XK of X is an extension of an
Abelian variety AK by a torus TK , i.e. over an algebrai losure of K there is an exat
sequene
0 // TK // XK // AK // 0
(by Theorem 3.12). TK represents the gauge group part and AK represents the spae-time
part of XK .
Within this setion we will prove that the arhimedean limit AK is bounded. More
preisely, as well AK(K) as all non-arhimedean ontinuum limits AK(K̂) = AK(Kp)
are bounded with respet to the orresponding p-adi norm (reall that Kp is a nite
extension of some Qp). In the speial ase S := SpecZ, the set of all possible norms
(up to equivalene of norms) is given by the unique arhimedian norm | · |∞ (also alled
the prime spot at innity) and the set of non-arhimedian norms | · |p. There is one
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norm | · |p for eah prime number p ∈ Z, namely the p-adi norm on Cp. Then the above
boundedness assertion states that the set AK(Qp) of points of the p-adi ontinuum limit
of AK is neessarily bounded (with respet to the p-adi norm | · |p on Cp) for every prime
number p of Z. The objetive of this setion 3.4 is as well the denition of the notion of
boundedness as the illustration why this niteness ours.
Therefore, let S be the spetrum of the ring of integers of an algebrai number eld
K. As S is a Dedekind sheme one knows from number theory that the loal rings OS,s
for losed points s ∈ S are disrete valuation rings. Let π ∈ OS,s be a generator of
the maximal ideal ps of OS,s. This prime ideal is alled a nite prime. π is alled a
uniformizing element. Any r ∈ OS,s an be uniquely written in the form
r = πn · u,
with uniquely determined n ∈ N and u ∈ O∗S,s. Therefore eah r ∈ K := Fra(OS,s) an
be uniquely written in the form
r = πn · u,
where n ∈ Z and u ∈ O∗S,s. Then there is a norm | · |ps on Fra(OS,s) dened as follows.
Let r ∈ K := Fra(OS,s) and deompose r as above: r = πn · u. Let p = har k(s) be the
harateristi of the residue lass eld k(s) at s. Then
|r|ps := N(ps)−n
with N(ps) := p
fps
and fps := [k(s) : Fp]. This denition may look deterrent, if one
is not used to it. N(ps) ours in this denition in order to have ertain nie number
theoreti identities. The norm |r|ps an be written more transparently in the form
|r|ps := q−n
for some q ∈ N. The exat value of q is important for number theoreti identities, but
does not inuene the topology indued by this norm. Thus the size of a number r ∈ K
with respet to the norm | · |ps is only dependent on the number of fators π that are
ontained in r. The norm | · |ps is a non-arhimedian norm.
After these preparations let us introdue the notion of boundedness. We start with a
disrete valuation ring R with eld of frations K. Furthermore, onsider a faithfully at
extension of disrete valuation rings R →֒ R′ and let K ′ be the eld of frations of R′.
In physial situations we will hoose an étale morphism R →֒ R′ or we will onsider the
strit henselization R′ := Rsh of R. Then, by the above, R and R′ give rise to absolute
values on K and K ′. Assuming that these absolute values oinide on K, we denote
them by | · |. This is justied by the following proposition.
3.20 Proposition Let K be a eld whih is omplete with respet to the absolute value
| · |. Let L/K be an algebrai extension. Then there is a unique ontinuation of | · | to L.
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If [L : K] = n <∞, then for all α ∈ L
|α| = n
√
|NL/K(α)|.
proof [Neu℄, Chap. II, Thm. 4.8 
Now for any K-sheme XK , for any point x ∈ XK(K ′) orresponding to the maximal
ideal mx and for any setion g of OXK being dened at x, we may view the image g(x)
of g in OXK ,x/(mx) as an element of K ′. Thus the absolute value |g(x)| is well dened
and it makes sense to say that g is bounded on a subset of XK(K
′). As an example let
us onsider the speial ase XK = AnK . Then any setion g is given by a polynomial
g = g(T1, . . . , Tn) ∈ K[T1, . . . , Tn] with variables T1, . . . , Tn. Furthermore, any point
x ∈ XK(K ′) = (K ′)n an be written as x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (K ′)n. Thus g(x) is simply
the evaluation of the polynomial g at x and |g(x)| is the size of the number g(x) ∈ K ′
with respet to the absoulte value | · |. Everything works like one is used to from the real
or omplex ase, just with the arhimedian norm | · |∞ replaed by its non arhimedian
ounterpart | · |.
Applying this proedure to the oordinate funtions of the ane n-spae AnK , we arrive
at the notion of bounded subsets of AnK(K
′).
3.21 Denition As before, let R →֒ R′ be a faithfully at extension of disrete valuation
rings with elds of frations K and K ′. Furthermore, let XK be a K-sheme of nite
type and onsider a subset E ⊂ XK(K ′).
a) If XK is ane, E is alled bounded in XK if there exists a losed immersion
XK →֒ AnK mapping E onto a bounded subset of AnK(K ′).
b) In the general ase, E is alled bounded in XK if there exists a overing of XK by
nitely many ane open subshemes U1, . . . , Us ⊂ XK as well as a deomposition
E =
⋃
Ei into subsets Ei ⊂ Ui(K ′) suh that, for eah i, the set Ei is bounded in
Ui in the sense of a).
One an show that ondition b) of Denition 3.21 is independent of the partiular ane
open overing Ui of XK (see [BLR℄, Lemma 1.1/3). Furthermore the image of a bounded
set is bounded again as one would expet intuitively.
3.22 Proposition Let R →֒ R′ be a faithfully at extension of disrete valuation rings
with elds of frations K and K ′. Consider a K-morphism f : XK → YK between K-
shemes of nite type. Then, for any bounded subset E ⊂ XK(K ′), its image under
XK(K
′)→ YK(K ′) is bounded in YK .
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 1.1/4 
3.23 Proposition Let R →֒ R′ be a faithfully at extension of disrete valuation rings
with elds of frations K and K ′. Consider a proper K-sheme XK . Then any subset
E ⊂ XK(K ′) is bounded in XK .
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proof [BLR℄, Prop. 1.1/6 
As AK is an Abelian variety, it is proper and thus bounded due to Proposition 3.23. Due
to our exposition in the previous setion 3.3, X0 is given by the extension
0 // T 0 // X0 // A0 // 0 ,
where A0 is the identity omponent of the Néron model A of AK . Realling onditions
c) and d) of Proposition 3.5 we see that the boundedness of the extended spae-time
dimensions is not by hane, but a fundamental property of models of type (SR). The
boundedness of the extended spae-time dimensions is neessary. In partiular, one
obtains an eetive p-adi infrared uto.
Last but not least let us onsider the gauge part of X0. Due to the equality
Gm,K(K ′) = (K ′)∗, this is not a bounded set. If α ∈ (K ′)∗ with |α| > 1, then two
points with oordinates α and αn are arbitrary far separated from eah other with re-
spet to | · | if n is big enough.
3.5. Lifting of strutures from the arhimedean to the adeli
level
Fibre-bundles are an essential tool in real-valued physis (based on dierential geometry).
In partiular, they allow a global, oordinate independent desription of physis, e.g. of
elds mediating fores. In the framework of vetor-bundles, physial elds our as loal
setions of vetor-bundles with spae-time as base manifold M . Let
f : N →M
be the orresponding projetion map from the vetor-bundle onto the base, whose setions
are therefore physial elds.
The notion of prinipal bundles is furthermore a prinipal item of gauge theory whih
we are interested in. Let P be a G-prinipal bundle over M , where M is a Riemannian
manifold and G is a Lie-group. In partiular, a prinipal bundle gives rise to a anonial
exat sequene
0 // G // P //M // 0
and is equipped with a free and transitive G-ation ψ on P
ψ : P ×G→ P
(see setion 8.1). Let us onsider the analogues of these strutures in our algebrai
geometri setting whih is exposed in detail in setion 8.2. Then the above morphism
f orresponds to a smooth K-morphism fK : XK → YK . The notion of a eld (e.g.
the eletromagneti eld) as setion of this morphism makes sense, beause loally (with
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respet to étale topology) at physial points smooth morphisms admit setions due to
Proposition 1.19.
Furthermore, in algebrai geometry, the dierential geometri G-prinipal bundles of
gauge theory is the so alled torsor under an algebrai K-group GK (see Denition 8.7).
Again there is a anonial exat sequene
0 // GK // PK // XK // 0
and PK is equipped with a free and transitive GK-ation ψK whih is given by an
isomorphism
ψK : PK ×XK GXK ∼ // PK ×XK PK
with GXK := GK ×K XK . But we want to do physis not only in the arhimedean
limit, but also in the adeli situation. In partiular, we intend to do gauge theory
in this setting. Thus, the above strutures like the morphism fK or the XK -torsor PK
under GK (given by the above exat sequene) should lift to the adeli level in ertain
situations.
We will see within this setion that this lifting of strutures from the arhimedean to
the adeli level in fat happens under quite general assumptions.
Lifting of physial elds Let us onsider an arhimedean, physial eld given by
a setion sK : YK →֒ XK of a smooth K-morphism fK : XK → YK and let X, Y the
orresponding adeli models of type (SR). Then due to the Néron mapping property
there exist unique morphisms f : X → Y and s : Y → X extending fK and sK . By
funtoriality, we have f ◦ s = id|Y , i.e. s is a setion of f and thus a physial eld in the
adeli world.
Lifting of exat sequenes There are some quite general situations where exat se-
quenes lift to the adeli level.
3.24 Proposition Let R be a disrete valuation ring with eld of frations K, and let
0 → A′K → AK → A
′′
K → 0 be an exat sequene of Abelian varieties. Consider the
assoiated sequene of Néron models 0→ A′ → A→ A′′ → 0. Assume that the following
ondition is satised:
R has mixed harateristi and the ramiation index e = ν(p) satises e < p − 1,
where p is the residue harateristi of R and where ν is the valuation on R whih is
normalized by the ondition that ν assumes the value 1 at uniformizing elements of R.
Then the following assertions hold:
a) If A′ has semi-abelian redution, A′ → A is a losed immersion.
b) If A has semi-abelian redution, the sequene 0→ A′ → A→ A′′ → 0 is exat.
) If A has abelian redution, the sequene 0 → A′ → A → A′′ → 0 is exat and
onsists of Abelian R-shemes.
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proof [BLR℄, Thm. 7.5/4 
3.25 Lemma Let 0→ A′K → AK → A
′′
K → 0 be an exat sequene of Abelian varieties
over K. Then AK has semi-abelian (resp. abelian) redution if and only if A
′
K and A
′′
K
have semi-abelian (resp. abelian) redution.
proof [BLR℄, Lemma 7.4/2 
3.26 Remark LetK be an algebrai number eld, and let S = SpecOK be the spetrum
of the ring of integral numbers of K. If the arhimedean world XK has no gauge part,
XK is already an Abelian variety. Let us assume that there is an indutive deomposition
of XK into lower dimensional subspaes A
(i)
K , i = 1, . . . , n whih are Abelian varieties,
too. More preisely, assume that there are exat sequenes of Abelian varieties
0 // B
(i)
K
// B
(i+1)
K
// A
(i)
K
// 0 , B
(1)
K := A
(1)
K ,
suh that XK = B
(n+1)
K . For example, one may assume that eah Abelian variety A
(i)
K
is an ellipti urve. From the physial point of view, the latter yields a deomposition
of spae-time XK into the dierent dimensions. We know that eah variety A
(i)
K (resp.
B
(i)
K ) possesses a Néron model A
(i)
(resp. B(i)). Physially, A(i) (resp. B(i)) desribes
an adeli world whose arhimedean omponent is given by A
(i)
K (resp. B
(i)
K ). However,
in general, the Abelian varieties A
(i)
K , B
(i)
K will not have semi-abelian redution. Conse-
quently, the above deomposition of XK will in general not lift to the adeli level, i.e.
the indued sequenes
0 // B(i) // B(i+1) // A(i) // 0
possibly fail to be exat (see Proposition 3.24). Physially, this defet of exatness may
be interpreted as some kind of entanglement of the dimensions on the smallest sales.
This is learly an adeli eet. Also with respet to the metri we meet the same
phenomenon: At S-valued points, the metri takes values in the ring OK . But in general,
even if OK is by hane a prinipal ideal ring, the metri annot be diagonalized. Only
upon the arhimedean omponent XK , the metri may be diagonalized, and we nd the
deomposition of XK into distint dimensions (see Proposition 4.13).
However, there is still another phenomenon. If we perform the ontinuum limit (i.e. we
onsider XL := XK⊗KL and let the eld L tend towards Q), then, as soon as L beomes
big enough, A
(i)
L := A
(i)
K ⊗K L happens to have semi-abelian redution (Theorem 3.17).
If A′(i) (resp. B′(i)) denotes the Néron model of A
(i)
L (resp. B
(i)
L ) over the normalization
S′ of S in L, it follows that indued exat sequenes
0 // B
(i)
L
// B
(i+1)
L
// A
(i)
L
// 0
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atually lifts to the adeli level, beause eah A
(i)
L has semi-abelian redution (apply
Proposition 3.24). More preisely, we obtain exat sequenes
0 // B′(i)
//
B′(i+1)
//
A′(i)
// 0
on the adeli level, too. Therefore, the entanglement of the dimensions on the adeli
level is lost if we perform the ontinuum limit. Furthermore, there is suddenly not only
ompatibility of X ′ = A′(n) with unramied, but also with ramied base hange (see
Proposition 3.19).
Let us now inorporate gauge theory. Therefore, onsider a X-torsor P under a gauge
group GX := G ×S X. We know that the model of type (SR) X is the Néron model of
its generi bre XK . But in general, G need not be the Néron model of its generi bre.
Physially the latter means that G is the gauge group of a gauge eld whih is limited
to the quantum level. Exatly those gauge elds, whih appear as lassial elds with
unlimited range (like the eletromagneti eld), must posses a gauge group whih is the
Néron model of its generi bre. Let us now determine all gauge groups with this property.
For this purpose assume that GK is the (ommutative) gauge group of a lassial gauge
eld with innite range. However, there is a anonial gauge theory assoiated to the
trivial XK-torsor PK := XK ×XK GXK = XK ×K GK under GXK := XK ×K GK whih
ts into an exat sequene 0 → GK → PK → XK → 0 of group shemes. This gauge
theory realizes the most simplest vauum struture whih is possible and is therefore
usually hosen in physial appliations. By assumption, the onsidered gauge eld is
lassial with innite range. Therefore, its gauge group possesses a Néron model. Now
there is the following result.
3.27 Lemma Let S be a Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K, and let
0 // G′K
// GK // G
′′
K
// 0 .
be an exat sequene of smooth K-group shemes of nite type (whih are not neessarily
ommutative).
a) If GK admits a Néron model over S, the same is true for G
′
K .
b) If G′K and G
′′
K admit a Néron model over S
′
, the same is true for GK .
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 7.5/1 
Therefore, also PK possesses a Néron model P . It follows from Theorem 3.12 that PK also
ts into an exat sequene 0 → TK → PK → AK → 0, where TK is a torus, and where
AK is an Abelian variety. Comparing the two exat sequenes it is therefore natural to
interpret TK as gauge group part of PK . As higher-dimensional tori are produts of one-
dimensional tori, only the one-dimensional torus is indeomposable, i.e. desribing gauge
bosons whih are elementary partiles. Therefore, we make the following denition.
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3.28 Denition Let Gm,K be the one-dimensional torus. Then the gauge eld assoi-
ated to the (ommutative) gauge group
GK := Gm,K
is alled the arithmeti eletromagneti eld.
4. The dimensionality of the arithmeti
models
Within this setion let us onsider a model of type (GR) (X → S, g), and let XK be the
generi bre of X (see Denition 0.4). Reall that, unless otherwise speied, K ⊂ R is
an algebrai number eld (i.e. a nite algebrai extension ofQ), and that OK is the ring of
integral numbers ofK (i.e. the integral losure of Z in K). For example, think of OK = Z
and K = Q. As already illustrated, we onsider a smooth algebrai spae XK over K
as the fundamental objet underlying the arhimedean spae-time limit (see Denition
1.10). Then, in the arhimedean ontinuum limit, we obtain a lassial dierentiable
manifold M whih is realized as the set of R-valued points of XK , i.e. M = XK(R) .
In this hapter we will draw some onlusions from the presene of gravity onerning
the dimensionality of spae-time. Let us one for all denote the relative dimension of XK
by n. In ontrast to relativisti theories over the innite prime spots R or C, whih may
be formulated for arbitrary values of n, it will turn out that the nite prime spots of the
algebrai number eld K exert a wide inuene on the admissible number of dimensions.
Already B. Dragovih, I.V. Volovih et al. mentioned some remarkable oinidenes
between p-adis and dimensionality of spae-time (see [Dra℄, Chap. 5, onluding remarks
and [ADFV℄, end of setion 2.1). We will meet this phenomenon in our approah, too.
But rst, let us reall that there are a priori two dierent ways of desribing the
R-valued Minkowski-spae-time Rn whih underlies the theory of speial relativity:
a) Both, spae ~x and time t, are R-valued variables, i.e. ~x ∈ Rn−1, t ∈ R. The metri
of spae-time is given by the Minkowski-metri gµν = diag(1,−1, . . . ,−1).
b) Spae ~x is a R-valued variable, but time t is purely imaginary, i.e. t ∈ iR (as it
is proposed by the priniples of quantum mehanis). The metri of spae-time is
given by the eulidian-metri gµν = diag(1, . . . , 1).
However, within the bounds of this hapter, only the seond point of view (that time is
a purely imaginary variable) will be presented. Assuming that gravity is a eld of spin
2, one may prove the following statement:
• In the ase b), n = 4 and eah tangent spae is equipped with the struture of a
quaternion algebra with Pauli matries as generators.
Let us at least mention another issue. If one admits furthermore that next to the spin-2
eld of gravity there is also a metrial spin-3 eld, one an show that this implies n ≥ 10.
In order to be able to talk about gravity in our algebrai geometri setting, we have
to introdue the notion of a metri. For details we refer to setion 4.3.
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4.1. The privileged harater of four dimensional spaes
Let us onsider our arhimedean limit XK → SpecK of relative dimension n. We assume
that gravity is a eld of spin-2 metri. Therefore, we may hoose a metri
gK : TXK/K ×XK TXK/K → A1XK
(see Denition 4.20). Thereby, TXK/K denotes the tangent bundle over XK , and A
1
XK
denotes the one-dimensional ane spae over XK . For those readers, who are not used to
these notions, we may give an equivalent desription of the metri in terms of matries.
For simpliity, let us assume that the module of dierential forms Ω1XK/K is globally free.
If (ω1, . . . , ωn) is a global base of the dierential forms Ω1XK/K , then gK orresponds to
a non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form
gK =
∑
1≤µ,ν≤n
gµν ω
µ ⊗ ων ∈ Ω⊗2XK/K(XK), gµν ∈ OXK (XK).
Thus, the metri may be interpreted as a matrix (gµν). At this plae we will not derive
the onrete struture of gK , we simply work with a given struture. The reader may
think that gµν is stipulated by the equations of general relativity. We interpret the metri
as an instrument whih enables us to measure spae-time distanes.
Let us study the metri in more detail. Choose a physial point x ∈ XK (i.e. a losed
point of XK). Then x takes values in a nite separable extension k(x) ⊂ Q of K, where
Q ⊂ C denotes an algebrai losure of Q. Using the physial interpretation given in
setion 4.3 we see that the evaluation of gK at the physial point x ∈ XK indues a
bilinear form
gK(x) : TXK/K(x)× TXK/K(x)→ k(x).
Due to the equality
TXK/K(x) = Homk(x)-lin
(
Ω1XK/K ⊗ k(x), k(x)
)
= Homk(x)-lin (k(x)
n, k(x)) ∼= k(x)n
we may write gK(x) as a bilinear form on the k(x)-vetor spae k(x)
n
gK(x) : k(x)
n × k(x)n → k(x). (4.1)
Let us by some abuse of notation denote the matrix representing the bilinear form gK(x)
by gµν(x) or simply by gµν . As har (k(x)) = 0 6= 2, we an equivalently write gK(x) as
a quadrati form
gK(x)(T1, . . . , Tn) =
∑
µ,ν
gµν(x)T
µT ν, gµν(x) ∈ k(x).
Taking into regard that the metri gK(x) is an instrument to perform measurements
in spae-time, we an make a further statement on the struture of gK(x): As the
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building stones of a lassial spae-time are innite small zero-dimensional point partiles,
arbitrary small distanes in spae-time are realized. Thus tangent-vetors of arbitrary
lengths may be onstruted in the lassial world. In partiular, if we submit a measurable
length, i.e. a number of k(x), then, at least in a lassial world, one an onstrut a
tangent-vetor whih takes exatly this length. This amounts to saying that gK(x) is
surjetive.
Consider the innite prime spot R of the rational numbers Q. Performing a base hange
with K →֒ R, the arhimedean limit XK with its metri gK indues a dierentiable
manifold (
XR(R), gR
)
,
the spae-time manifold of the arhimedean ontinuum limit.
Before we proeed, let us introdue some notation whih we will need below. The
eld K possesses valuations whih enable us to measure the size of its elements. These
valuations are alled the prime spots of K (see Denition 4.12). In partiular, eah prime
spot indues a topology on K. However, the topologial eld K need not be omplete
with respet to a hosen prime spot p. As usual, let Kp denote the ompletion of K with
respet to a prime spot p. One an prove that either Kp = R, Kp = C or that there
exists a prime number p ∈ Z suh that Kp is a nite extension of Qp. The omplete
elds Kp are alled loal elds, whereas K is a global eld. The eld R of real numbers
is an ordered eld (i.e. given two elements x, y ∈ R, then either x ≤ y or y ≤ x). In
ontrast to this, the p-adi elds are not ordered. Therefore, in the ase Kp 6= R, the
eld Kp is not ordered: There does not exist a split into positive and negative numbers
(i.e. the arrow of time and the split into future and past disappears. In a ertain way,
there exists only future). This interpretation motivates the following denition.
4.1 Denition Let α ∈ Kp.
a) If Kp = R, α is alled stritly positive if and only if α > 0.
b) If Kp 6= R, α is alled stritly positive if and only if α 6= 0.
Finally, let us onsider a quadrati form gK : K
n ×Kn → K over K. Evaluation of gK
at pairs (x, y) ∈ Knp ×Knp indues a quadrati form over Kp whih we denote by gKp .
The ase of eulidian gravity.
Let us now illustrate the privileged harater of four-dimensional relativisti models. We
will assume that (XR(R), gR) desribes eulidian gravity. Therefore, in inertial systems,
the metri takes the form
gµν =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

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over the prime spots at innity. This quadrati form is anisotropi over R and represents
all stritly positive real numbers (see Denition 4.15). These two properties of the rel-
ativisti metri gµν over R motivate the following denition (where we make use of the
notation whih was introdued above in the paragraph ontaining Denition 4.1).
4.2 Denition Let K be either a global or a loal eld. Let gK : K
n ×Kn → K be a
quadrati form over K. Then gK is alled of type (R) if and only if there exists a nite
prime spot p of K, suh that:
a) gKp is anisotropi.
b) gKp represents all stritly positive numbers α ∈ Kp.
If K does not possess a nite prime spot, gK is alled of type (R) if a) and b) are true
with Kp := K.
4.3 Remark Let gK be a quadrati form of type (R).
a) More intuitively, the two onditions a) and b) of Denition 4.2 may be stated as
follows:
• ‖x‖2p := |gKp (x, x)|p = 0 ⇔ x = 0.
• Classial sales do not have holes!
b) By the Hasse-Minkowski theorem 4.18, gK does not represent zero over K.
) If n ≥ 4, then the seond ondition in Denition 4.2 is atually true for all nite
prime spots of K (as we will see soon). Espeially, if K ⊂ R, we dedue from
the Hasse-Minkowski theorem 4.18 that either gK or −gK represents all stritly
positive numbers 0 < α ∈ K.
This fat justies the global statement: Classial sales do not have holes!
d) If n = 4 and K = R, then gK = diag(1, 1, 1, 1), i.e. gK desribes a spae-timewhih
is relativisti in the sense of eulidian gravity. Therefore, Denition 4.2 generalizes
the notion of a relativisti metri (in the sense of the theory of speial relativity)
from R to arbitrary loal and global elds.
Now we are prepared to inorporate gravity.
4.4 Denition Let XK → SpecK be of dimension n. Let gK be a spin-2 metri on XK
desribing gravity.
Then XK is alled of type (R) if and only if gK(x) is of type (R) in the sense of
Denition 4.2 for all physial (i.e. losed) points x ∈ XK .
4.5 Theorem Let XK → SpecK be of type (R) in the sense of Denition 4.4 and of
dimension n. Then the following statements are true:
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• n = 4.
• In inertial systems, the metri may be written as
gµν =

1 0 0 0
0 −ε 0 0
0 0 −π 0
0 0 0 ε · π

with numbers ε, π ∈ K∗ whih have the following property:
There exists a nite prime spot p of K suh that
(i) π is a uniformizing element of Kp.
(ii) The redution of ε mod π is not a square (i.e. ε /∈ k∗2p ).
More preisely, gµν is the norm form of the non-split quaternion algebra (ε, π) over
Kp (see Denition 4.16).
proof In order to perform the proof in an elegant manner, let us introdue some nota-
tion. For this purpose let us onsider the eld Qp of p-adi numbers (p being a prime
number). Let a, b ∈ Q∗p and put
(a, b) = 1 if z2 − ax2 − by2 = 0 has a solution (z, x, y) 6= (0, 0, 0) in Q3p.
(a, b) = −1 otherwise.
The number (a, b) ∈ {±1} is alled the Hilbert symbol of a and b relative to Qp. The
number (a, b) does not hange when a and b are multiplied by squares; thus we may
onsider the Hilbert symbol as a map
(·, ·) : Q∗p /Q∗2p ×Q∗p /Q∗2p → {±1}.
Due to [Serre1℄, Chap. III, 1, Thm. 1, this map has an interesting property whih will
be important later: It is bilinear and nondegenerate. The assertion nondegenerate has
to be understood as follows: Eah number b ∈ Q∗p whih has the property that (a, b) = 1
for all a ∈ Q∗p is a square, i.e. b ∈ Q∗2p .
If Q =
∑n
i,j=1 aijXiXj is a quadrati form in n variables over Qp, we know from
Proposition 4.13 that Q may be diagonalized:
Q ∼ a1X21 + . . . + anX2n.
Then the two elements
det(Q) := a1 · . . . · an ∈ Q∗p /Q∗2p
s(Q) :=
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(ai, aj) ∈ {±1}
are important invariants of the quadrati form Q.
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After this preparation, let us begin with the proof of Theorem 4.5. Let x ∈ XK be
a physial point. We may assume that K = k(x) = Q. By assumption, XK is of type
(R), i.e. there exists a prime number p suh that on the one hand gQp(x) does not
represent zero, but on the other hand represents all non-zero numbers a ∈ Q∗p. Let us
prove that this already implies n = 4. We will do so by showing that dimensions n 6= 4
are impossible. As we are free to perform oordinate transformations (i.e. it sues to
onsider similarity lasses of quadrati forms), all numbers may be viewed as elements
of Q∗p /Q
∗2
p . Furthermore, let us use the abbreviation Q := gQp(x).
n=1: By Proposition 4.9 b), Q represents a ∈ Q∗p if and only if a = det(Q). But
Q∗p /Q
∗2
p 6= {1} by Proposition 4.14. In partiular, Q does not represent all a ∈ Q∗p.
Therefore, n = 1 is not possible.
n=2: On the one hand, we know from Proposition 4.9 b) that (a,− det(Q)) = s(Q)
for all a ∈ Q∗p /Q∗2p . On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 4.9 a) that
− det(Q) 6= 1. But, we saw above that the Hilbert symbol (·, ·) is a nondegenerate
bilinear form. Therefore, it is possible to hoose a number b ∈ Q∗p /Q∗2p suh that
(b,− det(Q)) 6= s(Q), and we arrive at a ontradition.
Thus, n = 2 is not possible.
n=3: For eah a ∈ Q∗p /Q∗2p , we must have either
a 6= − det(Q) or
(
a = − det(Q) and s(Q) = (−1,− det(Q))
)
.
But on the other hand, we already know that s(Q) 6= (−1,− det(Q)), beause oth-
erwise Q would represent zero by Proposition 4.9 a). This implies the ontradition
a 6= − det(Q) for all a ∈ Q∗p /Q∗2p .
Therefore, n = 3 is not possible.
n ≥ 5 : By Proposition 4.9 a), the quadrati form Q is isotropi.
Therefore, n ≥ 5 is not possible either, and it remains the ase n = 4. Now the
theorem follows from Proposition 4.17. 
4.6 Corollary K-shemes XK → SpecK of type (R) exist.
proof As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we may assume thatK = k(x) = Q. By Theorem
4.5, we know that XK has to be four-dimensional. Therefore, Proposition 4.19 shows
that K-shemes XK → SpecK of type (R) atually exist. 
4.7 Corollary Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme of relative dimension n with metri g
suh that the arhimedean limit XK is of type (R) . Then
n = 4.
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proof Due to Theorem 4.5, the relative dimension nK of XK is four. But nK oinides
with n by Lemma 4.8. 
Evoking Lemma 1.25 and Lemma 1.26, we nally obtain the following result.
4.8 Lemma Let S be a Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K. Let f : X → S be a
smooth morphism of relative dimension n, and assume that X is onneted. Let nK be
the relative dimension of the generi bre fK : XK → SpecK of f . Then
n = nK .
proof As already stated, this is a diret onsequene from Lemma 1.25 and Lemma
1.26. 
4.9 Proposition Let p be a prime number, and let Q be a quadrati form of rank n on
Qp. Then the following statements are true.
a) For Q to represent zero it is neessary and suient that
(i) n = 2 and det(Q) = −1 (in Q∗p /Q∗2p ).
(ii) n = 3 and s(Q) = (−1,− det(Q)).
(iii) n = 4 and either det(Q) 6= 1 or
(
det(Q) = 1 and s(Q) = (−1,−1)
)
.
(iv) n ≥ 5.
b) Let a ∈ Q∗p. In order that Q represents a it is neessary and suient that
(i) n = 1 and a = det(Q).
(ii) n = 2 and s(Q) = (a,− det(Q)).
(iii) n = 3 and either a 6= − det(Q) or
(
a = − det(Q) and s(Q) = (−1,− det(Q))
)
.
(iv) n ≥ 4.
Note that in this statement a and det(Q) are viewed as elements of Q∗p /Q
∗2
p . Also all
equations have to be read in Q∗p /Q
∗2
p ; e.g. the inequality a 6= − det(Q) means that a is
not equal to the produt of − det(Q) and a square.
proof [Serre1℄, Chap. IV, 2, Thm. 6 and the orollary to this theorem. 
4.10 Remark In partiular, we see that the tangent spae TXK/K(x) ofXK at a physial
point x ∈ XK is not only a vetor spae, but even a quaternion algebra if XK is of type
(R). We may hoose a basis of TXK/K(x) whih is atually the basis of a non-split
quaternion algebra
TXK/K(x)
∼= Ke0 ⊕Ke1 ⊕Ke2 ⊕Ke3.
e1e2 = e3, e2e1 = −e2e1, e0 = 1
e21 = ε · 1 = ε, e22 = π · 1 = π
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Thus, we may write a gauge eld A(x) at x in the general form
A(x) = A0e0 +
3∑
i=1
Aiei.
The elements e1, e2 and e3 are analogues of the Pauli spin matries. By means of
onjugation in the quaternion algebra (see Denition 4.16), the gauge eld A(x) gives
rise to the eld A(x),
A(x) = A0e0 −
3∑
i=1
Aiei.
We all A(x) the anti-eld of A(x). Considering pairs (A,A), we may write
(A,A) = A0
(
0 1
1 0
)
+A1
(
0 e1
−e1 0
)
+A2
(
0 e2
−e2 0
)
+A3
(
0 e3
−e3 0
)
.
Introduing the gamma matries
γ0 :=
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γi :=
(
0 ei
−ei 0
)
, for i = 1, 2, 3,
we nally arrive at the expression
(A,A) =
3∑
µ=0
Aµγµ.
We laim that the gamma matries fulll the relations
γµγν + γνγµ = 2gµν · i
Thereby, i denotes the unit matrix, and gµν denotes the metri at the physial point
x ∈ XK (whose onrete form is determined by Theorem 4.5).
proof Let i, j = 1, 2, 3. Then we derive that
 γ0γ0 =
„
0 1
1 0
«„
0 1
1 0
«
=
„
1 0
0 1
«
= g00 · i
 γ0γi =
„
0 1
1 0
«„
0 ei
−ei 0
«
=
„
−ei 0
0 ei
«
and
γiγ0 =
„
0 ei
−ei 0
«„
0 1
1 0
«
=
„
ei 0
0 −ei
«
.
Thus, γ0γi + γiγ0 = 0 = 2g0i · i.
 γiγj =
„
0 ei
−ei 0
«„
0 ej
−ej 0
«
=
„
−eiej 0
0 −eiej
«
.
Thus, γiγj + γjγi = − (eiej + ejei) · i. But the generators of the quaternion algebra fulll the
following identities:
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• e1e2 = −e2e1, e1e3 = −e1e1e2 = −e1e2e1 = −e3e1, e2e3 = e2e1e2 = −e1e2e2 = −e3e2.
• e21 = ε = −g11, e
2
2 = pi = −g22, e
2
3 = e1e2e1e2 = −e
2
1e
2
2 = −εpi = −g33.
This shows that eiej + ejei = −2gij . With this, everything is proven. 
Therefore, pairs (A,A) are elements of a Cliord algebra. In partiular, we see that the
arhimedean limit XK of X has got the property that gauge elds at anonially on
spinors, if XK is of type (R) (in the sense of Denition 4.4). The oupling of gauge elds
to spinors via gamma matries ours naturally.
4.2. Quadrati forms
Consider the standard situation of a metri gK living on a smooth K-sheme XK (see
Denition 1.10). In physial appliations, the eldK will be an algebrai number eld, i.e.
a nite algebrai extension of the rational numbers Q. As a onsequene, the evaluation
of gK at physial (i.e. losed) points of XK yields quadrati forms over algebrai number
elds (see setion 4.3). A good understanding of these quadrati forms is therefore
a prerequisite for a suessful treatment of a theory of gravity. In partiular, some
properties of algebrai number elds have to be olleted whih we are going to present
now. An important tool for the analysis of algebrai number elds are valuations.
4.11 Denition Let K be a eld, and let K∗ be the group of units of K. A valuation
of K is a map v : K → R∪{∞} whih has the following properties:
a) v(a) =∞⇔ a = 0.
b) v(ab) = v(a) + v(b) for all a, b ∈ K∗.
) v(a+ b) ≥ min{v(a), v(b)} for all a, b ∈ K∗.
4.12 Denition A prime spot p of an algebrai number eld K is an equivalene lass
of valuations of K. The non-arhimedean equivalene lasses are alled nite primes, the
arhimedean ones are alled innite primes. We write p ∤ ∞ (resp. p | ∞) if p is nite
(resp. innite). In the ase p ∤ ∞, we write p | p if the residue eld κ(p) orresponding
to p, is of harateristi p. Reall that
κ(p) := Op/mp,
where Op := {α ∈ K | p(α) ≥ 0} and where mp ⊂ Op is the maximal ideal.
In analogy to the ase of nite prime spots exposed in Lemma 4.27, the innite prime
spots are given by embeddings τ : K →֒ C. An innite prime spot p is alled real or
omplex depending on whether the ompletion Kp is isomorphi to R or C, and we dene
κ(p) := Kp.
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We may assoiate to eah prime spot p of K a anonial homomorphism
vp : K
∗ → R .
If p is nite, we dene vp to be the normed p-adi valuation on K given by vp(K
∗) = Z.
If p is innite, we dene vp(a) := − log |τa|, where τ : K → C is the embedding dening p.
Let us now return to quadrati forms. A entral result is the fat that quadrati forms
over elds of harateristi zero may be diagonalized.
4.13 Proposition Every quadrati module (V,Q) over a eld k (i.e. V is a k-vetor
spae with a quadrati form Q on V ) has an orthogonal basis.
proof [Serre1℄, Chap. IV, Thm. 1 
Therefore let (gµν) = diag(g11, . . . , gnn) =: 〈g11, . . . , gnn〉 be diagonal. As we are working
with spin-2 gravity (i.e. with quadrati forms), and as we are only looking up to oordi-
nate transformation (i.e. up to isometry of quadrati modules), we are free to multiply
the gii with elements of K
∗2 :=
{
α2|α ∈ K∗}. Therefore, it is of interest to understand
elds modulo squares.
4.14 Proposition Let Kp be a p-adi eld with residue lass eld kp and prime π.
a) If har(kp) 6= 2, then Kp has exatly four square lasses
K∗p/K
∗2
p = {1, ε, π, επ}
where ε is a unit whose redution mod π is not a square, i.e. ε /∈ k∗2p .
b) If har(kp) = 2 that is Kp is a nite extension of Q2, then Kp has exatly 2
n+2
square lasses for n = [Kp : Q2].
) Up to isomorphism Kp has exatly one non-split
1
quaternion algebra. If we dene
the Hasse-Minkowski symbol by
s(α, β) :=
{
1 if (α, β) splits
-1 if (α, β) does not splits
}
then the map s : K∗p/K
∗2
p ×K∗p/K∗2p → {±1} is nonsingular. If har(kp) 6= 2, then
(ε, π) is a non-split quaternion algebra.
proof [Shar℄, Chap. 6, Fat 4.1 
1
Let (α, β) be a quaternion algebra (see Denition 4.16). Then the following statements are equivalent:
• (α, β) splits
• (α, β) is not a skew-eld.
• The norm form N of (α, β) is isotropi.
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Before we state the important Hasse-Minkowski theorem, let us introdue the following
notion.
4.15 Denition Let K be a eld and let Q(T1, . . . , Tn) :=
∑
i,j
aijT
iT j , aij ∈ K be a
quadrati form in n variables over K.
a) We say that Q represents an element a ∈ K if there exists t ∈ Kn, t 6= 0, suh that
Q(t) = a.
b) Q is alled isotropi if it represents 0 ∈ K.
) Q is alled anisotropi if it does not represent 0 ∈ K.
4.16 Denition For a, b ∈ K∗ dene a 4-dimensional K-algebra with basis 1, e1, e2, e3
by the following multipliation table:
e1e2 = e3, e2e1 = −e2e1, e21 = a · 1 = a, e22 = b · 1 = b
where 1 denotes the unit element whih is sometimes also denoted by e0. The elements
of this algebra are linear ombinations
α0e0 + α1e1 + α2e2 + α3e3, αi ∈ K.
This algebra is assoiative. It is denoted by (a, b) = (a, b)K and is alled a quaternion
algebra over K. There is a anonial involution
− : (a, b)→ (a, b), x = x0e0 +
3∑
i=1
xiei 7→ x := x0e0 −
3∑
i=1
xiei
whih is the quaternion analogue of omplex onjugation. The quadrati form
N : (a, b)→ K, x 7→ xx = xx
is alled the norm form of the quaternion algebra. There is the following isomorphism of
quadrati spaes: (
(a, b), N
) ∼= 〈1,−a,−b, ab〉.
4.17 Proposition Let Kp be a p-adi eld.
a) Every form of dimension ≥ 5 is isotropi.
b) Up to isometry there exists exatly one anisotropi 4-dimensional form, namely the
norm form of the non-split quaternion algebra. Using Proposition 4.14, this norm
form an be written as 〈1,−ε,−π, επ〉.
Therefore quadrati forms an be lassied by dimension, determinant and Hasse-Minkowski
symbol s〈α1, . . . , αn〉 :=
∏
i<j s(αi, αj).
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proof [Shar℄, Chap. 6, Thm. 4.2 
4.18 Hasse-Minkowski theorem (Loal-global priniple for quadrati forms.) Let K
be a global eld of harateristi 6= 2 and let Q be a n-dimensional quadrati form over
K. Then Q is isotropi if and only if Q is isotropi over all ompletions Kp with p
non-arhimedean or real.
proof [Shar℄, Chap. 6, Main Theorem 4.2 
4.19 Proposition Let p be a prime number, let n ≥ 1, let d ∈ Q∗p /Q∗2p and let ε ∈ {±1}.
In order that there exists a quadrati form Q of rank n suh that:
• det(Q) = d and
• s(Q) = ε,
it is neessary and suient that one of the following onditions is fullled:
(i) n = 1 and ε = 1
(ii) n = 2 and ε = 1
(iii) n = 2 and d 6= −1
(iv) n ≥ 3.
proof [Serre1℄, Chap. IV, Prop. 6 
4.3. The metri tensor
In Riemannian geometry the metri tensor is a smooth family of salar produts. For
eah point there is one salar produt, i.e. a non-degenerate, positive-denite symmetri
bilinear-form living in the tangent spae at the point. We would like to provide this
notion in algebrai geometry, too.
As usual let us onsider a smooth sheme X over a Dedekind sheme S. Let ω ∈
Ω1X/S(X) be a global dierential form and let (Ui)i∈I an ane open overing of X.
Consider the OX(Ui)-algebra homomorphisms
OX(Ui)[T ]→ SymOX(Ui)
(
Ω1X/S(Ui)
)
T 7→ ω|Ui
where Sym denotes the assoiated symmetri algebra. This algebra homomorphism
orresponds to a X-morphism
ωi : TUi/S → A1Ui ,
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beause by Denition 11.16 and Denition 11.24 one has got
TUi/S = V(Ω
1
Ui/S
) = Spe
(
SymOX(Ui)
(
Ω1X/S(Ui)
))
.
A1Ui = SpecOX(Ui)[T ]
TUi/S is alled the algebrai geometri tangent bundle, whose basi properties are sum-
marized in hapter 11 of this thesis. As ω is a global setion of Ω1X/S the morphisms ωi
glue to a X-morphism
ω : TX/S → A1X
whih we also denote by ω with some abuse of notation. Vie versa eah suh morphism
ω : TX/S → A1X gives rise to a global setion ω of Ω1X/S . This global setion is the image
of the variable T under the assoiated algebra homomorphism OX[T ]→ SymOX
(
Ω1X/S
)
.
Thus eah global dierential form ω ∈ Ω1X/S an be interpreted as a X-morphism ω :
TX/S → A1X .
Analogously we an perform with global setions ω ∈ Ω⊗nX/S(X). Writing
ω =
∑
1≤i1,...,in≤m
ωi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωin , ωij ∈ Ω1X/S(X)
as a sum of elementary tensors, then ω orresponds to the multi-linear morphism
ω : TX/S ×X . . . ×X TX/S → A1X , (t1, . . . , tn) 7→
∑
1≤i1,...,in≤m
ωi1(t1) · . . . · ωin(tn).
More preisely this morphism is obtained as follows. By what we have already seen, eah
ωij ∈ Ω1X/S(X) an be interpreted as a X-morphism ωij : TX/S → A1X . Thus ω gives rise
to a anonial morphism
TX/S ×X . . .×X TX/S︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
→ (A1X ×X . . . ×X A1X)⊕m
where both bre produts onsist of n fators. Composing rst with the n-fold multipli-
ation morphism (
A1X ×X . . .×X A1X
)⊕m mult. // (A1X)⊕m
and then summing up the m fators
(
A1X
)⊕m P // A1X
we nally get the X-morphism ω as the omposition of these three anonial morphisms.
The multi-linear harater of this morphism is illustrated in more detail in the beginning
of setion 11.3.
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Let us now assume that Ω1X/S is free OX-module. For example, this is the ase if X
is an S-group sheme and if S is in addition the spetrum of a prinipal ideal domain
(let us remark that this will be the ase in physial appliations). Then hoose a base
(ω1, . . . , ωn) of Ω1X/S(X) where n is the relative dimension of X over S. In order to
onstrut a metri we onsider an element
g =
∑
1≤i,j≤n
gij ω
i ⊗ ωj ∈ Ω⊗2X/S(X), gij ∈ OX(X).
By what we have seen above g orresponds to a bilinear X-morphism
g : TX/S ×X TX/S → A1X .
More preisely bilinear means the following. Let α : X ′ → TX/S be a X-morphism. Due
to the universal property of the bre produt there is a anonial bijetion
HomX(X
′, TX/S ×X TX/S) ∼= HomX(X ′, TX/S)×HomX(X ′, TX/S).
Thus g indues a anonial map
g(α) : HomX(X
′, TX/S)×HomX(X ′, TX/S)→ HomX(X ′,A1X).
This map is bilinear. Let us make this more transparent by looking at generi bres.
Physial interpretation: Let X → S be smooth of relative dimension n. Let S be a
Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K. Let g : TX/S ×X TX/S → A1X be as above.
Performing a base hange with the anonial inlusion SpecK →֒ S we arrive at the
arhimedean omponent of g whih is given by the XK -morphism
gK : (TX/S ⊗S K)×XK (TX/S ⊗S K)→ A1XK .
Realling the properties of bre bundles we know that
TX/S ⊗S K = V(Ω1X/S)×X XK = V(i∗KΩ1X/S) = V(Ω1XK/K) = TXK/K
where iK : XK →֒ X is the anonial inlusion. Thereby, the rst and last equality is by
denition, the seond one is due to Proposition 11.18, and the third equality is due to
Proposition 1.6. Thus we an write gK in the more transparent way
gK : TXK/K ×XK TXK/K → A1XK .
Let us evaluate this morphism at L-valued points, where the eld L is a separable ex-
tension of K. Beause of A1XK (L) = (A
1
Z×ZXK)(L) = L×XK(L) we have got
L
TXK/K(L)× TXK/K(L)
gK(L) // L×XK(L)
p1
88pppppppppppp
p2 &&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
XK(L)
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where p1 and p2 are the projetions onto the respetive fator. Antiipating the notions
and statements immediately following Remark 11.25, we obtain
TXK/K(L) =
⋃
x∈XK(L)
TXK/K(x) =
⋃
x∈XK(L)
TXK ,x
∼=
⋃
x∈XK(L)
Ln.
If we hoose L as a separable algebrai losure K of K, this shows that TXK/K(K) is a-
tually the dierential geometri tangent spae (i.e. the family of tangent spaes indexed
by points). There is one tangent spae for eah physial point. Thus gK(K) is a family
of bilinear forms; for eah physial point there is one bilinear form living on the tangent
spae of this point. More preisely p1 ◦ gK(K) is a bilinear form and p2 ◦ gK(K) gives
the physial point in whose tangent spae the bilinear forms lives.
Later we will onsider the above bilinear forms
g(α) : HomX(X
′, TX/S)×HomX(X ′, TX/S)→ HomX(X ′,A1X).
for S-valued points α ∈ X(S) in order to have the notion of a metri at the adeli
points of X.
So let us ontinue to onstrut the metri. We already saw that the global setion
g =
∑
1≤µ,ν≤n
gµν ω
µ ⊗ ων ∈ Ω⊗2X/S(X), gµν ∈ OX(X).
an be interpreted as a bilinear form. The matrix (gµν) is symmetri if and only if the
orresponding X-morphism g : TX/S ×X TX/S → A1X is symmetri, i.e. g(v,w) = g(w, v).
In order to say what we mean with a non-degenerated bilinear form, we onsider the X-
funtor TX/S := HomOX(Ω1X/S ,OX) represented by TX/S . The X-morphism g indues a
anonial map
TX/S → (TX/S)∨ := HomOX(TX/S ,OX) ∼= Ω1X/S , v 7→ g( · , v).
We say the g is non-degenerate if and only if this map is an isomorphism of X-funtors.
In partiular the matrix (gµν) is invertible, i.e. det(gµν) ∈ OX(X)∗ if g is non-degenerate.
We are now prepared to make the
4.20 Denition Let X → S be smooth of relative dimension n suh that Ω1X/S is a free
OX-module. Let
g =
∑
1≤i,j≤n
gij ω
i ⊗ ωj ∈ Ω⊗2X/S(X), gij ∈ OX(X).
where (ω1, . . . , ωn) is a base of Ω1X/S(X). Let
g : TX/S ×X TX/S → A1X .
the assoiated bilinear X-morphism as onstruted above. Then g is alled a spin-2
metri if and only if g is symmetri and non-degenerate; i.e. if and only if:
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a) The matrix (gµν) is symmetri.
b) The anonial morphism TX/S → (TX/S)∨ is an isomorphism of X-funtors.
In partiular det(gµν) ∈ OX(X)∗, i.e. the matrix (gµν) is invertible. We denote the
inverse matrix of (gµν) by (g
µν).
4.21 Proposition Let S = SpecR be an ane base sheme and let X → S be a smooth
S-sheme of nite type. Then there exists a anonial metri g on X, the so alled rst
fundamental form. Loally, this metri looks as follows:
In the speial ase X = AnS = SpecR[T1, . . . , Tn], one has got Ω
1
X/S =
⊕n
i=1OX · dTi.
Then (g0)µν := diag(±1, . . . ,±1) indues a trivial metri g0 on X. If j : X → AnS is
a losed S-immersion, we may pull bak the trivial metri g0 via j in order to obtain a
metri j∗g on X. The metri j∗g is alled the rst fundamental form.
proof We may hoose a nite open overing (Ui) of X by ane shemes Ui together
with losed S-immersions ιi : Ui →֒ AnS , i.e. Ui = V (Ii) is the zero set of some ideal
Ii ⊂ R[T1, . . . , Tn]. Let gi := ι∗i g0 be the rst fundamental form on Ui (as desribed
above). We will show that we may glue the loal metris gi along the intersetions
Uij := Ui ⊂ Uj . Due to Lemma 4.22, we know that Uij = Ui ×AnS Uj as sheme. Let
pk : Uij → Uk, k = i, j, be the anonial projetion. Then, p∗i gi = p∗i ι∗i g0 = (ιi ◦ pi)∗g0=
(ιj ◦ pj)∗g0 = p∗jgj . Interpreting gi as setion gi ∈ Ω⊗2X/S(Ui), the equation above may be
written as gi |Uij= gj |Uij . Thus, the loal metris gi glue to a global metri g ∈ Ω⊗2X/S(X).
This metri is alled the rst fundamental form. 
4.22 Lemma Let S = SpecR be an ane base sheme, and let X be a losed subset
of AnS. Then there is a unique sheaf of ideals I suh that V (I) realizes X as losed
sub-sheme of AnS whih is smooth over S.
proof We may assume that X is ane. Let I, J ⊂ A := OAnS (AnS) be two ideals suh
that V (I) and V (J) dene two losed sub-sheme strutures on X. As V (I) and V (J)
oinide as topologial spaes, one knows from Hilberts Nullstellensatz that rad(I) =
rad(J). Due to smoothness, one has got rad(I) = I. This may be seen as follows: Clearly,
I ⊂ rad(I). Conversely, let f ∈ rad(I) and f ∈ A/I be the residue lass of f . There is a
m ∈ N suh that fm ∈ I, i.e. fm = 0. Due to smoothness, A/I has no zero-divisors, and
it follows that already f = 0, i.e. f ∈ I. All in all, we obtain I = rad(I) = rad(J) = J .
4.23 Remark In exatly the same way as in dierential geometry, we may furthermore
dene the notion of a ovariant derivation. Using as well the metri as the notion of
the ommutator of vetor elds (see Denition 11.41), it makes also sense to talk about
torsion free and metri preserving onnetions. Like in dierential geometry, we obtain a
unique onnetion whih is torsion free and metri preserving, the Levi-Civita onnetion.
It may be derived in terms of the metri by means of the Koszul formula. All in all, we
may introdue the notion of urvature for relative shemes X → S. This establishes
a general relativity for shemes, beause we may simply write down the equations of
general relativity in our algebrai geometri setting. This is done in setion 1.2.
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Rii alulus for shemes.
Let X → S be a sheme of relative dimension n with spin-2 metri g. Then, loally, we
an perform Rii alulus in the same manner we are used to from dierential geometry.
For this purpose hoose a loal base (∂1, . . . , ∂n) of TX/S and let (ω1, . . . , ωn) be a loal
base of Ω1X/S suh that both bases are dual to eah other. Eah loal setion v of TX/S ,
i.e. eah loal vetor eld an be written uniquely as
v =
∑
µ
vµ∂µ, with loal setions v
µ
of OX.
Let us denote the image of v under the isomorphism TX/S → (TX/S)∨ by
g( · , v) =
∑
µ
vµω
µ, with loal setions vµ of OX.
On the other hand we have got the expliit desription g( · , v) = ∑
µ,ν
gµνω
ν(v) · ωµ =∑
µ,ν
gµνv
νωµ. Therefore
gµνv
ν = vµ
where over indies whih our twie is summed. Thus indies are lowered with gµν . Vie
versa indies are lifted with gµν :
gµνvν = v
µ.
Dierential forms with values in Lie-algebras
Let π : X → S be a smooth onneted S-sheme whih admits global setions (e.g. a
universe) and let G→ S be a smooth S-group sheme. Let g = Lie(G/S)(S) denote the
Lie-algebra of G. We know that we an write as well g = (ε∗Ω1G/S)(S). In gauge theory
we are interested in dierential forms whih take values in the Lie-algebra g. This way
the elds orresponding to the so alled gauge-bosons are desribed.
The morphism π : X → S gives a morphism of sheaves π−1OS → OX. By our premise
π has setions; in partiular faithfully at. Then, π−1OS = OS ◦π and π−1OS →֒ OX
is injetive. Evaluating at global setions, we get a monomorphism of rings OS(S) →֒
OX(X). Let us onsider OS(S) and g as a onstant sheaves on X, i.e. for all open subsets
U ⊂ X we set:
OS(S)(U) := OS(S)
g(U) := g
We onsider OX as a OS(S)-algebra in the following way: For all open subsets U ⊂ X
we set
OS(S)(U)→ OX(U), α 7→ α|U
where we onsider α as a global setion of OX. Thus we an onsider Ω1X/S as a OS(S)-
module.
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4.24 Denition Let π : X → S be a smooth onneted S-sheme whih admits global
setions (e.g. a universe) and let G → S be a smooth S-group sheme. Let g be the
Lie-algebra of G. A Lie-algebra valued dierential form is a setion of the OX-module
Ω1X/S ⊗OS(S) g .
Regarding Proposition 11.30, we have got
Ω1X/S ⊗OS(S) g = Ω1X/S ⊗OX
(OX⊗OS(S) g)
= HomOX
(TX/S ,OX)⊗OX (OX⊗OS(S) g)
= HomOX
(TX/S ,OX⊗OS(S) g)
Thus elements of Ω1X/S ⊗OS(S) g an be evaluated at tangent-vetors and the result is
a Lie-algebra valued funtion. We would like to give an equivalent haraterization of
global setions of Ω1X/S ⊗OS(S) g in terms of morphisms of shemes as we did above for
ordinary dierential forms, i.e. setions of Ω1X/S . So let us onsider the bre-bundle
T gX/S := V
(
Ω1X/S ⊗OS(S) g
)
and let T gX/S be the assoiated X-funtor. In terms of X-funtors we an write
T gX/S = HomOX
(
Ω1X/S ⊗OS(S) g,OX
)
= HomOX
(
Ω1X/S ,HomOX
(OX⊗OS(S) g,OX))
= HomOX
(
Ω1X/S ,
(OX⊗OS(S) g)∨)
where we have used again Proposition 11.30. Simply by replaing Ω1X/S through Ω
1
X/S⊗OS(S)
g in our former alulations, we see that we an identify global setions of Ω1X/S⊗OS(S) g,
i.e. elements of Ω1X/S(X) ⊗OS(S) g, with X-morphisms
T gX/S → A1X/S .
Analogously we an perform with more general tensors with values in the Lie-algebra,
i.e. with global setions ω ∈ Ω⊗nX/S(X) ⊗OS(S) g. Writing
ω =
∑
1≤i1,...,in≤m
ωi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωin−1 ⊗ (ωin ⊗ rin), ωij ∈ Ω1X/S(X), rin ∈ g
as a sum of elementary tensors, then ω orresponds to the following multi-linear mor-
phism.
ω : TX/S ×X . . .×X TX/S︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n− 1)-times
×XT gX/S → A1X
(t1, . . . , tn) 7→
∑
1≤i1,...,in≤m
ωi1(t1) · . . . · ωin−1(tn−1) · (ωin ⊗ rin)(tn)
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4.25 Remark Let K be loal eld of harateristi zero. Let XK be a sheme whih is
loally of nite type over K. If K denotes an algebrai losure of K, the set XK(K) may
be endowed with an analyti struture. In the ase K = C, we may onsider XK(K) as
omplex analyti spae, and in the p-adi ase K = Cp we obtain a rigid analyti spae.
In some analyti theories, the metri is introdued as a powerful notion whih ontains
further geometri information. This is the motivation to introdue this notion on the
algebrai level, too (as presented in setion 4.3). If XK is in addition smooth over K
(or more generally redued), we know from Proposition 4.21 that there exists a metri
on XK , the rst fundamental form. So, let us assume that there is a metri gK :
TXK ×XK TXK → A1XK on XK . Then we onsider the following ategory: The objets
are pairs (XK , gK) and a morphism (YK , hK) → (XK , gK) is dened as a morphism
fK : YK → XK of shemes suh that hK = f∗KgK . This ategory might be alled the
ategory of Riemannian shemes over K (of ourse, the same denition makes sense if
we replae K by an arbitrary base sheme). We may onsider the ategory of smooth
shemes (or redued shemes whih are loally of nite type) as a full subategory of
Riemannian shemes by endowing the respetive sheme with the rst fundamental form
as metri.
Let us now evaluate Riemannian shemes (XK , gK) at K-valued points and study the
analyti objets that we obtain this way. In order to do this, we assume that XK is
smooth. As mentioned above, the evaluation at K-valued points of a sheme XK yields
a set whih is the zero set of some polynomials, and whih may be endowed with the
struture of an analyti spae. But if we start from Riemannian shemes instead, it is
possible that the resulting analyti objet desribes the zero set of funtions whih are
not neessarily algebrai but may be transendent.
4.26 Example Let K = R and XK := A2K with oordinates (t, r). With respet to
the global base dt, dr of Ω1XK/K hoose the metri gK =
(
p(r)2 0
0 p′(r)2
)
on XK ,
where p(r) is a polynomial in r, and p′(r) := ∂p(r)∂r denotes the rst partial derivative
of p(r) with respet to r. Evaluation of the Riemannian sheme (XK , gK) at K-valued
points yields a omplex analyti spae, whoseK-valued points onstitute the Riemannian
manifold M = (R2, gµν) with gµν = diag(p(r)2, q(r)2). We laim that M is isomorphi
(in the ategory of Riemannian manifolds) to a zero set of non-algebrai, transendent
funtions. In order to prove this onsider an embedding
φ : R2 → R4, (t, r) 7→ (t, r, ϕrϕt, ϕrψt)
where ϕr, ϕt, ψt ∈ C∞(R) will be hosen later. Thereby, ϕr only depends on r, and
ϕt, ψt ∈ C∞(R) only depend on t. We want to hoose ϕr, ϕt and ψt in suh a way that
φ(R2) endowed with the rst fundamental form is isomorphi to M . If we introdue the
abbreviations ϕ˙t =
∂ϕt
∂t and ϕ
′
r =
∂ϕr
∂r , we obtain the following basis-vetors ∂t, ∂r of the
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tangent spae of φ(R2):
∂t =

1
0
ϕrϕ˙t
ϕrψ˙t
 and ∂r =

0
1
ϕ′rϕt
ϕ′rψt
 .
Choosing the trivial metri diag(1, 1, 1, 1) in R4 and providing φ(R2) with the rst fun-
damental form, we obtain the following dierential equations.
p2 = gtt = ϕ
2
r(ϕ˙
2
t + ψ˙
2
t )
0 = gtr = ϕrϕ
′
r(ϕtϕ˙t + ψtψ˙t)
p′
2
= grr = ϕ
′2
r(ϕ
2
t + ψ
2
t )
One easily heks that ϕr := p(r), ϕt := sin(t) and ψt := cos(t) is a solution of these
equations. Thus, if (t, r, y, z) are the variables of R4, we see that we may realize M ∼=
ϕ(R2) as zero set in R4 of the C∞-funtions y− p(r) sin(t) and z− p(r) cos(t). However,
these funtions are manifestly not algebrai.
Some bakground material from algebrai number theory
We already introdued the notion of a valuation of an algebrai number eld in Denition
4.11. Important is the following result.
4.27 Lemma Let K →֒ L be an algebrai extension of elds. Let v be a valuation on
K, and let w be a valuation on L whih extends v. Then there exists a K-embedding
τ : L→ Kv suh that
w = v ◦ τ,
where v is the anonial ontinuation of v to an algebrai losure Kv of the ompletion
Kv of K with respet to v. Furthermore, if Lw denotes the ompletion of L with respet
to w, one has got
Lw = LKv.
proof The rst statement is [Neu℄, Chap. II, Fortsetzungssatz 8.1. Therefore, it remains
to prove the equality Lw = LKv. As a nite extension of a omplete eld is omplete
again (see [Neu℄, Chap. II, Thm. 4.8), the nite eld extension LKv ⊂ Lw of Kv is
omplete with respet to w. On the other hand L ⊂ LKv, and thus LKv must already
oinide with the ompletion Lw of L with respet to w. 
Let us reall that a prime spot p of an algebrai number eld K is an equivalene lass
of valuations of K. The non-arhimedean equivalene lasses are alled nite primes, the
arhimedean ones are alled innite primes. We write p ∤ ∞ (resp. p | ∞) if p is nite
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(resp. innite). In the ase p ∤ ∞, we write p | p if the residue eld κ(p) orresponding
to p, is of harateristi p. Reall that
κ(p) := Op/mp,
where Op := {α ∈ K | p(α) ≥ 0} and where mp ⊂ Op is the maximal ideal. In analogy to
the ase of nite prime spots exposed in Lemma 4.27, the innite prime spots are given
by embeddings τ : K →֒ C. An innite prime spot p is alled real or omplex depending
on whether the ompletion Kp is isomorphi to R or C, and we dene
κ(p) := Kp.
We may assoiate to eah prime spot p of K a anonial homomorphism
vp : K
∗ → R .
If p is nite, we dene vp to be the normed p-adi valuation on K given by vp(K
∗) = Z.
If p is innite, we dene vp(a) := − log |τa|, where τ : K → C is the embedding dening
p.
4.28 Denition If L/K is a nite extension of K, let us denote the prime spots of L
with P. We will write P | p if the restrition of P to K gives p. In this situation we
dene:
a) the ramiation index eP|p and the inertia index fP|p by:
eP|p :=
{
(P(L∗) : p(K∗)) if p | p
1 if p | ∞
}
fP|p := [κ(P) : κ(p)]
fp := fp|p
b) the absolute norm N by:
N(p) :=
{
pfp if p | p
efp if p | ∞
}
where e =
∑
n 1/n! is Euler's number.
) the p-adi norm | · |p : K → R by:
|a|p :=

N(p)−vp(a) if p | p and a 6= 0
0 if p | p and a = 0
|τa| if p | ∞ is real
|τa|2 if p | ∞ is omplex

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4.29 Proposition For arbitrary prime spots P | p the following identities hold:∑
P|p
eP|pfP|p =
∑
P|p
[LP : Kp] = [L : K]
N(P) = N(p)fP|p
vP(a) = eP|pvp(a) for a ∈ K∗,
vp
(
NLP |Kp (a)
)
= fP|pvP(a) for a ∈ L∗,
|a|P = |NLP |Kp(a)|p for a ∈ L∗.
proof [Neu℄, Chap. III, Satz 1.2 
4.30 Proposition Let K be an algebrai number eld. For all a ∈ K∗ there are only
nitely many prime spots p suh that |a|p 6= 1. Furthermore,∏
p
|a|p = 1.
proof [Neu℄, Chap. III, Satz 1.3 
4.4. Metrial elds of higher spin
In general relativity gravity is desribed by a eld of spin 2. In this setion we will argue
that in priniple it is mathematially possible that there also exists a metrial eld of
spin-3. The resulting model is then at least ten dimensional. The global results of this
thesis are formulated in a language whih leaves open the possibility to work with pure
spin-2 gravity or with a ombined spin-2 and spin-3 metrial eld. Nevertheless, those
parts of this thesis whih ontain omputations in loal oordinates will work with pure
spin-2 gravity only. Therefore, this setion 4.4 is thought as a brief prospet for metrial
elds with higher spin and will not be that detailed as the exposition onerning spin-2
gravity in setion 4.1.
Let us onsider a model of type (GR) (X → S, g) of relative dimension n. In the
preeding setion 4.1 we assumed that gravity is desribable by a spin-2 metri
g : TX/S ×X TX/S → A1X
(see Denition 4.20). If (ω1, . . . , ωn) is a loal base of Ω1X/S , then g orresponds to a
non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form
g =
∑
1≤µ,ν≤n
gµν ω
µ ⊗ ων ∈ Ω⊗2X/S(X), gµν ∈ OX(X).
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and is thus given by a matrix (gµν). This denition is motivated by our intuitive experi-
ene that e.g. the length of vetor x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn should be measured using the
theorem of Pythagoras in order to get a physially sensible result:
‖x‖2 :=
√√√√ n∑
i=1
x2i .
But in priniple one ould also interpret
‖x‖r :=
(
n∑
i=1
xri
) 1
r
with r ∈ R, 0 < r <∞,
as a length of the vetor x as this metri yields the same topology on Rn. As we would
interpret the index r as the spin of an orresponding gauge boson, we are redued to
values r ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .} ⊂ N. We have to exlude r = 1 as we want to relate gravity with
urvature. The general form of a the metri in Rn would then be written as a symmetri
form of homogeneous degree r.
‖x‖rr :=
∑
µ1,...,µr
gµ1...µr · xµ1 . . . xµr with r ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .}.
In our setting the spin-r eld would be given by a symmetri rank r tensor gµ1...µr or
more preisely by a morphism
g : TX/S ×X . . .×X TX/S︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
→ A1X .
Loally this ould then be written as
g =
∑
1≤µ1,...,µr≤n
gµ1...µr ω
µ1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωµr ∈ Ω⊗rX/S(X), gµ1,...,µr ∈ OX(X).
As the tensor produt is assoiative and ommutative for symmetri tensors, we an
deompose gµ1...µr into a tensor-produt of symmetri tensors of smaller rank, e.g.:
gµ1...µi...µr = gµ1...µi ⊗ gµi+1...µr .
Aording to this deomposition we would interpret the spin-r eld as some kind of
overlap of a spin-i eld gµ1...µi and a spin-(r − i) eld gµi+1...µr . As r is restrited to
values r ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .} ⊂ N we see that the spin-2 eld gµν and the spin-3 eld gµνλ
are the only elds whih are indeomposable in this sense. They are irreduible in this
regard. Therefore only gµν and gµνλ an be interpreted as elementary partiles.
This means that next to the massless spin-2 graviton gµν of general relativity there
ould also exist a spin-3 eld gµνλ. Due to the priniples of quantum eld theory, this
should be an repulsive fore whih is limited to small distanes if we provide it with
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a big mass. In the same way as in the ase of the pure spin-2 gravity of the previous
setion 4.1, let us now analyze the eets of a metrial spin-3 eld on the dimensionality
of spae-time. As we will only work with the spin-2 graviton in the setion on gauge
theory, we will do this very shortly and not that detailed as in the spin-2 ase.
The number-theoreti bakground for the analysis of a spin-3 eld is the theory of
ubi forms. Of ourse the ubi form gµνλ desribing the potential of the spin-3 eld
should be non-singular. But then there is a entral result due to D.R. Heath-Brown:
4.31 Proposition a) Every non-singular ubi form over the rational numbers in at
least 10 variables represents zero.
b) There exist non-singular ubi forms over the rational numbers in 9 variables that
do not represent zero.
proof For item a) see [Hea℄, and for item b) see [Mor℄. 
By similar arguments as given in the previous setion 4.1 on pure spin-2 gravity, this
implies:
4.32 Corollary Let X → S be smooth of relative dimension n. If there is a spin-3 eld
then n ≥ 10.
5. Disreteness of geometry and
quantization of gauge elds
Let (X → S, g) be a model of type (SR) (see Denition 0.7). The lassial hoie for the
base is S = SpecC. In this ase, X(S) may be onsidered as a manifold, and the points
of X(S) form a ontinuum. However, as we represent the adeli point of view, we make
a dierent hoie whih also takes into onsideration the nite prime spots. Therefore,
from now on, let K ⊂ R be an algebrai number eld with ring of integral numbers OK ,
and let S = SpecOK . Reall that XK(K) denotes the arhimedean omponent of X(S)
(with XK being the generi bre of X → S).
Within this hapter, we will nally illustrate that X(S) indeed arries a disrete ge-
ometry in the adeli ase S = SpecOK (in ontrast to the situation over the real or
omplex numbers). Beause of the anonial bijetion XK(K) ∼= X(S), the same is true
for the arhimedean omponent XK(K). More preisely, both XK(K) and X(S) are
nitely generated abelian groups. If the rank of these groups is zero, they are atually
nite groups.
In partiular, gauge els on XK(K) may be treated by means of the methods of lattie
gauge theory. This is partiularly interesting, beause lattie gauge theory oers the
possibility to perform a non-perturbative, well-dened quantization of gauge elds.
5.1. The disrete geometry of the arithmeti models
From now on let us onsider a smooth, separated K-sheme XK of relative dimension
n over an algebrai number eld K. Let us assume that XK gives rise to a model of
type (SR) (X → S, g) (see Denition 0.7). In this setion, we will study the arhimedean
omponent XK(K) of X. At rst, we will illustrate that XK(K) indeed arries a disrete
struture. The argument is as follows. Due to Theorem 3.12, XK is an extension of an
Abelian variety AK by a torus TK . Following the ideas of hapter 3, we interpret the
torus as the gauge group part and AK as the spae-time part of XK . As we are interested
in the struture of spae-time, we will therefore assume that XK is an Abelian variety.
Therefore, the Mordell-Weil theorem 5.1 tells us that the arhimedean limit XK(K) of
X(S) is indeed nitely generated abelian group. Beause of the bijetionXK(K) ∼= X(S),
the same is true for the adeli world X(S).
5.1 Theorem Let K be an algebrai number eld and let AK be an algebrai variety
over K. Then the set AK(K) of K-valued points of AK is a nitely generated abelian
group.
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As usually we will let Z denote the additive group of integers, and we will let Zm denote
the yli group Z /mZ of integers mod m. Then the fundamental theorem of nitely
generated abelian groups tells us that XK(K) looks like
XK(K) ∼= Zd⊕Zpν11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zpνss
for some prime numbers pi ∈ N and integers d, s, νi ∈ N. As we are interested in a physial
theory whih is ompletely free of innities, it is appealing to demand that d = 0, beause
in this speial ase, XK(K) ∼= X(S) is atually a nite group. Consequently, there are
only nitely many spae-time points.
In order to exploit some more physial properties of XK(K), let us assume that X :=
E0 ×S . . . ×S En is the bred produt of n smooth ellipti urves Ei over S endowed
with the rst fundamental form g. We know from Theorem 2.9 that (X → S, g) is a
model of type (SR). In the ase d > 0, the set XK(K) is already dense in the ontinuum
XK(R). If d = 0, XK(K) is a group of nite order. In the speial ase K = Q, the
Nagell-Lutz theorem tells us that the oordinates of the points of XQ(Q) are atually
integers. Therefore the generator ℓ := 1 ∈ OK of the group OK = Z appears as smallest
possible length (Plank length) as one should expet.
Next to the existene of a disrete geometry, (X → S, g) sometimes has the interesting
property to onsists of only nitely many points. We already met this phenomenon in
the ase that XK is the produt of ellipti urves. Therefore, let us next assume that
XK deomposes into a bred produt
XK = C
(1)
K ×K . . .×K C(n)K
of one-dimensional projetive, smooth urves C
(i)
K , i = 1, . . . , n. For example, in the
ase n = 4, think of C
(1)
K as time oordinate and think of C
(2)
K , C
(3)
K and C
(4)
K as spae
oordinates. First notie that the genus of the urves annot be smaller than 1. This
may be seen as follows: Assume that the genus of a urve C
(i)
K is smaller than one for
some i. However, C
(i)
K is present on the level of arhimedean spae-time if and only if
it ontains a non-virtual point, i.e. if and only if C
(i)
K (K) 6= ∅. Then Proposition 5.3
implies that C
(i)
K is already the one-dimensional projetive spae P
1
K over K. Thereby,
we also made use of the fat that the arithmeti and the geometri genus of the urve
C
(i)
K agree:
5.2 Remark Let C be a smooth, geometrially onneted, projetive urve over a eld
k. Let us remind the reader that
pa(C) := dimkH
1 (C,OC )
is alled the arithmeti genus, and that
pg(C) := dimkH
0
(
C,Ω1C/k
)
is alled the geometri genus of C. Then one an prove that pa(C) = pg(C).
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proof [Liu℄, Rem. 7.3.28 
5.3 Proposition Let C be a geometrially integral projetive urve over a eld k of
arithmeti genus pa ≤ 0. Then we have the following properties:
a) The urve C is a smooth oni over k, i.e. C is smooth over k and there exists a
homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 suh that C = V+(F ) ⊂ P2k.
b) We have C ∼= P1k if and only if C(k) 6= ∅.
proof [Liu℄, Prop. 7.4.1 
But the projetive spaes PrK , r ∈ N, annot be the arhimedean omponent of a model
of type (GR), beause not every K-automorphism of PrK extends to an S-automorphism
of PrS . For instane onsider the following ounterexample:
5.4 Example Let R be a disrete valuation ring with eld of frations K. Consider a
K-automorphism uK : PrK
∼→ PrK . Using a set of homogeneous oordinates x0, . . . , xr of
PrK , we an desribe uK by
xi 7→
r∑
j=0
aijxj , i = 0, . . . , r,
where A := (aij) is a matrix in Glr+1(K). We may assume that all oeients aij belong
to R. Then, by the theory of elementary divisors, there are matries S, T ∈ Glr+1(K)
and integers 0 ≤ n0 ≤ . . . ≤ nr suh that SAT is the diagonal matrix diag(πn0 , . . . , πnr).
Hene there exist sets of homogenous oordinates x0, . . . , xr and x
′
0, . . . , x
′
r of P
r
R, suh
that uK is desribed by
xi 7→ πnix′i,
where we may assume n0 = 0.
If n0 = . . . = nr = 0, it is lear that uK : PrK
∼→ PrK extends to an automorphism
u : PrR
∼→ PrR. However, if n0 = . . . = ns = 0 and ns+1, . . . , nr > 0 for some s < r,
then uK extends only to an R-rational map u : PrR
∼
99K PrR. Namely, u is dened on the
R-dense open subsheme V ⊂ PrR whih onsists of the generi bre and of the open part
Vk ⊂ Prk omplementary to the linear subspae Qk where x0, . . . , xs vanish. In fat, if
Q′k is the linear subspae in P
r
k where x
′
s+1, . . . , x
′
r vanish, we an view uk as projetion
of Prk to Q
′
k with enter Qk.
Therefore the projetive spaes PrK , r ∈ N, annot our. This reets the fat that
models of type (GR) annot be at spaes with trivial topology, and may be regarded
as projetive version of the fat that e.g. Néron models annot ontain ane spaes
(Proposition 3.6).
Therefore, the genus of the urves C
(i)
K is bigger than zero. This is the ase of a non-
trivial vauum topology. In the ase of genus bigger than one, we may nally evoke
Falting's theorem:
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5.5 Faltings's theorem Any non-singular projetive urve of genus g > 1 dened over
an algebrai number eld K ontains only nitely many K-valued points.
All in all, in the ase of urves C
(i)
K of genus bigger than one, we see that
XK(K) = C
(1)
K (K)× . . .× C(n)K (K)
is a nite set. Only in the ase of genus one, it is still possible that XK(K) ontains
innitely many points. However, we have furthermore proved the following result.
5.6 Non-trivial vauum struture. Let us assume that the arhimedean limit XK de-
omposes into a produt
XK = C
(1)
K ×K . . .×K C(n)K
of one-dimensional projetive, smooth urves C
(i)
K , i = 1, . . . , n. Then the genus of the
urves is stritly bigger than zero, i.e. XK arries a non-trivial topology. Due to Corollary
2.8, the urvature tensor of XK vanishes. Therefore, XK is a vauum whih arries a
non-trivial topology.
The next step is the inorporation of gauge elds.
5.2. Lattie gauge theory in the arithmeti setting
In the regime of high energy physis, gravity may be negleted. Therefore, one usually
hooses Minkowski spae Rn as spae-time manifold and onsiders gauge elds upon Rn.
In a next step one has to quantize these gauge eld. Essentially, there are two dierent
approahes. First, there is a perturbative approah based on Feynman diagrams. Seond,
there is the non-perturbative approah of lattie gauge theory. The rst one is manifestly
Lorentz-invariant, but in order to quantize the gauge elds (e.g. by means of the Fadeev-
Popov method) one has to make a gauge xing. This breaks the gauge invariane and
one has to make sure that physial entities are independent from the hosen gauge. In
ontrast to this, lattie gauge theory onserves gauge invariane. But one replaes the
ontinuum of Minkowski spae by a lattie, and this way Lorentz invariane is broken.
However, Minkowski spae-time is not the only solution of Einsteins eld equations
of general relativity whih desribes an empty, stati universe. Every diret produt of
one dimensional manifolds is as well a vauum solution, beause the urvature tensor
vanishes globally. Nevertheless the dierent vaua will in general dier with respet
to their topologial struture. While Minkowski spae-time is the produt of urves of
genus zero (and therefore of trivial vauum struture), it is as well admissible to onsider
a produt of urves of higher genus. In the ase of genus one, we obtain a produt of
ellipti urves.
In this setion we will illustrate that a spae-time manifold onsisting of a produt of
ellipti urves (or more generally an Abelian variety) possesses a anonial lattie whih
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is even invariant under algebrai dieomorphisms (see Denition 5.7, b)). Therefore, in
this ase, lattie gauge theory oers a possibility to quantize gauge eld in suh a way
that neither gauge invariane nor spae-time symmetries are broken.
From now on, we will provide as well the at spae Rn as the ane spae AnK with the
eulidean metri diag(1, . . . , 1), i.e. instead of working with the hyperboli Minkowski
spae-time we will onsider an eulidean spae-time . This is usually done in lattie
gauge theory. Therefore, from now on, all manifolds will be onsidered as Riemannian
manifolds.
5.7 Denition a) Let M be a dierentiable manifold and i : Γ →֒ M a subset (i
denotes the anonial inlusion). Let D be a set of dieomorphisms of M . Then
Γ is alled invariant under D if the following holds: For every ϕ ∈ D there is a
bijetion ϕ|Γ : Γ ∼→ Γ of sets suh that the following diagram is ommutative.
Γ _
i

ϕ|Γ // Γ _
i

M
ϕ //M
b) Let K ⊂ R be an algebrai number eld and let XK be a smooth K-sheme.
Let i : Γ →֒ XK(R) be a subset (i denotes the anonial inlusion). Then Γ is
alled K-isomorphism invariant if the following holds: For every K-isomorphism
ϕ : XK → XK there is a bijetion ϕ(R)|Γ : Γ ∼→ Γ of sets suh that the following
diagram is ommutative.
Γ _
i

ϕ(R)|Γ // Γ _
i

XK(R)
ϕ(R) // XK(R)
Thereby, ϕ(R) : XK(R) → XK(R) denotes the morphism whih is obtained by
evaluation of ϕ at R-valued points.
Due to the smoothness of XK over K, we may endow XK(R) with the struture of
a dierentiable manifold. Thus, if Γ is a K-isomorphism invariant subset, then it is
invariant under the set of dieomorphisms ϕ(R) : XK(R)→ XK(R) of XK(R) whih are
indued by isomorphisms ϕ : XK → XK of shemes.
In the speial ase of the at spae-time Rn we may onsider the set of Lorentz-
transformations. A Lorentz-transformation is linear dieomorphism whih desribes a
rotation in Rn. Eah Lorentz-tranformation may be written as a nite produt of matries
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of the following type.
Lθ :=

.
.
.
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 cos(θ) sin(θ) 0 0
0 0 − sin(θ) cos(θ) 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
.
.
.

Let DLor denote the set of all Lorentz-transformations. A subset Γ ⊂ Rn is alled Lorentz
invariant if it is invariant under DLor in the sense of Denition 5.7, a). However, whereas
the notion of Lorentz invariane is espeially adapted to Rn, the notion ofK-isomorphism
invariane applies to every sheme XK over K. But in the speial ase of Rn one an
show that K-isomorphism invariane already implies Lorentz-invariane for a quite big
lass of sets Γ (see Proposition 5.8). Therefore, in the setting of non-trivial manifolds
XK(R) 6= Rn, where the notion of Lorentz-invariane does in general not make sense, it
is natural to look for K-isomorphism invariant strutures.
5.8 Proposition Let XK = AnK and onsider XK(R) ∼= Rn as at manifold in a anoni-
al way. Let Γ ⊂ XK(R) be a losed or an open subset. If Γ is K-isomorphism invariant,
it is Lorentz-invariant, too.
proof Let us rst assume that Γ ⊂ XK(R) is a losed subset. Choose x ∈ Γ. As every
Lorentz transformation may be written as a nite produt of matries Lθ, it sues to
show, that Lθ(x) ∈ Γ for all the Lorentz transformations of type Lθ. Thus it remains to
show that infγ∈Γ |Lθ(x) − γ| = 0, beause Γ ⊂ XK(R) is a losed subset. Thereby, | · |
denotes the anonial norm on Rn.
In order to prove this onsider the sphere of radius one S1 ⊂ R2. For every z ∈ S1
there is a θ ∈ [0, 2π] suh that z = (cos(θ), sin(θ)) ∈ R2. By Lemma 5.9, we know that
the set of K-valued points of S1 is dense in S1 (with respet to the anonial topology
on S1). Consequently, we may hoose a point zε = (cos(θε), sin(θε)) ∈ K2 suh that
| cos(θ)− cos(θε)| < ε and | sin(θ)− sin(θε)| < ε for every ε > 0. In partiular,
|Lθ(x)− Lθε(x)| ≤
√
2ε|x| for all ε > 0.
But eah Lorentz transformations Lθε is indued by a K-isomorphisms of XK , beause
the matrix Lθε has only entries in K. Thus Lθε(x) ∈ Γ due to our assumption, and it
follows that infγ∈Γ |Lθ(x)− γ| = 0.
Let us now assume that Γ ⊂ XK(K) is open. Then the omplement Γc := XK(K)\Γ of
Γ in XK(K) is a losed subset. Let us rst show that Γ
c
is K-isomorphism invariant. In
order to do this, assume that there is a K-isomorphism ϕ : XK → XK and a y ∈ Γc suh
that x := ϕ(y) ∈ Γ. But then ϕ−1(x) = y /∈ Γ whih ontradits the K-isomorphism
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invariane of Γ. Consequently, Γc is even Lorentz invariant by what we have already
shown. Let us now prove the Lorentz-invariane of Γ. For this purpose hoose a point
x ∈ Γ and assume that y := Lθ(x) /∈ Γ for some Lorentz transformation Lθ. Therefore,
the Lorentz transformation L−θ = L
−1
θ maps y ∈ Γc to x ∈ Γ. This ontradits the
Lorentz-invariane of Γc. Consequently, Γ is Lorentz invariant. 
5.9 Lemma Let K ⊂ R be an algebrai number eld. Let S1 := {(x, y) ∈ R2 |x2 +
y2 = 1} ⊂ R2 be the sphere of radius one endowed with its anonial topology. Let
S1(K) := {(x, y) ∈ K2|x2 + y2 = 1} ⊂ S1 be the set of K-valued points of S1. Then
S1(K) is a dense subset of S1.
proof First notie that for any t ∈ K
zt :=
(
1− t2
1 + t2
,
2t
1 + t2
)
∈ S1(K).
Identifying R2 with the omplex numbers C in a anonial way, we may write zt = eiϕt
for some angle ϕt. If we let t→ 0, we see that there are points zt ∈ S1(K) with arbitrary
small, but non-vanishing angle ϕt 6= 0.
Let now z = eiϕ ∈ S1 and ε > 0. By what we have seen, there is an m ∈ N and a
point zt = e
iϕt ∈ S1(K) suh that |ϕ −mϕt| ≤ ε (simply hoose ϕt suiently small).
But eimϕt ∈ S1(K), beause eimϕt = (eiϕt)m. Therefore we are done beause ε > 0 is
arbitrary. 
However, in our adeli approah to physis, spae-time is given by the set XK(K) of
K-valued points of a K-sheme XK . As motivated above, one should expet for physial
reasons that XK(K) is K-isomorphism invariant. This is indeed always true:
5.10 Proposition Let K ⊂ R be an algebrai number eld, and let XK be a K-sheme.
Then XK(K) ⊂ XK(R) is K-isomorphism invariant (see Denition 5.7, b)).
proof Let C be the ategory of K-shemes. Eah objet X ∈ C gives rise to its funtor
of points hX : C → (Sets) whih assoiates to any T ∈ C the set hX(T ) := X(T ) :=
Hom(T,X) of T -valued points of X. Eah morphism X → X ′ in C indues a morphism
hX → hX′ of funtors by the omposition of morphisms in C. In this way one gets a
ovariant funtor
f : C→ Hom (C0, (Sets))
of C to the ategory of ovariant funtors from C0 (the dual of C) to the ategory of sets
whih (by Proposition 11.43) denes C as full subategory of Hom(C0,(Sets)).
In partiular, eahK-isomorphism ϕ : XK → XK gives rise to a natural transformation
f(ϕ) : hXK → hXK . The latter means that for all K-morphisms T → T ′ there is a
ommutative diagram
XK(T
′)

∼ // XK(T
′)

XK(T )
∼ // XK(T )
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whereby the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. If we onsider the speial ase of the
anonial K-morphism SpecR → SpecK orresponding to the inlusion K ⊂ R, we
obtain the ommutative diagram
XK(K) _
i

∼ // XK(K). _
i

XK(R)
∼ // XK(R)
Thereby i : XK(K) →֒ XK(R) denotes the anonial inlusion. This means exatly that
XK(K) is K-isomorphism invariant. 
5.11 Remark a) Consider the ane spae XK = AnK . In quantum eld theory,
one usually hooses AnK(R)
n ∼= Rn as underlying spae-time manifold. As already
mentioned the latties Γ ∼= Zn ⊂ Rn are obviously not Lorentz-invariant. In par-
tiular, we know from Proposition 5.8 that they are not K-isomorphism invariant.
Conversely, the anonial K-isomorphism invariant set AnK(K) is neither a nitely
generated abelian group nor a lattie, beause AnK(K) = K
n
is a dense subset of
Rn.
b) Let us now onsider a produt XK = E
(1)
K ×K . . .×K E(n)K of ellipti urves over K.
Like Minkowski spae-time , also XK(R) = E
(1)
K (R)× . . .×E(n)K (R) is a solution of
Einstein's equations whih desribes a vauum without gravity. But this time we
know from Theorem 5.1 that XK(K) is a nitely generated abelian group. If the
rank of this group is zero, XK(K) is a disrete set. Furthermore, the set XK(K)
is K-isomorphism invariant.
All in all, it makes sense to interpret the set XK(K) as vauum (as it is suggested
from the adeli point of view anyway). Gauge elds may be quantized in a non-
perturbative way by means of lattie gauge theory.
) If there is an Abelian variety AK overK, whih is solution of the Einstein equations,
the statements of b) remain essentially true. The only dierene is that gravity
need not be trivial, i.e., in general AK(K) is not a vauum.
Let us from now on onsider the Abelian variety XK := E
(1)
K ×K . . .×K E(n)K dened as a
produt of smooth ellipti urves over K. Let us onsider the K-isomorphism invariant
set XK(K) ⊂ XK(R) as vauum. If XK(K) is a group of rank zero, it is a disrete
set. In the ontinuum, gauge elds are solutions of the ontinuum Yang-Mills equations.
In the lattie formulation, the respetive expressions are obtained from the ontinuum
Yang-Mills theory by replaing the innitesimal dierential operators by nite dierene
operators. There is a anonial way to introdue dierene operators: Eah ellipti urve
E
(i)
K indues a one dimensional Riemannian manifold M
i ∼= E(i)K (R) (if we forget the
point at innity). For eah manifold M i we may hoose an embedding γi : R→ R2. The
orresponding rst fundamental form on M i indues a Levi-Civita onnetion, and we
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may perform parallel transports of tangent vetors along γi. IfM i
γi(t)
denotes the tangent
spae of M i at γi(t), the parallel transport from M i
γi(t)
to M i
γi(s)
is usually denoted by
τ is,t. Then the ovariant derivation in the ontinuum may be written as
∇(γi)′(t)v =lim
h→0
1
h
(
τ it,t+hv(t+ h)− v(t)
)
.
The set E
(i)
K (K) is a nite, disrete subgroup of the ontinuum E
(i)
K (R). Consequently,
there is a nite set {t1, . . . , tm} of real numbers tj < tj+1 ∈ R whose image under γi
is E
(i)
K (K). At the K-valued point γ
i(tj) ∈ E(i)K (K), we may therefore introdue the
following disrete notions.
a) (∇if)(tj) := 1tj+1−tj
(
f(tj+1)− f(tj)
)
for all funtions f .
b) (∇if)(tj) := 1tj−tj−1
(
f(tj)− f(tj−1)
)
for all funtions f .
) (∇iv)(tj) := 1tj+1−tj
(
τ itj ,tj+1v(tj+1)− v(tj)
)
for all vetor-elds v.
d) (∇iv)(tj) := 1tj−tj−1
(
v(tj)− τ itj ,tj−1v(tj−1)
)
for all vetor-elds v.
e)
∫
f :=
∑
j(tj+1 − tj)f(tj)
On the set XK(K) = E
(1)
K (K) × . . . × E(n)K (K), ∇i resp. ∇i is the disrete analogue of
the partial derivative in the i-th diretion.
These denitions naturally extend the lassial notions of disrete alulus in Minkowski
spae, and are the starting point of a lattie gauge theory for Abelian varieties. How-
ever, it is beyond the sope of this thesis to work out this lattie gauge theory expliitly.
Instead, in a rst step, we will treat Yang-Mills theory over arbitrary base shemes. This
in done in Part II of this thesis.
6. Appendix I
6.1. Néron models
We already mentioned in setion 0.2 that a model of type (GR) (X → S, g) is almost
a Néron model. A model of type (SR) (see Denition 0.7) atually is a Néron model.
These Néron models are universal objets whih we will introdue in this setion.
6.1 Denition Let XK be a smooth and separated K-sheme of nite type. A Néron
model of XK is an S-model X whih is smooth, separated and of nite type, and whih
satises the following universal property, the so alled Néron mapping property:
For eah smooth S-sheme Y and eah K-morphism uK : YK → XK there is an unique
S-morphism u : Y → X extending uK .
It is highest non-trivial to prove the existene of the Néron model, and in general it will
not exist without further assumptions. At least, due to its universal property, it is lear
that the Néron model is unique up to anonial isomorphism. Due to its uniqueness and
its universal property, the formation of Néron models is a funtor.
6.2 Remark If the arhimedean limit XK admits a Néron model X, and if XK in
addition arries a group struture (e.g. if X → S is a model of type (SR)), this group
struture extends to X due to the Néron mapping property. Interpreting the formation
of the inverse with respet to the group struture as a simultaneous parity and time-
reversal operation, we see that there is a anonial notion of parity and time-reversal on
X, too. Thus, parity and time-reversal lift to the adeli level.
We nish this setion with the statement of a further fundamental property of Néron
models whose signiane will beome lear in the next hapter, too. It is the so alled
extension property for étale points. Physially, this property guarantees that the arhime-
dean zero-dimensional spae-time points appear as projetions of the adeli spae-time
points to their arhimedean omponent.
6.3 Denition Let X be a sheme over a Dedekind sheme S. Then we say that X
satises the extension property for étale points at a losed point s ∈ S if, for all étale
loal OS,s-algebra R′ with eld of frations K ′, the anonial map X(R′) → XK(K ′) is
surjetive.
6.4 Proposition Let S be a Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K, and let XK
be a smooth and separated K-sheme of nite type whih admits a Néron model X.
Furthermore, let S′ be a seond Dedekind sheme with eld of frations K ′ suh that
S′ → S is étale. Then there is a bijetion
X(S′) ∼= XK(K ′).
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proof Due to the Néron mapping property, eah morphism SpecK ′ → XK extends to
a unique morphism S′ → X. 
Important is the fat that Néron models are loal on the base whih is stated by means
of the following proposition.
6.5 Proposition Let S be a Dedekind sheme and let X be an S-sheme of nite type.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
a) X is a Néron model of its generi bre.
b) For eah losed point s ∈ S, X ×S SpecOS,s is a Néron model of its generi bre.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 1.2/4 
6.6 Proposition Let X be a smooth R-group sheme of nite type or a torsor under a
smooth R-group sheme of nite type. Then the following onditions are equivalent:
a) X is a Néron model of its generi bre XK .
b) X is separated and the anonial map X(Rsh)→ XK(Ksh) is surjetive.
) The anonial map X(Rsh)→ XK(Ksh) is bijetive.
proof [BLR℄, Thm. 7.1/1 
The surjetivity of the anonial map X(Rsh)→ XK(Ksh) is due to the denition of the
strit henselisation equivalent to the extension property for étale points in the ase of a
loal base sheme SpecR. Furthermore, due to the valuative riterion of separatedness,
the surjetion is even a bijetion as stated in Proposition 6.6 c).
6.2. Further statements on the arhimedean omponent
Let us onsider a model of type (GR) (X → S, g) in the sense of Denition 0.4. Further-
more assume that K ⊂ R is an algebrai number eld. The purpose of this subsetion
is to illustrate in more detail how the arhimedean ontinuum limit X∞ (see setion
0.3) emerges. Let us for simpliity assume that X → S is representable by a smooth
S-sheme of relative dimension n. Consider the arhimedean omponent of X, i.e. the
generi bre XK of X. Due to smoothness, there are loal SpecK-immersion XK →֒ AnK
(see Denition 1.10). Let us for simpliity assume that this loal immersion is already a
global, losed immersion. Consequently, XK = V (I) = SpecK[T1, . . . , Tn]/I is the zero
set of an ideal I. Reall that for any eld L ⊃ K, XK(L) :=HomSpecK(SpecL,XK) ∼=
HomK(K[T1, . . . , Tn]/I, L). Thus, due to the universal property of quotients, we see that
XK(L) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Ln | p(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for all p ∈ I} .
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Choosing L = R, we obtain a set whih may be endowed with the struture of a dif-
ferentiable manifold. This is the arhimedean ontinuum limit X∞ := XK(R) of X.
However, a point x∞ ∈ X∞ is in general not indued by a point of the underlying sheme
XK . As we will illustrate below, only those points x∞ ∈ X∞ origin from prime ideals
of XK , whose oordinates take values in an algebrai losure K of K. These point are
elements of the set XK(K
sep) = XK(K), where K
sep
is a separable algebrai losure of
K. Thereby, we may write Ksep = K beause harK = 0.
Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ XK(Ksep). Then we an assoiate to it the maximal ideal
mx := (T1 − x1, . . . , Tn − xn) ⊂ Ksep[T1, . . . , Tn]. Using Taylor expansion around x we
see that I ·Ksep[T1, . . . , Tn] ⊂ mx, and therefore mx orresponds to a losed point of the
sheme XK . Let us denote this point by x, too. More preisely any element of XK(K
sep)
is uniquely determined by the data onsisting of a losed point x ∈ XK and a K-algebra
homomorphism K →֒ Ksep. Alternatively, one an prove the following result.
6.7 Proposition Let XK be a sheme over a eld K. Then there is a bijetion
XK(K) ∼= {x ∈ XK | k(x) = K}
proof Let σ ∈ XK(K) and let x be the image of the point of SpecK. The homomor-
phism σ∗x indues a eld homomorphism k(x) → K. As k(x) is K-algebra, this implies
that k(x) = K. Let onversely be x ∈ XK with k(x) = K. Composing the losed
immersion Spec k(x) → SpecOXK ,x with the anonial morphisms SpecOXK ,x → XK ,
one obtains the desired setion SpecK → XK whose image is x. 
However, due to the algebrai nature of the underlying sheme, the set XK(K
sep ∩ R)
is already a dense subset of the manifold X∞ with respet to the anonial topology on
X∞. In partiular, X∞ may be reonstruted from XK(K
sep). On the other hand, we
saw that every point of XK(K
sep) ⊂ M gives rise to a maximal ideal, i.e. losed point
of XK . But these points also lie dense in XK with respet to Zariski topology:
6.8 Proposition If X is a smooth sheme over a eld k, the set of losed points x of
X suh that k(x) is a separable extension of k is dense in X.
proof [BLR℄, Cor. 2.2/13 
This motivates the following notion.
6.9 Denition Let f : X → S be a smooth sheme. Let x ∈ X and s := f(x). Then x
is alled a physial point, if:
a) x is losed in the bre Xs = X ×S Speck(s).
b) k(s) →֒ k(x) is a separable.
6.10 Remark a) Let XK be a variety over K (e.g. our smooth spae-time ontin-
uum)and let K ′/K a Galois extension (e.g. K ′ = Ksep) with Galois group G
ating on XK in the anonial way: Any σ ∈ G indues an automorphism of
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K-shemes SpecK → SpecK. Thus there is a anonial ation of G on X ′K :=
XK ×SpecK SpecK ′ whih is the identity on the rst omponent. If XK is as in a),
then for any σ ∈ G and for any x = (x1, . . . , xn) we have σ(x) = σ(x1), . . . σ(xn).
The set of lasses G \XK(K ′) injets into XK .
More preisely the physial points of XK are Galois orbits of physial points of
XK(K
sep) (i.e. of the points of the arhimedean ontinuum limit of spae-time ).
Thus XK ours in a anonial way as a base spae for some kind of gauge theory
(of spae-time) whose gauge group is a Galois group.
b) Intuitively, we may think of the bijetions
XK(K) ∼= {x ∈ XK | k(x) = K} or XK(Ksep) ∼= {physial points of XKsep}
as some kind of wave-partile duality on spae-time level. For example, the el-
ements of XK(K
sep) are setions of the struture morphism XKsep → Ksep. But
morphisms of shemes have similar symmetries like the dierential geometri mor-
phisms of vetor bundles (e.g. one needs a one-oyle ondition in order to glue).
Therefore, XK(K
sep) represents the wave interpretation of spae-time points, be-
ause setions of vetor bundles are lassially interpreted as elds.
But the physial points of XKsep are points of a topologial spae. They represent
the partile interpretation of spae-time points.
Part II.
Arithmeti Yang-Mills theory
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7. Some essential tehniques
In ordinary (i.e. R-valued) Yang-Mills theory, gauge elds are desribed by o-vetor-
elds. If we want to generalize the R-valued, dierential geometri Yang-Mills theory to
arbitrary ommutative rings R (or even base shemes S), we therefore have to make use
of the notion of the algebrai geometri tangent bundle. In partiular, we need a suitable
notion of pull-bak and push-forward of tensor elds in the realm of algebrai geometry.
This hapter is devoted to the development of suh a notion (see setion 7.2). We start
with some introdutory remarks on general oordinate transformations in the setting of
algebrai geometry.
7.1. General oordinate transformations
Consider a lassial physial situation: S = SpecR and ψ : X ′ → X is a morphism
of smooth algebrai varieties X,X ′ over R (Denition 1.10). Then the sets of R-valued
points X(R),X ′(R) may be onsidered as dierential manifolds, and ψ gives rise to a
morphism ψ(R) : X(R) → X ′(R) of dierential manifolds (whih was illustrated in the
physial interpretation after Denition 1.10). We saw within the bounds of the physial
interpretation following Denition 1.3 that on R-valued points x ∈ X(R) the pull-bak
map ψ∗Ω1X/S → Ω1X/S of dierential forms oinides with the ordinary, dierential ge-
ometri notion of pull-bak of 1-forms: It is desribed by the Jaobian matrix Dψ. If
we hoose espeially X = X ′, then X(R) = X ′(R) and ψ(R) : X(R) → X(R) is alled
a dieomorphism (of X(R) in the dierential geometri sense), if Dψ is an invertible
matrix. However, physis should be general ovariant, i.e. if we pass from one observer
to another one by means of a oordinate transformation, the physial laws should be
invariant. General relativity is even only determined up to dieomorphisms.
It is our goal to evoke a Yang-Mills theory over arbitrary numbers (given by a ommu-
tative ring R) whih is therefore no longer limited to the real numbers R. In partiular,
we have to nd the algebrai geometri analogue of dieomorphisms. Starting from the
dierential geometri haraterization of dieomorphisms as morphisms with invertible
Jaobi matrix and realling our analysis at the beginning of this setion, we will see in
Corollary 7.2 that the algebrai geometri analogues of dieomorphisms are exatly the
étale morphisms.
7.1 Denition A morphism of shemes f : X → S is alled étale (at a point) if it
is smooth (at the point) of relative dimension 0 (see Denition 1.10 for the notion of
smoothness).
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7.2 Corollary Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism. Let x be a point and let y = f(x).
Assume that X is smooth over S at x and that Y is smooth over S at y. Then the
following onditions are equivalent:
a) f is étale at x.
b) The anonial homomorphism (f∗Ω1Y/S)x → (Ω1X/S)x is bijetive.
proof [BLR℄, Cor. 2.2/10 
7.3 Corollary Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism of smooth S-shemes X and Y . Then
is equivalent:
a) f is étale.
b) The anonial homomorphism f∗Ω1Y/S → Ω1X/S is bijetive.
) The anonial homomorphism (f∗Ω1Y/S)x → (Ω1X/S)x is bijetive for all x ∈ X.
This feature of étale morphism has a far reahing onsequene and leads to a phenomenon
whih does not our in dierential geometry: We already mentioned that we should only
look at spae-time  and physial objets up to oordinate transformation. Thus from
a physial point of view one should not distinguish between X ′ and X if X ′ → X
is surjetive and étale. But in ontrast to the dierential geometri setting, an étale,
surjetive morphism X ′ → X will in general not be an isomorphism if we work over
arbitrary rings R (instead of e.g. the omplex numbers C). Thus, X and X ′ are dierent
with respet to Zariski topology. But from the physial point of view, we should not
distinguish between X and X ′. Therefore, Zariski topology is physially not appropriate.
At least, one knows that étale morphisms are open due to atness. But, we have to extend
the Zariski topology in suh a way that X ′ is open in X with respet to the bigger
topology if X ′ → X is étale. If X ′ → X is étale, surjetive we want to onsider X ′ as an
open overing of X onsisting of only one element. In suh a ase we will onsider them
as equal in a ertain way: X ′ = X. We may say this mathematially more orretly as
follows:
We have to work with respet to étale topology instead of Zariski topology.
Etale topology is an example of a so alled Grothendiek topology whose denition we
are going to reall next.
7.4 Denition A Grothendiek topology T onsists of a ategory CatT and a set CovT
of families (Ui → U)i∈I of morphisms in CatT, alled overing, suh that the following
holds:
a) If Φ : U → V is an isomorphism in CatT, then (Φ) ∈ CovT.
b) If (Ui → U)i∈I and (Vij → Ui)j∈Ji for i ∈ I belong to CovT, then the same is true
for the omposition (Vij → Ui → U)i∈I, j∈Ji.
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) If (Ui → U)i∈I is in CovT and if V → U is a morphism in CatT, then the bred
produts Ui ×U V exist in CatT, and (Ui ×U V → V )i∈I belongs to CovT.
We may think of the objets of CatT as of the open sets of our topology and of the
morphisms of CatT as of the inlusions of open sets. Furthermore, a family (Ui → U)i∈I
of CovT has to be interpreted as a overing of U by the Ui abd a bred produt of Ui×UV
as the intersetion of Ui and V . Thinking along this lines an ordinary topologial spae
X is anonially equipped with a Grothendiek topology: CatT is the ategory of open
subsets of X with inlusions as morphisms, and CovT onsists of all open overs of open
subsets of X.
7.5 Denition For a sheme X, let CatT be the ategory of étale X-shemes with
étale morphisms as morphisms, and let CovT be the set of families (Ui → U)i∈I of étale
morphisms suh that U =
⋃
i∈I Ui. Then T is alled the étale topology on X.
It should be pointed out that the intersetion of open sets is dealt with in ondition
c) of Denition 7.4, whereas we have refrained from giving any sense to the union of
open sets. In fat, even in examples, where the union of open sets does make sense,
suh a union will not neessarily yield an open set again.
The notion of a Grothendiek topology has been designed in suh a way that the notion
of presheaf or sheaf an easily be adapted to suh a situation:
7.6 Denition Let T be a Grothendiek topology and C be a ategory whih admits
artesian produts. A presheaf on T with values in C is a ontravariant funtor F :
CatT→ C. We all F a sheaf if the diagram
F(U)→
∏
i∈I
F(Ui)⇒
∏
i,j∈I
F(Ui ×U Uj)
is exat for any overing (Ui → U)i∈I in CovT.
Having dened the open subsets of a sheme X with respet to étale topology, we may
now introdue the notion of neighborhoods of points.
7.7 Denition A morphism X ′ → X of shemes is alled an étale neighborhood of a
point x ∈ X, if X ′ → X is étale and if x is ontained in the image of X ′.
The following Proposition 7.8 nally gives the justiation, why it is physially admissible
to onsider étale morphisms X → Y as inlusions.
7.8 Proposition Let f : X → Y be loally of nite type. Let x ∈ X and y := f(x). If
f is étale at x (resp. unramied at x), there exists an étale neighborhood Y ′ → Y of y
suh that, loally at eah point of X := X ×Y Y ′ above x, the morphism f ′ : X ′ → Y ′
obtained by base hange Y ′ → Y is an open immersion (resp. an immersion).
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.3/8 
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Therefore, the algebrai geometri analogue of the dierential geometri dieomorphism
should be the étale morphism. However, if we perform a oordinate transformation or any
deformation of spae-time, the number of points should be invariant under oordinate
transformations. In this situation, we should therefore restrit attention to the lass of
nite, étale surjetive morphisms f : X → Y whih have the property that there are
bijetions YK(K
′) = XK(K
′) and Y (S′) = X(S′) for all étale S-shemes S′ with eld
of frations K ′. Thereby, XK and YK denote as usually the respetive generi bres.
However, let us point to the fat that it an happen that f hanges the topology.
Working with respet to étale topology, there is the theorem of the inverse funtion for
smooth shemes. This is ruial if we want to perform analysis, and we have to make use
of it later when we develope Yang-Mills theory over rings. It takes the following form.
7.9 Proposition Let f : X → S be a smooth morphism. Let s be a point of S, and let x
be a losed point of the bre Xs = X×S Spec k(s) suh that k(x) is a separable extension
of k(s). Then there exists an étale morphism g : S′ → S and a point s′ ∈ S′ above s suh
that the morphism f ′ : X ×S S′ → S′ obtained from f by the base hange S′ → S admits
a setion h : S′ → X ×S S′, where h(s′) lies above x, and where k(s′) = k(x).
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 2.2/14 
7.10 Proposition Let X be an S-sheme. Then the notion of physial points is stable
under étale base hange.
proof Consider a physial point x ∈ X over s ∈ S, and let S′ → S be an étale
morphism. There is a losed immersion {x} →֒ Xs = X⊗S k(s). Therefore the morphism
S′ ×S Speck(x) →֒ (X ×S S′) ×S k(s) obtained by base hange with S′ → S is a losed
immersion, too. Furthermore, S′×S Spe k(x) → Spe k(x) is étale. In partiular,
S′ ×S Spec k(x) is a nite set. More preisely it is a nite disjoint union of separable
eld extensions of k(x), and thus S′ ×S Spec k(x) is equipped with disrete topology. It
follows that eah point of S′×S Speck(x) is a losed point. Let h(s′) ∈ S′×SSpec k(x) be
a point over s′ ∈ S′, where s′ is over s. Due to the losed immersion S′ ×S Speck(x) →֒
(X×SS′)×Sk(s), h(s′) is a point of (X×SS′)×S′k(s′) whih is losed in (X×SS′)×Sk(s).
But then, the ontinuity of the anonial inlusion
(X ×S S′)×S k(s) (X ×S S′)×S′ (S′ ×S k(s))
(X ×S S′)×S′ k(s′) (X ×S S′)×S′ (k(s′)×S k(s))
?
OO
shows that h(s′) is already losed in (X ×S S′)×S′ k(s′).
It remains to show that k(h(s′)) is separable over k(s′). By assumption S′ → S is étale
and it follows that k(s) →֒ k(s′) is separable. Furthermore X ×S S′ pr1−→ X is étale, too.
But h(s′) is mapped to x under this morphism whih implies that k(x) →֒ k(h(s′)) is
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separable. Finally k(s) →֒ k(x) is separable, beause x ∈ Xs is a physial point. Due to
the anonial ommutative diagram
k(h(s′)) k(x) ,? _oo
k(s′)
?
OO
k(s)? _oo
?
OO
k(h(s′)) has to be separable over k(s′), beause separable eld extensions are transitive.
All in all we see that all points, whih lie over the physial point x after étale base hange,
are physial points, too. 
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During this setion, we assume f : X → Y to be a smooth morphism of smooth S-
shemes. We already introdued the pull-bak of dierential forms in Denition 1.3.
Within this setion we will prove at rst that smooth shemes allow a loal (with respet
to étale topology) push-forward of vetor elds. Finally we will use these notions as a
basis for an indutive denition of pull-bak and push-forward of tensor elds. We begin
with the statement of some preparing results.
7.11 Lemma If X is a smooth sheme over a eld k, the set of losed points x ∈ X
suh that k(x) is a separable extension of k is dense in X. Reall that we all these points
physial points.
proof [BLR℄, Cor. 2.2/13 
For all S-shemes Z → S, let us denote the bre over a point s ∈ S by Zs. For eah
morphism f : X → Y of S-shemes and for all s ∈ S, denote by fs : Xs → Ys the indued
morphism on the bre over s ∈ S. With this notation we may state the following result.
7.12 Proposition Let f : X → Y be a morphism of S-shemes suh that Xs and Ys are
algebrai varieties over k(s) for all s ∈ S. Let x ∈ X be a physial point. Then y := f(x)
is a physial point, too.
proof By assumption, the morphism X → Y indues a family of morphisms of algebrai
varieties Xs → Ys over k(s), s ∈ S. Let x be a physial point, y = f(x). Looking at the
loal rings, we have got ommutative diagrams
k(x) k(y)_?oo
k(s)
-

<<yyyyyyyy?
OO
As k(s) →֒ k(x) is a separable algebrai extension, the same is true for k(s) →֒ k(y). In
partiular y ∈ Ys is a losed point in Ys, beause for algebrai varieties Z over a eld k
one knows the following fat (e.g. due to [Liu℄, Ex. 2.5.9): z ∈ Z is losed if and only if
k →֒ k(z) is algebrai. 
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7.13 Proposition Let f : X → Y be a smooth morphism of S-shemes. Let y ∈ f(X)
be a physial point. Then there exists a physial point x ∈ X whih is mapped to y.
proof Let s be the image of y under the struture morphism Y → S. We rst remark
that we write xy (resp. xs) if we onsider x ∈ X as a point of Xy (resp. of Xs). As
Xy → k(y) is smooth and Xy 6= ∅, we know by Lemma 7.11 that there exists a xy ∈ Xy
suh that xy is losed in Xy. and suh that k(y) →֒ k(xy) is separable. By [Liu℄, Ex. 2.5.9
this is equivalent to the statement that k(y) →֒ k(xy) is a separable algebrai extension.
If s denotes the image of y under the struture morphism Y → S we know furthermore
by assumption that: k(s) →֒ k(ys) is separable algebrai. So we are done by the following
lemma if we apply [Liu℄, Ex. 2.5.9 one again. 
7.14 Lemma Let f : X → Y be a morphism of shemes. Let x ∈ X and y := f(x). If
we denote by xy the point x onsidered as a point of the bre Xy, then:
k(xy) = k(x).
proof Considered as a sheme, the bre Xy is isomorphi to X×Y Spec k(y). Therefore
we get for the loal ring at xy ∈ Xy
OXy ,xy = OX,x ⊗OY,y k(y) = OX,x/my OX,x.
In partiular the maximal ideal mxy of OXy ,xy is given by mxy = mx /my OX,x. Therefore
k(xy) = OXy ,xy/mxy = (OX,x/my OX,x)/(mx /my OX,x) = OX,x/mx = k(x). 
Consider now the smooth morphism f : X → Y of S-shemes. Let us onsider a (loal)
vetor eld v : U−→TX/S on X. We would like to dene a loal push-forward of v under
f to a loal vetor eld f∗v on Y .
This should be done in a anonial way using the pull-bak of o-vetor elds. Due to
the duality between vetor elds and o-vetor elds (see Remark 11.25) we may identify
v : U → TX/S with its orresponding OU -module-homomorphism v : Ω1X/S → OU whih
we will also denote by v. Also using the ontravariant funtor V introdued in Proposition
11.18, we will nally arrive at the following diagram as explained below:
f(U)
f←− U v−→ TX/S
TX/S(f)−→ TY/S ×Y X
f−1Of(U) f
∗
−→ OU v←− Ω1X/S
f∗←− f∗Ω1Y/S.
(7.1)
Here f∗ denotes as well the anonial morphism f−1Of(U) −→ OU as the pull-bak of
o-vetor elds ω ∈ Ω1Y/S
f∗Ω1Y/S
f∗−→ Ω1X/S
ω ⊗ 1 7−→ f∗ω
,
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whih we sometimes simply abbreviate by ω 7→ f∗ω. The pull-bak is dened globally,
i.e. if we onsider a o-vetor eld ω living on all of Y , we an pull it bak to a o-vetor
eld f∗ω living on all of X.
In ontrast to this, (even globally dened) vetor elds vmay in general only be pushed
forward to vetor elds living on (étale-)open subsets of f(X). This is analogously
to the situation upon real-valued manifolds. As an example onsider the projetion
p : S2 ⊂ R3 → R2, (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y) and a vetor eld on the two-dimensional sphere S2.
Let us denote the orresponding ow by φt. But in general, p ◦ φt will not be injetive.
Then, the push-forward does not exist globally. More preisely, we have to fae the
following problem, whenever we are trying to dene of a push-forward f∗v of a vetor
eld v: In general there is only the following anonial diagram
f(U) U
v //foo TX/S
pr ◦TX/S(f) // TY/S ,
but in general there is even no hane to get a loal setion of f . Thus we will not
nd a Y -morphism V → TY/S with V ⊂ f(U) Zariski-open whih is indued by v.
Thus there is no hane to dene the push-forward f∗v of the given vetor eld v within
Zariski-topology.
The way out of trouble is performing a loal oordinate transformation, i.e. performing
an étale base hange Y ′ → Y . Intuitively one may think that a badly hosen oordinate
system may lead to singularities whih do not exist in reality, but whih are due to
the bad hoie of the oordinates. Suh imaginary singularities may be resolved by
performing a suitable oordinate transformation. As an example onsider a at spae-
time R2 with metri ds2 = dx2+ dy2 and introdue the new oordinate system (x′, y′) =
(x3/27, y). Then dx′ = d(x3/27) = 1/9 · x2dx = x′2/3dx and therefore
ds2 = x′−4/3dx
′2 + dy2
whih is singular at x′ = 0. But in truth there is no physially relevant dierene
between the points (0, y) and (1, y) of empty spae-time R2.
So let us perform an étale base hange Y ′ → Y as follows: Let y ∈ f(U). Thus
f−1(y) = Xy 6= ∅, and by Lemma 7.11 we may hoose a losed point x ∈ Xy suh that
k(y) →֒ k(x) is separable, i.e. we may hoose a physial point x ∈ Xy. Then we are in the
situation of Proposition 7.9, and we infer that there exists an étale morphism g : Y ′ → Y
suh that f ′ : X ×Y Y ′ → Y ′ has a setion h. Thereby f ′ is the morphism indued by f
by base hange with g : Y ′ → Y .
We want to use this setion in order to dene a push-forward of v. For this purpose
let us rst prove that the anonial diagram (9.1)
Y
f←− X v−→ TX/S
TX/S(f)−→ TY/S ×Y X
f−1OY f
∗
−→ OX v←− Ω1X/S
f∗←− f∗Ω1Y/S
is stable under loal oordinate transformations, i.e. ompatible with étale base hange.
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So let us apply the above base hange g : Y ′ → Y to the diagram (9.1), and let
f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ be as above (X ′ := X ×Y Y ′). We laim that we arrive at the diagram
Y ′
f ′←− X ′ v′−→ TX′/S
TX′/S(f
′)−→ TY ′/S ×Y ′ X ′
f
′−1OY f
′∗
−→ OX′ v
′←− Ω1X′/S
f ′∗←− f ′∗Ω1Y ′/S
(7.2)
proof Consider the artesian diagram
X ′
j

f ′ // Y ′
g

X
f // Y
As g is étale, j is étale, too (beause j = idX × g). Thus we know from Corollary 7.3
that
g∗Ω1Y/S = Ω
1
Y ′/S .
j∗Ω1X/S = Ω
1
X′/S .
These relations and the equation f ◦ j = g ◦f ′, whih expresses the ommutativity of the
above artesian diagram, yield
(f ◦ j)∗Ω1Y/S = (g ◦ f ′)∗Ω1Y/S
= f
′∗(g∗Ω1Y/S)
= f
′∗Ω1Y ′/S .
Also using Proposition 11.18, we dedue:
 TX/S ×Y Y ′ = TX/S ×X X ′ = V(j∗Ω1X/S) = V(Ω1X′/S) = TX′/S .
 (TY/S ×Y X)×Y Y ′ = TY/S ×Y X ′ = V((f ◦ j)∗Ω1Y/S) = V(f
′
∗Ω1Y ′/S) = TY ′/S ×Y ′ X ′.
So we see that we arrive at the diagram (9.2) if we apply the base hange g : Y ′ → Y to
the diagram (9.1). 
Let us emphasize that the base-sheme S is not eeted by this proess, i.e. f ′ is
atually a restrition of f (with respet to étale topology). The adeli spae-time
points (whih are isomorphi to S) remain unaltered; we are only looking loser at a
region of the universe. Thus, with some abuse of notation, we may suppress the dashes
in (9.2), and we may assume (after eventually shrinking Y and performing a oordinate
transformation) that f has a setion h. Then we derive the following anonial morphism
f˜∗v : Y → TY/S ×Y X indued by f and v:
f˜∗v : Y
  h //
X
f
oo v // TX/S
TX/S(f) // TY/S ×Y X
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This indues a anonial morphism on the sheaves
(˜f∗v) : f
∗Ω1Y/S
f∗−→ Ω1X/S
v−→ OX h
∗−→ h∗OY ,
ω ⊗ 1 7→ f∗ω 7→ v(f∗ω) 7→ (˜f∗v)(ω ⊗ 1)
where ω ∈ Ω1Y/S. So far we found a anonial morphism f˜∗v : f∗Ω1Y/S → h∗OY suh that
(˜f∗v)(ω ⊗ 1) = (h∗ ◦ v ◦ f∗)(ω) = h∗ (v(f∗ω)) =
by duality
h∗ ((f∗ω)(v)) .
We would like to interpret f˜∗v as our push-forward of v, but atually f˜∗v is not even
a vetor eld. Lukily, Proposition 7.15 shows that the OX -module homomorphism
f˜∗v : f
∗Ω1Y/S → h∗OY orresponds to a uniquely determined OY -module homomorphism
f∗v : Ω
1
Y/S → OY , i.e. a vetor eld on Y . This will be a push-forward of v under f .
7.15 Proposition Let f : X → Y be a morphism of shemes and let G be a OY -module
on Y . Then the pull-bak OX -module f∗G on X fullls the universal property that there
is a funtorial isomorphism
HomOY (G, f∗F) ∼−→ HomOX (f∗G,F)
funtorial in OX -modules F on X.
proof [Liu℄, Ex. 5.1.1 
Let us desribe this funtorial isomorphism shortly. For this purpose, we assume that G
is quasi-oherent. Let ϕ ∈ HomOY (G, f∗F), i.e. ϕ onsists of a olletion of morphisms
ϕ(V ) : G(V ) −→ f∗F(V ) := F(f−1(V )), V in Y open,
whih is ompatible with restritions. For open subsets U ⊂ X with U ⊂ f−1(V ), this
yields morphisms
ϕ(V ) : G(V ) −→ F(f−1(V )) res−→ F(U), V in Y open,
where res denotes the anonial restrition. Let now U be an ane open subset of X
suh that f(U) is ontained in an ane open subset V of Y . Then one knows (e.g. by
[Liu℄, Prop. 5.1.14) that
f∗G|U ∼=
(G(V )⊗OY (V ) OX(U))∼ .
We onsider F(U) as an OY (V )-module by means of the anonial morphism OY (V ) −→
OX(f−1(V )) res−→ OX(U). The OY (V )-linear map ϕ(V ) : G(V ) → F(U) gives rise to a
OY (V )-bilinear map
G(V )×OX(U)→ F(U), (g, a) 7→ ϕ(V )(g) · a.
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Using the universal property of tensor produts, we nally arrive at a OX(U)-linear map
ϕ˜(U) : G(V )⊗OY (V ) OX(U)→ F(U), g ⊗ a 7→ ϕ(V )(g) · a.
As (f∗G)(U) = G(V ) ⊗OY (V ) OX(U), the OX(U)-linear maps ϕ˜(U) give rise to the
searhed OX -module homomorphism ϕ˜ ∈ HomOX (f∗G,F). Thus the funtorial isomor-
phism of Proposition 7.15 may be desribed as follows:
HomOY (G, f∗F) ∼−→ HomOX (f∗G,F), ϕ 7→ ϕ˜, where ϕ˜(g ⊗ a) := ϕ(g) · a.
Now we may apply this result to our morphism f˜∗v : f
∗Ω1Y/S → h∗OY . Let us denote its
image under the funtorial isomorphism of Proposition 7.15 by f∗v : Ω
1
Y/S → f∗h∗OY .
One knows that the diret image of sheaves is a ovariant funtor (see e.g. [Liu℄, Ex.
2.2.6). In partiular f∗h∗OY = (f◦h)∗OY = OY beause h is a setion of f , i.e. f◦h = id.
All in all we arrive at aOY -module homomorphism f∗v : Ω1Y/S → OY , i.e. at a vetor eld
on Y , whih by onstrution fullls the equation f∗v(ω) = (˜f∗v)(ω⊗1) = (h∗ ◦v◦f∗)(ω),
i.e.:
f∗v = h
∗ ◦ v ◦ f∗
7.16 Remark a) The smoothness of the morphism f : X → Y was only needed in
order to guarantee the existene of loal setions of f (where loal is meant with
respet to étale topology). If we assume that there is already a setion h of f , we
may drop the smoothness assumption of f . Then the onstrution of the push-
forward works as desribed above, and every global vetor eld v ∈ Γ(TX/S/X) on
X yields a global vetor eld f∗v = h
∗ ◦ v ◦ f∗ on Y .
b) If f : X → Y is an isomorphism, then h := f−1 is a global setion of f , and the
push-forward of every vetor eld v ∈ Γ(TX/S/X) on X fullls the equation:
f∗v = (f
−1)
∗ ◦ v ◦ f∗.
This is exatly the denition of the push-forward of vetor elds whih is onsidered
in dierential geometry. Thus the dierential geometri notion is ontained as a
speial ase.
) Let f : X → Y and g : Y → Z be morphisms with setions if and ig, and let
v ∈ Γ(TX/S/X). Then
(g ◦ f)∗v = g∗(f∗v).
This may be seen as follows:
((g ◦ f)∗v)(ω) = (if ◦ ig)∗ ◦ v ◦ (g ◦ f)∗(ω) = i∗g ◦ i∗f ◦ v ◦ f∗ ◦ g∗(ω).
(g∗(f∗v))(ω) = i
∗
g((f∗v)(g
∗ω)) = i∗g(i
∗
f (v(f
∗g∗ω))).
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7.17 Denition Let X and Y be smooth S-shemes, and let f : X → Y be a S-
morphism whih loally (with respet to étale topology on Y ) admits a setion h : Y →֒ X
(e.g. f is smooth). Let ω ∈ Ω1Y/S be a o-vetor eld on Y and v : X → TX/S be an
vetor eld on X. Then, loally (in étale topology), there exists a vetor eld f∗v on Y
fullling the following identity
(f∗v)(ω) = h
∗ (v (f∗ω)) .
This vetor eld is alled the push-forward of v under f (with respet to h).
If y ∈ Y and if we take the indutive limit over all étale neighborhoods of y in Y (see
Denition 7.7), we get a push-forward (f∗v)(y) ∈ HomOY,y(Ω1Y/S, y,OY,y) on stalks
(f∗v)y(ωy) := (f∗v)(ω)(y) := (f∗v)(y)(ω) = h
∗
y(v(f
∗ω)(h(y))) = h∗y(vh(y)(f
∗ω)h(y)),
where h∗y : OX,h(y) → OY,y is the anonial map.
7.18 Remark On stalks there is also a well-dened notion of push-forward for setions
of smooth and separated morphism. In order to see this, let π : X → Y be a smooth and
separated morphism of S-shemes, and let s : Y →֒ X be a setion of π. In partiular, s
is a losed immersion. As already desribed above, every vetor eld v ∈ TY/S gives rise
to a OY -linear morphism
(˜s∗v) : s
∗Ω1X/S
s∗−→ Ω1Y/S
v−→ OY ,
ω ⊗ 1 7→ s∗ω 7→ v(s∗ω)
whih orresponds to a OX -linear morphism Ω1X/S −→ s∗OY . If x = s(y) is in the image
of s, then we get on stalks at x an OX,x-linear morphism
Ω1X/S,x −→ (s∗OY )x = OY,y.
The last equality is due to the fat that
(s∗OY )x =
{
0 if x /∈ s(Y )
OY,y if x = s(y)
}
,
beause s is a losed immersion (see e.g. [Liu℄, Prop. 2.2.24). Due to the atness of π,
the anonial morphism π∗x : OY,y → OX,x is injetive, beause at morphisms of loal
rings are injetive. Thus we may embed OY,y into OX,x and nally get a OX,x-linear
homomorphism
(s∗v)x : Ω
1
X/S,x −→ OX,x.
This gives a well-dened stalkwise push-forward of vetor elds for setions s of smooth
and separated morphisms. Again we obtain the formula
(s∗v)x = π
∗
x ◦ vy ◦ s∗y,
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where x = s(y).1 In partiular we may push-forward vetor elds along onstant mor-
phism. Thereby an S-morphism f : X → Y of S-shemes is alled onstant, if there is a
setion s : S →֒ Y suh that f = s ◦ π, where π : X → S is the anonial morphism.
7.19 Denition Let f : X → Y be an isomorphism of smooth S-shemes. Let v : Y →
TY/S be a vetoreld on Y and ω ∈ Ω1X/S a ovetoreld on X. Then we dene:
a) The pull-bak f∗v of v to X to be the push-forward (f−1)∗v.
b) The push-forward f∗ω of ω to Y to be the pull-bak (f
−1)∗ω.
7.20 Denition Let X and Y be smooth S-shemes. A r-times ovariant, s-times
ontravariant (relative) tensor eld on Y over S is a global setion of
(TY/S)s := (Ω1Y/S)∨ ⊗ . . .⊗ (Ω1Y/S)∨︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
⊗Ω1Y/S ⊗ . . .⊗ Ω1Y/S︸ ︷︷ ︸
s-times
.
Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism and h : Y →֒ X a loal setion of f (where loal is
meant with respet to étale topology on Y ). Then, whenever the following makes sense,
we dene:
a) Let t ∈ (TX/S)rs, t = v1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ vr ⊗ ω1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωs, be a tensor eld, and let
ν1, . . . , νr ∈ Ω1Y/S and let w1, . . . ,ws ∈ (Ω1Y/S)∨. Then
(f∗t)(ν
1, . . . , νr,w1, . . . ,ws) :=
r∏
i=1
h∗(vi(f
∗νi)) ·
s∏
j=1
wj(h
∗ωj)
is alled the push-forward of the tensor eld t.
1
Viewing an element α ∈ OX as a funtion α : X →
‘
x∈X
OX,x, x 7→ αx, we may even write
(s∗v)(ω) =
“
v(s∗ω)
”
◦ pi for all v ∈ TY/S , ω ∈ Ω
1
X/S .
This may be seen as follows. As we are working on stalks, we may assume that X and Y are ane,
say X = SpecB and Y = SpecA. For x ∈ X and y = pi(x) ∈ Y let Bx and Ay be the loalization of
B and A at the orresponding prime ideals. Then there is a anonial ommutative diagram
A
pi∗ //

B

α  //_

pi∗(α)
_

Ay
  // Bx α(pi(x))
 // pi∗(α)(x)
As Ay → Bx is injetive, we may identify Ay with a subring of Bx, whene yielding the desired
equation pi∗(α) = α ◦ pi of funtions from X to
‘
x∈X
OX,x.
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b) Let t ∈ (TY/S)0s, t = ω1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωs, be a tensor eld onsisting of tensor powers of
dierential forms, and let w1, . . . ,ws ∈ (Ω1X/S)∨. Then
(f∗t)(w1, . . . ,ws) :=
s∏
j=1
wj(f
∗ωj)
is alled the pull-bak of the tensor eld t.
) Let t ∈ (TY/S)rs and let f be an isomorphism. Then f∗t := (f−1)∗t is alled the
pull-bak of the tensor eld t.
7.2.1. Some formulas
Within this subsetion let us ollet some formulas onerning the pull-bak or push-
forward with respet to some types of morphisms. More preisely let us onsider
a) onstant morphism.
b) morphisms of the type (f, g) or f × g involving bre produts.
7.21 Proposition Let f : X → Y be a morphism of smooth S-shemes whih allows a
setion h : Y →֒ X. Let S′ → S be an unramied morphism. Assume that there is a
fatorization
X
f //
p

Y
S′
s
>>~~~~~~~
Then f∗ω = 0 for all ω ∈ Ω1Y/S. In partiular, f∗v = 0 for all v ∈ Γ(X,TX/S), and this
equation holds for any hoie of the setion h. (Reall that f∗v denotes the push-forward
of v under f with respet to h in the sense of Denition 7.17.)
proof (f∗v)(ω) = h
∗(v(f∗ω)) for all ω ∈ Ω1Y/S. Thus it sues to show that f∗ω = 0
for all ω ∈ Ω1Y/S. The above diagram indues a ommutative diagram
f∗Ω1Y/S
// Ω1X/S .
p∗(s∗Ω1Y/S) // π
∗Ω1S′/S
OO
By Proposition 1.9, Ω1S′/S = 0 and we are done. 
The adeli spae-time points are elements of X(S). Thus we see that onstant maps
X(S) → Y (S) have zero dierential (as we are used to from dierential geometry). Let
us illustrate this in more detail
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7.22 Denition Let f : X → Y be a morphism of smooth S-shemes.
a) f is alled onstant, if there exists a fatorization
X
f //
p

Y
S
.
 s
>>}}}}}}}}
where s : Y →֒ Y is a setion of the struture morphism Y → S.
b) f is alled loally onstant, if any point y ∈ Y possesses an étale neighborhood V ,
suh that f × id : X ×Y V → V is onstant.
7.23 Proposition Let f : X → Y a smooth morphism of smooth S-shemes. Let S be
a Dedekind sheme and let X and Y be a Néron models of their generi bre. Let y be
a physial point of Y over s ∈ S whih lies in the image of f . Let x ∈ X be a physial
point whih is mapped to y under f (suh a point exists by Proposition 7.13).
Then x extends to an S-valued point of X, whose image under f is an S-valued point
α : S →֒ Y of Y ontaining y. In partiular, there exists a onstant morphism g : X → Y
whih maps X to α. Furthermore, there exists an étale environment V → Y of y, suh
that the restrition g|V = g × idV : X ×Y V → V of g indues a vanishing push-forward:
(g|V )∗v = 0 for all v ∈ Γ(X ×Y V, TX×Y V/S).
With some abuse of notation, we denote the onstant morphism g by y : X → Y .
proof As we are working with respet to étale topology, the loal rings are stritly
henselian. Let us rst prove that x lifts to an S-valued point of X. If s is the generi
point of S, this is true due to the Néron mapping property (Denition 6.1). Therefore
let s be a losed point of S. Then x lifts to a OS,s-valued point x′ of X by Proposition
1.20 whih itself may be lifted to an S-valued point β of X (again apply Néron mapping
property in order to extend the point of x′ whih lies over the generi point of S). Due
to the uniqueness assertion of the Néron mapping property, the point of the image of β
whih lies over s is x. If p : X → S is the struture morphism, α ◦ p is the searhed
onstant morphism, where α := f ◦ β.
By Proposition 7.9, there exists an étale open environment V → Y of y, suh that
f |V = f × id : X ×Y V → V admits a setion h|V . By onstrution, h|V is also a setion
of g|V . Thus the push-forward of vetor elds under g|V exists. In order to prove that it
is zero, it sues to show that the orresponding pull-bak of dierential forms is zero,
beause (g|V )∗v = (h|V )∗ ◦ v ◦ (g|V )∗. Like in the proof of Proposition 7.21, the diagram
X ×Y V

// V
ϕV

X

// Y
S
::uuuuuuuuuu
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shows that the pull-bak of dierential forms (g|V )∗ is zero. Thereby one has to use that
(ϕV )
∗
is an isomorphism, beause ϕV is étale. 
7.24 Proposition Let f : X → Y, g : X → Z be smooth morphisms of S-shemes.
Let x ∈ X be a physial point and also denote by f(x) (resp. g(x)) the onstant map
X → Y, q 7→ f(x) (resp. X → Z, q 7→ g(x)) (see Proposition 7.23). Then in the stalk
at (f(x), g(x)) = (f, g)(x) there holds the equation
(f, g)∗ = (f(x), g)∗ + (f, g(x))∗.
proof We have a ommutative diagram
Y
X
(f,g)//
f
;;vvvvvvvvvv
g
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H Y ×S Z
p1
OO
p2

Z
Therefore, we also get a ommutative diagram
(f, g)∗Ω1Y×SZ/S
// Ω1X/S
(f, g)∗(p∗1Ω
1
Y/S ⊕ p∗2Ω1Z/S)
≀
OO
f∗Ω1Y/S ⊕ g∗Ω1Z/S
OO
p∗1ω1 + p
∗
2ω2
 // f∗ω1 + g
∗ω2
(ω1, ω2)
_
OO
(ω1, ω2)
_
OO
Thus we an write:
(f, g)∗(ω1, ω2) = f
∗ω1 + g
∗ω2.
In partiular, this equation holds in the stalk at (f(x), g(x)). But in the stalk at
(f(x), g(x)), we obtain analogously equations
(f(x), g)∗(ω1, ω2) = f(x)
∗ω1 + g
∗ω2 = g
∗ω2 and
(f, g(x))∗(ω1, ω2) = f
∗ω1 + g(x)
∗ω2 = f
∗ω1.
Thereby, we made use of the fat that the pull-bak of dierential forms under onstant
morphisms is zero (Proposition 7.21). This nishes the proof. 
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7.25 Proposition Let f : X → Y and g : Z → T be smooth morphisms of S-shemes.
Let x ∈ X and z ∈ Z be physial points and also denote by f(x) (resp. g(z)) the
onstant maps X → Y, q 7→ f(x) (resp. Z → T, q 7→ g(z)). Then in the stalk at
(f(x), g(z)) = (f × g)(x, z) there holds the equation:
(f × g)∗ = (f(x)× g)∗ + (f × g(z))∗.
proof We have a ommutative diagram
X
f // Y
X ×S Z f×g //
π1
OO
π2

Y ×S T
p1
OO
p2

Z
g // T
Therefore, we also get a ommutative diagram
(f × g)∗Ω1Y×ST/S // Ω1X×SZ/S
(f × g)∗(p∗1Ω1Y/S ⊕ p∗2Ω1T/S) //
≀
OO
π∗1Ω
1
X/S ⊕ π∗2ΩZ/S
≀
OO
π∗1f
∗Ω1Y/S ⊕ π∗2g∗Ω2T/S
p∗1ω1 + p
∗
2ω2
 // (f × g)∗p∗1ω1 + (f × g)∗p∗2ω2
(ω1, ω2)
 //
_
OO
(f∗ω1, g
∗ω2)
_
OO
(ω1, ω2)
Thus we an write:
(f × g)∗(ω1, ω2) = (f∗ω1, g∗ω2) = π∗1f∗ω1 + π∗2g∗ω2
In partiular, this equation holds in the stalk at (f × g)(x, z) = (f(x), g(z)). But in the
stalk at (f(x), g(z)), we obtain analogously equations
(f(x)× g)∗(ω1, ω2) = π∗1f(x)∗ω1 + π∗2g∗ω2 = π∗2g∗ω2 and
(f × g(z))∗(ω1, ω2) = π∗1f∗ω1 + π∗2g(z)∗ω2 = π∗1f∗ω1.
Thereby, we made use of the fat that the pull-bak of dierential forms under onstant
morphisms is zero (Proposition 7.21). This nishes the proof. 
8. Gauge theory
8.1. The lassial, dierential geometri theory
The fundamental objet underlying lassial, dierential geometri Yang-Mills theory are
prinipal bundles. Before we state the denition of the algebrai geometri analogue of
priniple bundles in the next setion 8.2, let us briey reall some dierential geometri
notions whih are essential for gauge theory. Throughout this setion let G be a Liegroup,
and let P be a dierentiable manifold.
8.1 Denition Let ψ : P ×G → P be a dierentiable map and denote by ψg : P → P
resp. ψp : G → P the indued maps ψg(·) := ψ(·, g) resp. ψp(·) := ψ(p, ·) where g ∈ G
and p ∈ P . Let us also introdue the abbreviation p · g := ψ(p, g). Then ψ is alled a
right group ation if and only if:
a) ψg : P → P is a dieomorphism for all g ∈ G.
b) ψa ◦ ψb(p) = ψba(p); i.e.: (p · b) · a = p · (b · a).
8.2 Denition A group ation ψ : P ×G→ P is alled free, if and only if the following
holds: If there exists a p ∈ P and a g ∈ G suh that p · g = p, then g = e is the unit
element of G.
8.3 Proposition Let G at on P on the right by means of ψ : P ×G→ P . Let Ae ∈ g,
where g denotes the Lie-algebra of G, and let exp : g→ G be the exponential map. Then
Ae indues a vetoreld (Ae)∗ on P , the so alled killing-vetoreld or fundamental
vetoreld. More preisely:
((Ae)∗f) (p) =
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
(
f ◦ ψexp(tAe)(p)
)
for all f ∈ C∞(P ) and p ∈ P .
8.4 Remark Let G at on P on the right by means of ψ : P × G → P . Denote by
0 ∈ Γ(P, TP ) the zero setion of tangent bundle TP of P . Let Ae ∈ g and denote by A
the unique left invariant vetoreld on G orresponding to Ae. Then we may onsider
the vetoreld 0×A living on P ×G, and we get for all p ∈ P :
((ψp)∗Ae) (p) = ((Ae)∗)(p) = (ψ∗(0×A)) (p),
where
(
ψ∗(0×A)
)
(p) =
(
(ψ∗)(p·g−1,g)(0p·g−1 ×Ag)
)
(p) for all g ∈ G.
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proof Denote by ψp : G → P , g 7→ ψp(g) := p · g the translation by p. For all g ∈ G
let Ag := A(g) ∈ TgG be the tangent vetor of A at g, and onsider the integral urve
g(t) := g · exp(tAe) = Lg ◦ exp(tAe) representing Ag (where Lg is the left translation by
g). Then we obtain (
((ψp)∗Ag)(f)
)
(p · g) = d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψp ◦ g(t)
for all f ∈ C∞(P ). In partiular(
((ψp)∗Ae)(f)
)
(p) =
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψp (exp(tAe)) = d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψexp(tAe)(p) = ((Ae)∗f)(p).
This shows the rst equality. On the other hand, (0×A)(p, g) = 0p ×Ag for all (p, g) ∈
P × G. If p(t) is an integral urve of 0p, i.e. p(t) = p for all t ∈ R, then we get for all
f ∈ C∞(P ):(
ψ∗(0p ×Ag)(f)
)
(p · g) = d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψ(g(t), p(t)) = d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψ(g(t), p)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψp(g(t)) = ((ψp)∗Ag)(f)(p · g).
As ψ is a group ation, we know that (p · g) · h = p · (gh) for all p ∈ P and g, h ∈ G. It
follows that
ψp·h ◦ (h−1g)(t) = ψp·h(h−1g · exp(tAe)) = (p · h) · (h−1g · exp(tAe))
= p · (g · exp(tAe)) = ψp ◦ g(t),
and thus we obtain
((ψp)∗Ag)(f)(p · g) = d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψp(g(t)) = d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f ◦ ψp·g(exp(tAe)) = ((Ae)∗f)(p · g).
All in all we see that(
ψ∗(0p ×Ag)
)
p·g
(f) = ((Ae)∗)p·g(f) =
(
ψ∗(0p·h ×Ah−1g)
)
p·g
(f)
for all p ∈ P and g, h ∈ G. Thus it indeed makes sense to write(
ψ∗(0×A)
)
(p · g) = ψ∗(0p ×Ag). 
8.2. Torsors
Now we are going to transfer these strutures to algebrai geometry, in order to provide
the basis for a Yang-Mills theory over arbitrary ommutative rings. Let G be a group
sheme over X and P and X-sheme. Then an ation of G on P is a X-morphism
ψ : P ×X G→ P
that indues an ation of the group G(T ) on the set P (T ) for all S-sheme T (espeially
(p · g) · h = p · (g · h) for all p ∈ P (T ), g, h ∈ G(T )).
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8.5 Proposition Let G at on a sheme P . Let π : P → X be the struture morphism.
Then it is equivalent:
a) The sheme P is faithfully at and loally of nite-type over X and there is an
isomorphism
P ×X G ∼−→ P ×X P, (p, g) 7→ (p, p · g).
b) There is a overing (Ui → X) for the at topology 1 on X, suh that, for eah i,
there is an isomorphism
χi : π
−1(Ui) := PUi := Ui ×X P → Ui ×X G =: GUi
respeting the GUi-ation.
proof [Milne℄, Chap. III, Prop. 4.1 
8.6 Remark
 Let G be a smooth group sheme. Then any torsor under G is smooth (see Propo-
sition 8.8). Using the fat that any X-torsor P under G, whih allows a X-setion,
is trivial, Proposition 1.19 shows that we may hoose the overing (Ui → X) in b)
for the étale topology. This is important in regard to physial appliations as we
already saw in setion 7.1 that we have to work with respet to étale topology in
order to inorporate the priniple of general ovariane. In physial situations we
will furthermore assume that there exists a overing (Ui → X) onsisting of only
nitely many maps Ui → X. This will allow us to glue sheaves. Then the global
and the family of loal versions of a physial theory are equivalent (as one would
expet).
 Condition b) says that there are ommutative diagrams
π−1(Ui)
π|Ui :=idUi×π ##G
GG
GG
GG
G
χi // Ui ×X G
pr1
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
v
Ui
PUi ×Ui GUi Ui ×X P ×X G
id×ψ

χi×id // Ui ×X G×X G
id×m

GUi ×Ui GUi
Ui ×X P χi // Ui ×X G
1
See Denition 7.4 for the notion of a Grothendiek topology.
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where m : G×X G → G denotes the group multipliation. Evaluated at T -valued
points p of π−1(Ui) and g of G (where T is an S-sheme), the latter ommutative
diagram may be stated as follows:
(pr2 ◦ χi)(p · g) = (pr2 ◦ χi(p)) · g.
Thereby pr2 denotes the anonial projetion Ui ×X G→ G.
 Condition a) implies that the group ation ψ : P ×X G→ P is free (see Denition
8.2) and transitive on bres over X. This may be seen as follows: The morphism
P ×X G ∼−→ P ×X P , (p, g) 7→ (p, p · g) is an isomorphism by denition. Due to
injetivity, the preimage of a pair (p, p · g) with p · g = p onsists of the pair (p, e),
where e denotes the unit element of G. This shows that the ation is free. The
surjetivity implies that for all p, p′ ∈ P with π(p) = π(p′) (i.e. for all (p, p′) ∈
P ×X P ) there exists a g ∈ G suh that p′ = pg.
8.7 Denition A sheme P , on whih ats G, and that satises the equivalent state-
ments of Proposition 8.5 is alled a prinipal homogeneous spae or an X-torsor under
G.
In physial appliations we are going to onsider smooth shemes provided with étale
topology. Thus we see that the notion of torsors is exatly orresponds to the G-prinipal
bundles in ordinary real-valued dierential geometry.
8.8 Proposition If G is smooth respetively étale over X, then so also any X-torsor
under G.
proof [Milne℄, Chap. III, Prop. 4.2 
8.9 Proposition Let us denote the set of all isomorphism lasses of X-torsors under G
by PHS(G/X). Then there is a anonial injetion PHS(G/X) →֒ Hˇ1(Xfl, G). This
map is an isomorphism if G is ane over X (i.e. the preimage of every ane subsheme
of X is an ane subsheme of G).
proof Let us shortly summarize how a X-torsor P under G gives rise to a 1-oyle. For
the details of the proof see [Milne℄, Chap. III, Cor. 4.7. As we are interested in physial
appliations let us diretly work with étale topology. For this purpose we assume that G
is smooth. Then P is smooth, too, by Proposition 8.8, and due to Proposition 1.19 we
may assume that there exists an étale overing U := (Ui → X) that trivializes P , so that
P (Ui) is non-empty for all i. Then hoose a setion si ∈ P (Ui) for all i. As the hosen
overing trivializes P , there exist unique gij ∈ G(Uij) (where Uij := Ui×X Uj), suh that
si|Uij · gij = sj|Uij . Omitting restrition signs we therefore obtain sigijgjk = sk = sigik,
and so gijgjk = gik, beause theG-ation on P is free. One says that the family (gij) is a 1-
oyle. If s′i ∈ P (Ui) is another family of setions, then there is a family (hi), hi ∈ G(Ui),
suh that si = s
′
i · hi for all i, beause the hosen overing trivializes P . Again omitting
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restrition signs, we get s′ihigij = sigij = sj = s
′
jhj = s
′
ig
′
ijhj , and so g
′
ij = higijh
−1
j . One
says that (gij) and (g
′
ij) are ohomologous 1-oyles. The property of 1-oyles to be
ohomologous is an equivalene relation, and the set of ohomology lasses is denoted by
Hˇ1(U, G). Of ourse the ohomology lass is unaltered if P is replaed by an isomorphi
torsor. Thus P denes an element of Hˇ1(Xe´t, G) whih is dened to be lim−→ Hˇ
1(U, G)
where the limit runs over all overings U obtained by renement. 
8.10 Translations by S-valued points on torsors.
Let X be a smooth S-sheme, let G be a smooth S-group sheme and let GX := G×SX.
Let ψ : P×XGX → P be the group ation of GX on a X-torsor P under GX . Consider
an S-valued point α : S →֒ P of P . Let f : P → P and g : P → G be S-morphisms.
Then fα := f ◦ α and gα := g ◦ α are S-valued points, too.
The group ation indues two kinds of translation by S-valued points. First, we on-
sider the translation ψf(α) by the S-valued point fα of P :
ψf(α) : G
(π,id)−→ S ×S G fα×id−→ P×SG ψ−→ P.
In formulas we may write ψf(α) := ψ◦(fα× id)◦(π, id) = ψ◦(fα◦π, id), where π : G→ S
is the anonial morphism. If f(α) denotes the onstant map making the diagram
G
f(α) //
π

P
S
f◦α
??~~~~~~~
ommutative, then we may state the translation ψf(α) : in the following way:
ψf(α) = ψ ◦ (f(α), id) : G→ P.
Analogously we dene the translation ψg(α) by the S-valued point gα of G:
ψg(α) : P
(id,π)−→ P ×S S id×gα−→ P ×S G ψ−→ P,
where π is this time the anonial morphism P → S. So we get ψg(α) := ψ ◦ (id × gα) ◦
(id, π) = ψ ◦ (id, gα ◦ π). Using the onstant map g(α) making the diagram
P
g(α) //
π

G
S
g◦α
??~~~~~~~
ommutative, we arrive at the identity
ψg(α) = ψ ◦ (id, g(α)) : P → P.
Furthermore, if hP : P → P and hG : P → G are morphisms of S-shemes, we get
identities:
ψf(α) ◦ hG = ψ ◦ (f(p), hG).
ψg(α) ◦ hP = ψ ◦ (hP , g(p)).
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8.3. Gauge transformations
Throughout this setion let X be a smooth S-sheme, and let G be a smooth X-group
sheme.
8.11 Denition Let P be a X-torsor P under G. A X-automorphism θˆ : P → P is
alled a gauge transformation or a vertial automorphism, if θˆ is ompatible with the
group ation ψ of G on P ; i.e., there are the following ommutative diagrams.
P ×X G
θˆ×id

ψ // P
θˆ

θˆ : P
!!D
DD
DD
DD
∼ // P
  
  
  
 
P ×X G ψ // P X
We denote be the group of gauge transformations by G.
Furthermore, let us all a morphism u : P → G equivariant, if u(p · g) = g−1u(p)g for all
T -valued points p ∈ P (T ) and g ∈ G(T ) and for all S-shemes T .
8.12 Proposition There is a one-to-one orrespondene between gauge transformations
and equivariant X-morphisms u : P → G.
proof As usual let us denote the formation of the inverse respetively the multipliation
on the group sheme G by ι respetivelym. Let assume that an equivariant X-morphisms
u is given. Then we dene the following X-morphism θˆu.
θˆu : P
(id,u)−→ P ×X G ψ−→ P
p 7→ (p, u(p)) 7→ p · u(p)
Of ourse, θˆu is a X-isomorphism with inverse θˆu−1 , where u
−1 := ι ◦ u : G → G.
Furthermore θˆu is ompatible with the group ation of G on P . This may be seen as
follows: By assumption, u(p · g) = g−1u(p)g and therefore
θˆu(p · g) = (p · g) · u(p · g) = (p · g) · (g−1u(p)g) = (p · u(p)) · g = θˆu(p) · g.
Thus θˆu is indeed a gauge transformation.
Conversely, let now a gauge transformation θˆ be given. Then we dene the following
X-morphism uθˆ.
uθˆ : P
id×θˆ−→ P ×X P ∼−→ P ×S G pr2−→ G
Thereby P ×X P ∼−→ P ×S G denotes the inverse of the anonial isomorphism indued
by the group ation ψ (see Proposition 8.5 a)). Let us show that this morphism is
equivariant. By denition of uθˆ, we have got
(p · g, θˆ(p · g)) = (p · g, θˆ(p) · g) = (p · g, (p · uθˆ(p)) · g) = (p · g, (p · g) · (g−1uθˆ(p)g)) ∈ P ×X P .
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Thus the image of p ·g under uθˆ is indeed g−1uθˆ(p)g. Furthermore, the given assoiations
are inverse to eah other:
p · uθˆu(p) = θˆu(p) = p · u(p), i.e. uθˆu(p) = u(p) for all p,
beause the group ation is free. On the other hand
θˆu
θˆ
(p) = p · uθˆ(p) = θˆ(p) for all p. 
8.4. Horizontality
Throughout this setion let X be a smooth S-sheme, and let G be a smooth S-group
sheme. Furthermore let X and G be separated, let GX := G×S X and onsider an X-
torsor P under GX (see Proposition 8.5). Let T be an arbitrary S-sheme. We already
know from Proposition 8.8 that P is smooth and separated over X and therefore also
over S. Denote by g := (ε∗Ω1G/S)(S) the Lie-algebra of G, where ε : S →֒ G denotes the
unit setion.
By denition of torsors there is a ommutative diagram
P
P ×S G P ×X GX ∼π1×ψ
//
ψ
77pppppppppppp
π1
''NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
N P ×X P
p1

p2
OO
P
where πi and pi are the anonial projetions of the respetive shemes onto the i-th
fator, and where π1×ψ is an isomorphism. As usual, ψ denotes the group ation. Then
the diagram shows that the diagonal ∆ : P → P ×X P indues a anonial global setion
s := (π1 × ψ)−1 ◦∆ of ψ whih is given by p 7→ (p, 1) on T -valued points. Therefore, by
Remark 7.16, every global vetor eld v on P ×X G may be pushed forward to a global
vetor eld ψ∗v on P whih is given by
ψ∗v = s
∗ ◦ v ◦ ψ∗.
Drawing inspiration from Remark 8.4, we use this push-forward, in order to dene the
killing-vetor eld. For this purpose onsider an element ve ∈ g and denote by v the
uniquely determined left-invariant vetor eld indued by ve (see Proposition 11.57).
Furthermore, let 0 ∈ Γ(P, TP/S) be the vetor eld whih is onstant zero (i.e. the zero-
setion). Realling the identity TP×SG/S = TP/S ×S TG/S from Proposition 11.18 or
as well the isomorphism π∗1Ω
1
P/S ⊕ π∗2Ω1G/S
∼−→ Ω1P×SG/S from Proposition 1.7, we may
interpret the artesian produt 0× v as a vetor eld on P ×X G. Then we dene a map
σ˜ : g −→ Γ(P, TP/S) = HomOP (Ω1P/S ,OP ),
ve 7→ ψ∗(0× v)
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whih turns out to be OS(S)-linear. By tensoring over OS(S) with OP , σ˜ indues a
OP -linear map
σ : OP ⊗OS(S) g −→ Γ(P, TP/S) = HomOP (Ω1P/S ,OP )
r ⊗ ve 7→ r · ψ∗(0× v) = r · σ˜(ve).
8.13 Remark By Proposition 11.56, g arries the struture of a OS(S)-Lie-algebra by
means of the OS(S)-linear Lie-braket [·, ·]. Therefore we may endow OP ⊗OS(S) g with
the following struture of a OP -Lie-algebra: For r ∈ OP and ve ∈ g let
[r ⊗ ve , · ] : OP ⊗OS(S) g→ OP ⊗OS(S) g, s⊗we 7→ rs⊗ [ve,we].
This map is OP -linear and indues a Lie-braket on OP ⊗OS(S) g.
8.14 Proposition σ˜ : g→ Γ(P, TP/S) is OS(S)-linear. In partiular σ is OP -linear.
proof Let ve,we ∈ g. The anonial map ε∗Ω1G/S −→ p∗Ω1G/S , ve 7→ v, extending
setions in ε∗Ω1G/S to left invariant setions of Ω
1
G/S , is a OS(S)-linear map (as illustrated
in the proof of Proposition 11.57 or simply by Proposition 11.58). In partiular, we know
that
ve +we 7→ v+w and
a · ve 7→ a · v for all a ∈ OS(S)
under this map. Due to the deomposition π∗1Ω
1
P/S⊕π∗2Ω1G/S
∼−→ Ω1P×SG/S of Proposition
1.7, we know that (0× (v+w)) = (0× v) + (0×w). Thus we onlude that
σ˜(ave + a
′we)(ω) = ψ∗(0× (av + a′w))(ω)
= s∗
((
0× (av+ a′w)) (ψ∗ω))
= s∗ ((0× av)(ψ∗ω)) + s∗ ((0× a′w)(ψ∗ω))
= s∗ (a(0× v)(ψ∗ω)) + s∗ (a′(0×w)(ψ∗ω))
= a s∗ ((0× v)(ψ∗ω)) + a′s∗ ((0×w)(ψ∗ω))
= a σ˜(ve)(ω) + a
′σ˜(we)(ω).
for all ω ∈ Ω1P/S. This shows that σ˜ is OS(S)-linear. As σ(r⊗ve) = r ·σ˜(ve) by denition,
we are done. 
8.15 Denition Let P be a X-torsor under GX . Let ve ∈ g. Then the vetor eld
σ˜(ve) = σ(1 ⊗ ve) ∈ Γ(TP/S/P ) is alled the killing-vetor eld of the group ation.
Up to now, we onsidered the killing-vetor eld globally on all of P . Let us now, analyze
the loal properties of σ˜(ve).
By means of the the anonial isomorphism stated in Proposition 11.30 a), let us
interpret σ˜(ve) as a dierential form. Loally (with respet to étale topology), P allows
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a split P = X ×S G. So, as we are now interested in a loal onsideration, let us assume
that P splits and let
ρ1 : X ×S G→ X
ρ2 : X ×S G→ G
be the anonial projetions. Due to the isomorphism ρ∗1Ω
1
X/S ⊕ ρ∗2Ω1G/S
∼−→ Ω1P/S
(Proposition 1.7), we may deompose σ˜(ve) into a diret sum (ω1, ω2) ∈ ρ∗1Ω1X/S⊕ρ∗2Ω1G/S .
We laim that the omponent ω1 is equal to zero. Therefore σ˜(ve) lives only in the group
part G of P and is killed if it is pushed forward to the base X using the struture
morphism π : P → X.
Let us all the X-omponent in the loal split P = X×SG the horizontal omponent,
and let us all the group part G the vertial omponent. In partiular, we see that
(loally) the killing vetor eld lives in the vertial omponent of P . But before dening
the notion of horizontality and vertiality for vetor elds, let us rst introdue the notion
of a onnetion form.
8.16 Denition Let P be an X-torsor under GX , let σ : g→ Γ(TP/S/P ) be the killing-
form, and let d be the exterior dierential (see Theorem 11.39). Furthermore, let ω be
a global setion ω of Ω1P/S ⊗OS(S) g. Then we introdue the following two Op-linear
morphisms hor, ver ∈ HomOp(Ω1P/S ,Ω1P/S):
ver := σ ◦ ω.
hor := id− σ ◦ ω.
ω is alled a onnetion form (or more shortly a onnetion) if and only if:
a) ω ◦ σ = id : OP ⊗OS(S) g→ OP ⊗OS(S) g.
b) ψ∗aω = Ad(a
−1)ω for all S-valued points a ∈ G(S).2
) ω(hor v) = 0 for all v ∈ Γ(TP/S/P ).
d) ω : TP/S → OP ⊗OS(S) g is a homomorphism of Lie-algebras.3
8.17 Denition A vetor eld v ∈ Γ(TP/S/P ) is alled horizontal (resp. vertial), if
v = hor v (resp. v = ver v).
8.18 Proposition Let ω ∈ Ω1P/S⊗OS(S)g be a onnetion form. Let ψa be the translation
by an S-valued point a (indued by the group ation ψ). Then:
2
This equation has to be understood in the sense of (ψ∗aω)(v) = Ad(a
−1)(ω(v)) for all v ∈ Γ(TP/S/P ),
where ψa denotes the translation by the S-valued point a (see 8.10 above). The map Ad was intro-
dued in subsetion 11.4.3.
3
This means that ω([v,w]) = [ω(v), ω(w)] for all vetor elds v,w ∈ TP/S . Thereby TP/S is onsidered
as a Lie-algebra with the ommutator as Lie-braket (see Denition 11.41). The Lie-algebra struture
of OP ⊗OS(S) g was introdued in Remark 8.13.
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a) hor = hor ◦ hor hor ◦ ver = 0.
ver = ver ◦ ver ver ◦ hor = 0.
b) (ψa)∗v is horizontal for all horizontal vetor elds v on P .
(ψa)∗v is vertial for all vertial vetor elds v on P .
) hor ◦ (ψa)∗ = (ψa)∗ ◦ hor
ver ◦ (ψa)∗ = (ψa)∗ ◦ ver
proof If ω is a onnetion form, then ω ◦ σ = id. Therefore ver ◦ ver = σ ◦ ω ◦ σ ◦ ω =
σ ◦ω = ver and hor◦hor = (id−ver)◦ (id−ver) = id−2 ·ver+ver◦ver = id−ver = hor.
In partiular, it follows that hor ◦ ver = (id− ver) ◦ ver = 0 = ver ◦ (id− ver) = ver ◦ hor.
In order to prove b) onsider rst a horizontal vetoreld v. Then
ver ((ψa)∗v) = σ ◦ ω((ψa)∗v) = σ
(
(ψ−1a )
∗((ψ∗aω)(v))
)
= σ
(
(ψ−1a )
∗((Ad(a−1)ω)(v))
)
= σ
(
Ad(a−1)(ψ−1a )
∗(ω(v))
)
.
Thus hor ((ψa)∗v) = (ψa)∗v, beause ω(v) = 0 for horizontal vetor elds v.
Let now be v be a vertial vetor eld, i.e. v = ver (v) = σ(ω(v)) . Writing ω(v) =
r ⊗ we with r ∈ OP and we ∈ g and denoting the unique left-invariant vetor eld
assoiated to we by w, we obtain
(ψa)∗v = (ψa)∗(σ(ω(v))) = (ψa)∗(r · ψ∗(0×w)) =
(∗)
((ψ−1a )
∗r) · (ψa)∗ψ∗(0×w),
where (∗) will be proven below. Realling the notion of the right-translation τ ′a by a on G
from subsetion 11.4.4, we may write ψa◦ψ = ψ◦(id×τ ′a) : P×SG→ P , (p, g) 7→ p·(ga),
and we get
(ψa)∗v = ((ψ
−1
a )
∗r) · ψ∗(id× τ ′a)∗(0×w) = ((ψ−1a )∗r) · ψ∗(0× (τ ′a)∗w)
As left- and right-translations on G ommute with eah other, (τ ′a)∗w is left invariant
again. Therefore (τ ′a)∗w is the unique left invariant vetor eld on G orresponding to
an element ((τ ′a)∗w)e ∈ g, and, using Denition 8.16 ), this yields
(ψa)∗v = σ
(
(ψ−1a )
∗r ⊗ ((τ ′a)∗w)e
)
= (σ ◦ ω ◦ σ) ((ψ−1a )∗r ⊗ ((τ ′a)∗w)e) = ver ((ψa)∗v).
In order to nish the proof of b), it remains to explain the equality (∗). Let t be a vetor
eld on P and let α ∈ Ω1X/S . Then
((ψa)∗(r · t)) (α) = (ψ−1a )∗ ((r · t)(ψ∗aα)) = (ψ−1a )∗ (t(r · ψ∗aα))
= (ψ−1a )
∗
(
t(ψ∗a((ψ
−1
a )
∗r · α)) = ((ψa)∗t) ((ψ−1a )∗r · α) (∗)
= (ψ−1a )
∗r · ((ψa)∗(t)) (α).
Finally let us prove ). But this is an immediate onsequene of b):
hor (ψa)∗v = hor (ψa)∗(hor v+ ver v) = hor ((ψa)∗hor v) + hor ((ψa)∗ver v) = (ψa)∗(hor v).
ver (ψa)∗v = ver (ψa)∗(hor v+ ver v) = ver ((ψa)∗hor v) + ver ((ψa)∗ver v) = (ψa)∗(ver v).

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8.5. Covariant derivation
8.19 Denition Let α be a dierential k-form on P with values in g, i.e. a global
setion of ΩkP/S ⊗OS(S) g. Furthermore, let d be the exterior dierential (see Theorem
11.39). Then eah onnetion form ω on P denes a ovariant derivative Dα
(Dα)(v1, . . . , vk+1) := (dα)(hor v1, . . . ,hor vk+1)
with vetor elds v1, . . . , vk+1 ∈ Γ(TP/S/P ).
Dα is a dierential 2-form on P with values in g, beause hor ∈ HomOP (Ω1P/S ,Ω1P/S).
8.20 Denition Let ω be a urvature form. Then we write Ω := Dω.
Dω has some physially important properties whih we are going to summarize next.
For this purpose we need the following lemma.
8.21 Lemma Let φ : X → X ′ be an isomorphism of S-shemes. Then the exterior
dierential d ommutes with φ:
φ∗d = dφ∗.
proof First, we prove that [φ∗v, φ∗w] = φ∗[v,w] (see Denition 11.41 for the notion of
the ommutator). This may be seen as follows:
(φ∗v)d(f) = (φ∗v)(df) = (φ
−1)∗ (v(φ∗(df))) = (φ−1)∗ (v(d(φ∗f))) ,
where the last equality is due to the fat that the exterior dierential d oinides with dX/S
on funtions (Theorem 11.39), and due to the fat that the dierential dX/S ommutes
(by denition) with pull-bak on funtions. Therefore
(φ∗v)d = (φ
−1)∗ ◦ vd ◦ φ∗,
where (φ−1)∗ and φ∗ both denote the pull-bak of funtions. Suppressing the index d,
we obtain
[φ∗v, φ∗w](f) = φ∗v(φ∗w(f))− φ∗w(φ∗v(f))
= φ∗v
(
(φ−1)∗(w(φ∗f))
)− φ∗w((φ−1)∗(v(φ∗f)))
= (φ−1)∗v
(
φ∗
(
(φ−1)∗(w(φ∗f))
))− (φ−1)∗w(φ∗((φ−1)∗(v(φ∗f))))
= (φ−1)∗
(
(vw−wv)(φ∗f)) = (φ∗[v,w])(f).
in terms of derivations. Therefore [φ∗v, φ∗w] = φ∗[v,w] is also true for vetor elds. Now
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we onlude as follows:
(φ−1)∗ ((φ∗(dα))(v0, . . . , vk))
= (dα)(φ∗v0, . . . , φ∗vk)
=
k∑
i=0
(−1)i (φ∗vi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(φ−1)∗viφ∗
(
α(φ∗v0, . . . , ˇφ∗vi, . . . , φ∗vk)
)
+
∑
0≤i<j≤k
(−1)i+jα([φ∗vi, φ∗vj]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=φ∗[vi,vj ]
, φ∗v0, . . . , ˇφ∗vi, . . . , ˇφ∗vj , . . . , φ∗vk)
=
k∑
i=0
(−1)i(φ−1)∗vi ((φ∗α)(v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk))
+
∑
0≤i<j≤k
(−1)i+j(φ−1)∗(φ∗α)([vi, vj], v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vˇj, . . . , vk)
= (φ−1)∗ ((d(φ∗α))(v0, . . . , vk)) . 
8.22 Proposition ψ∗aΩ = Ad(a
−1)Ω for all S-valued points a ∈ G(S).
proof The translation by a is an isomorphism. Realling the notion of pull-bak of
dierential forms of higher degree from Denition 7.20, and using the fat that (ψa)∗
ommutes with hor (see Proposition 8.18 )), we obtain:
(ψ−1a )
∗((ψ∗aΩ)(v,w)) = Ω((ψa)∗v, (ψa)∗w) = (dω)(hor (ψa)∗v,hor (ψa)∗w)
= (dω)((ψa)∗hor v, (ψa)∗horw)
Therefore
(ψ∗aΩ)(v,w) = ((ψa)
∗dω)(hor v,horw)
= (d(ψa)
∗ω)(hor v,horw) by Lemma 8.21
= Ad(a−1)(dω)(hor v,horw)
= Ad(a−1)Ω(v,w). 
8.23 struture-equation Ω(v,w) = dω(v,w) + [ω(v), ω(w)], where [·, ·] denotes the
Lie-braket of OP ⊗OS(S) g (see Remark 8.13).
proof First, let us onsider the Lie-algebra valued vetor eld [ω, ω] whih is dened by
([ω, ω])(v,w) := [ω(v), ω(w)] − [ω(w), ω(v)] = 2[ω(v), ω(w)]. Then we proposition may
be stated as the following equation of dierential forms:
Ω = dω +
1
2
[ω, ω].
Due to the OP -multi-linearity of dierential forms, it therefore sues to onsider the
following three ases:
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(i) v and w are vertial: If we set ω(v) =: r ⊗ te, then we may write v = σ(ω(v)) =
σ(r⊗ te) = r · σ(1⊗ te). Then, again due to OP -multi-linearity, it sues to make
the proof in the ase r = 1; i.e. we may assume that v = σ(1 ⊗ te). For the same
reason let w = σ(1 ⊗ ue). Thus, by denition of the exterior dierential d (see
Corollary 11.40), we onlude:
(dω)(v,w) = v(ω(w))−w(ω(v))− ω([v,w]) = v(1⊗ ue)−w(1 ⊗ te)− ω([v,w]).
Now, v(1 ⊗ ue) = 0 = v(1 ⊗ te), beause the derivations v and w at on onstant
Lie-algebra valued funtions. Thus we are done, beause ω is a homomorphism of
Lie-algebras.
(ii) v and w are horizontal: In this speial ase, the statement of the proposition re-
dues to the denition of Ω.
(iii) v is vertial and w horizontal: We get
(dω)(v,w) = v(ω(w))−w(ω(v))− ω([v,w]).
Let us explain, why eah of the summands is zero. The rst one is zero, beause
ω(w) = 0 due to horizontality of w. Therefore, ω([v,w]) = [ω(v), ω(w)] vanishes,
too. The seond summand is zero due to the arguments already given in (i). 
8.24 Bianhi-identity DΩ = 0.
proof Notie that
(d[ω, ω])(u, v,w) = u([ω, ω](v,w)) − v([ω, ω](w, u)) +w([ω, ω](u, v))
− [ω, ω]([u, v],w) + [ω, ω]([u,w], v) − [ω, ω]([v,w], u)
= 0
if u, v and w are horizontal vetor elds. Using the struture-equation 8.23 and d ◦ d = 0
(see Theorem 11.39), we nally obtain
(DΩ)(u, v,w) = (dΩ)(hor u,hor v,horw)
= (ddω)(hor u,hor v,horw) + (d[ω, ω])(hor u,hor v,horw) = 0. 
8.25 Denition Ω = Dω is alled the urvature form of the onnetion ω, if ψ∗Ω is
horizontal in the following sense: On stalks we an write
ψ∗Ω =
∑
i
(νi, 0) ∧ (ν ′i, 0)
where (νi, 0), (ν
′
i, 0) ∈ π∗1Ω1P/S ⊕ π∗2Ω1G/S ∼= Ω1P×SG/S for all i.
Remark. In the situation of Denition 8.25, the ondition ψ∗Ω =
∑
i(νi, 0) ∧ (ν ′i, 0)
will guarantee that the loal eld strengths Fi orresponding to Ω (see Denition 9.4),
atually glue to a global eld strength F whih lives on the whole universe.
In partiular, the ondition ψ∗Ω =
∑
i(νi, 0) ∧ (ν ′i, 0) may be omitted, if one onsiders
a gauge theory whih is indued by a globally trivial X-torsor P under G. In this ase,
every onnetion ω gives rise to a urvature form Ω := Dω.
9. Yang-Mills equation
In this hapter we will nally establish the Yang-Mills theory over ommutative rings R.
Pulling-bak the onnetion form ω and the urvature form Ω (introdued in Denition
8.16 and Denition 8.25) to spae-time, we are led to the gauge potential A and the
eld strength F . The main result of this hapter is that the gauge potential and the eld
strength, whih are a priori only dened loally (with respet to étale topology) on spae-
time, atually glue to global objets of spae-time. This proof will be done by means
of Grothendieks theory of faithfully at desent. Then the Yang-Mills ation and the
Yang-Mills equation may be established over the base sheme S := SpecR, generalizing
the known lassial theory over R := R.
More preisely, in our physial appliations, R will be a one-dimensional Dedekind ring
whih is also a prinipal ideal domain. So, we assume from now on that R is of this type.
As a onsequene, the sheaves of relative dierential forms over S = SpecR will be free
sheaves of modules (Theorem 11.61). In partiular, the Lie-algebra g of a group sheme
over S will be a free OS(S)-module and therefore at. As usual, let X → S be a smooth
S-sheme, let p : G→ S be a smooth S-group sheme with unit setion ε : S →֒ G, and
let GX := G ×S X. Let P be a X-torsor under GX with group ation ψ. Furthermore,
we assume for physial reasons that X and G are onneted.
9.1. The Maurer-Cartan form
Due to the onnetedness of G, the onstant presheaves
U  OS(S)
U  g := (ε∗Ω1G/S)(S)
are sheaves, and due to atness,
U  OG(U)⊗OS(S) g
is a sheaf, too, whih we denote by OG ⊗OS(S) g. In partiular, the diret image of this
sheaf under p is given by p∗
(OG ⊗OS(S) g) = p∗OG ⊗OS(S) g. We want to nd a left-
invariant dierential form Θ whih assigns to every vetor eld v ∈ TG/S(G) the onstant
Lie-algebra valued funtion 1⊗ ve ∈ OG(G)⊗OS(S) g where ve denotes the value of v at
the unit element e of G. 1 Let us prove that suh a dierential form exists, and that it
1
More preisely, ve denotes the pull-bak of v with respet to the unit setion ε and is then onsidered
as an element of the Lie-algebra g (reall Proposition 11.32).
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is uniquely determined. This is due to the following sequene of anonial isomorphism
whih will be explained below.
HomOS(S)
(
g,OG(G)⊗OS(S) g
)
= HomOS
(
ε∗Ω1G/S , p∗OG ⊗OS(S) g
)
= HomOS
(
ε∗Ω1G/S , p∗
(OG ⊗OS(S) g))
= HomOG
(
p∗ε∗Ω1G/S,OG ⊗OS(S) g
)
= HomOG
(
Ω1G/S,OG ⊗OS(S) g
)
The rst isomorphism is ([Liu℄, Ex. 5.1.5), the seond one is due to the remark in the
introdution above. The third states the adjointness of the funtors p∗ and p∗ (Propo-
sition 7.15), and the last one originates from extending elements of the Lie-algebra to
left-invariant setions (Proposition 11.58). Also realling Proposition 11.32, this bijetion
indues a bijetion
HomOS(S)
(
(ε∗TG/S)(S),OG(G) ⊗OS(S) g
)
= HomOG
(TG/S ,OG ⊗OS(S) g)
9.1 Denition The uniquely determined Lie-algebra valued dierential form Θ ∈
HomOG
(TG/S ,OG ⊗OS(S) g) orresponding to the OS(S)-linear homomorphism
(ε∗TG/S)(S) −→ OG(G)⊗OS(S) g
ve 7→ 1⊗ ve
is alled the Maurer-Cartan form. Thereby 1 ∈ OG(G) denotes the unit element.
In partiular, one obtains
Θ(v) = 1⊗ ε∗v
for all left-invariant vetor elds v ∈ Γ(TG/S/G).
9.2. The eld strength of a gauge potential
In lassial gauge theory, gauge elds are desribed by a gauge potential. The physial
information is enoded in the assoiated antisymmetri eld strength tensor: For example
in the ase of eletromagnetism, the omponents of the eld strength tensor are exatly
the omponents of the eletri and the magneti eld. Therefore the eld strength has
to be a global objet living upon the whole spae-time manifold, if the theory laims to
be physially sensible.
Let us prove that the eld strength is also a global objet in our algebrai geometri
setting of a spae-time X(S) onsisting of adeli spae-time points (isomorphi to the
base sheme S).
Let P,X,G and S be as stated at the beginning of this hapter. Let θˆ be a gauge
transformation (Denition 8.11), and let u := uθˆ be the orresponding equivariant mor-
phism (Proposition 8.12). Let ω be a onnetion form (Denition 8.16). Also reall the
notion of translation by S-valued points by means of the group ation from 8.10 above.
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9.2.1. Gauge transformations of the urvature form
9.2 Proposition Let p ∈ P be a physial point. Then the stalk of the urvature form Ω
at p transforms as follows under gauge transformations.
(θˆ∗Ω)p = Ad(u(p)
−1)Ωp
proof By denition of u (see proof of Proposition 8.12) we have got θˆ = ψ ◦ (id, u). Let
p : P → P resp. u(p) : P → G be the onstant maps in the sense of Proposition 7.23
mapping P to the S-valued point ontaining p resp. u(p). Writing pˆ := θˆ(p), we know
from Proposition 7.24 that at the stalk at p
(θˆ∗Ω)p = (id, u)
∗ψ∗Ωpˆ = (p, u)
∗ψ∗Ωpˆ + (id, u(p))
∗ψ∗Ωpˆ.
Thus we onlude
(θˆ∗Ω)p = ψ
∗
u(p)Ωpˆ + (p, u)
∗ψ∗Ωpˆ.
By Proposition 8.22, ψ∗u(p)Ωpˆ = Ad(u(p)
−1)Ωp. Thus it sues to show that the seond
summand vanishes. As (p, u) = (p×id)◦(id, u), it sues to show that (p×id)∗ψ∗Ωpˆ = 0.
But Ω is a urvature form (see Denition 8.25) and therefore we may write on stalks
ψ∗Ω =
∑
i
(νi, 0) ∧ (ν ′i, 0)
where (νi, 0), (ν
′
i, 0) ∈ π∗1Ω1P/S ⊕ π∗2Ω1G/S ∼= Ω1P×SG/S for all i. Therefore
(p× id)∗ψ∗Ωpˆ =
∑
i
(p × id)∗(νi, 0) ∧ (p × id)∗(ν ′i, 0) =
∑
i
(p∗νi, 0) ∧ (p∗ν ′i, 0) = 0,
beause the pull-bak of dierential forms under onstant morphisms is zero by Propo-
sition 7.21. 
9.2.2. The urvature form in a loal trivialisation
Let π : P → X be the anonial projetion. Loally in étale topology on X, there
exists a setion s¯ : U →֒ P ×X U =: π−1(U) of π over eah point x ∈ X (Proposition
1.19 and Proposition 1.18). We may assume that the torsor P is trivial over U , i.e.
π−1(U) = U ×S G =: GU . If p : G → S is the anonial morphism and if ε : S →֒ G is
the unit setion, then s¯ indues a setion
s : U
s¯→֒ π−1(U) = U ×S G id×p−→ U ×S S id×ε−→ U ×S G = π−1(U).
This setion s is alled the anonial setion.
Furthermore we will make use of the following morphisms:
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a) χ : π−1 → U ×S G denotes the trivialisation.
b) p1 : U ×S G→ U and p2 : U ×S G→ G denote the anonial projetions.
) Let κ := p2 ◦χ. As π = p1 ◦χ and as χ is an isomorphism, we get in partiular the
artesian diagram
π−1(U)
π //
κ

U

G // S
.
d) Let m : G ×S G → G be the group multipliation. Reall from the denition of
torsors that the trivialisation respets the group ations; i.e.
κ ◦ χ = m ◦ (κ× id)
9.3 Lemma Let s be the anonial setion, and let f := ψ ◦ (s ◦ π, κ) : P → P . Then
f = id.
proof There is a ommutative diagram
P ×X G ψ //
π1

P
π

P
π // X
.
Therefore we onlude
π ◦ f = π ◦ ψ ◦ (s ◦ π, κ) = π ◦ π1 ◦ (s ◦ π, κ) = π ◦ s ◦ π = π.
Furthermore,
κ ◦ f = m ◦ (κ× id) ◦ (s ◦ π, κ) = m(κ ◦ s ◦ π, κ)
= m(p2 ◦ χ ◦ χ−1 ◦ (id× ε) ◦ (id× p) ◦ χ ◦ s¯ ◦ π, κ)
= m(ε ◦ p ◦ p2 ◦ χ ◦ s¯ ◦ π, κ) = m ◦ ((ε ◦ p)× id) ◦ (κ ◦ s¯ ◦ π, κ)
= p2(κ ◦ s¯ ◦ π, κ) = κ.
Thus (by c)) we know that f is the uniquely determined morphism making the diagram
U
π−1(U)
f //___
π
99rrrrrrrrrrr
κ
%%LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
π−1(U)
π
OO
κ

G
ommutative; i.e. f = id. 
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9.4 Denition Let s : U →֒ π−1(U) be the anonial setion, let ω be a onnetion
form, and let Ω be a urvature form. Then
A := s∗ω is alled the loal gauge potential, and
F := s∗Ω is alled the loal eld strength.
These are dierential forms on U with values in the Lie-algebra g.
9.5 Proposition Let p ∈ P be a physial point. Then on stalks at p we get the identity
Ωp = Ad(κ(p)
−1)(π∗F)p
proof Let (s ◦ π)(p) : P → P resp. κ(p) : P → G be the onstant maps in the sense of
Proposition 7.23 mapping P to the S-valued point ontaining (s ◦ π)(p) resp. κ(p). By
Lemma 9.3, we know that ψ ◦ (s ◦ π, κ) = id. Due to Proposition 7.24 we therefore get
at the stalk at p
Ωp = (s ◦ π, κ)∗ψ∗Ωp = ((s ◦ π)(p), κ)∗ ψ∗Ωp + (s ◦ π, κ(p))∗ ψ∗Ωp.
Using the fat that (s ◦ π, κ(p)) = (id, κ(p)) ◦ s ◦ π, we onlude
Ωp = π
∗s∗ψ∗κ(p)Ωp + ((s ◦ π)(p), κ)∗ ψ∗Ωp.
Exatly the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 9.2 shows that the seond sum-
mand ((s ◦ π)(p), κ)∗ ψ∗Ωp vanishes. For the rst summand we obtain with Proposition
8.22
π∗s∗ψ∗κ(p)Ωp = π
∗s∗Ad(κ(p)−1)Ωp·κ(p)−1 = Ad(κ(p)
−1)π∗(s∗Ω)π(p) = Ad(κ(p)
−1)(π∗F)p,
and we are done. 
Let us now hoose an étale overing (Ui → X)i whih trivializes P . For eah étale open
subset Ui → X let χi be the respetive trivialisation, and let si : Ui →֒ π−1(Ui) :=
P ×X Ui be the anonial setion of κi := p2 ◦ χi : π−1(Ui)→ Ui. Let πi : π−1(Ui)→ Ui
be the anonial projetion.
Then we get loal gauge potentials and loal eld strengths
Ai := s∗iω,
Fi := s∗iΩ
and by Proposition 9.5 we have got
Ωp = Ad(κi(p)
−1)(π∗iFi)p for all i.
Pulling bak this identity with the anonial projetion Uij := Ui ×X Uj → Ui (whih is
an étale morphism), and using the fat that the notion of physial points in stable under
étale base hange (Proposition 7.10), it follows that
Ad(κj(p)
−1)(π∗jFj)p = Ωp = Ad(κi(p)−1)(π∗iFi)p
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for all physial points p ∈ π−1(Uij) := P ×X Uij , if we omit restrition signs. As πi
and πj are obtained from the global morphism π by base hange with Ui → X resp.
Uj → X, πi and πj oinide on Uij , and their restritions to Uij may both be denoted
by πij . Choosing a setion sˆ of πij (whih exists, as there are already setions over Ui
or Uj), and applying this setion to the equation above, we obtain for all physial points
p ∈ π−1(Uij) over x ∈ Uij
Ad(κj(p)
−1)(Fj)x = Ad(κi(p)−1)(Fi)x.
Realling from Proposition 11.49 that Ad is ompatible with the group law on G, i.e.
Ad(κi(p)) ◦ Ad(κj(p)−1) = Ad(κi(p) · κj(p)−1), we get
9.6 Proposition Let x ∈ Uij be a physial point. Then (omitting restrition signs), one
has got
(Fj)x = Ad(ρ−1ij (x))(Fi)x,
where the family of all ρij : Uij → G is a 1-oyle in the sense of Proposition 8.9.
proof It remains to prove the statement on the morphism ρij . For this purpose it
sues to show that there exists a morphism ρij : Uij → G suh that
ρij ◦ π = m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj)
where π : π−1(Uij) = Uij ×S G → Uij is the anonial projetion, where m is the
group law on G, and where ι is the formation of the inverse in G. In order to dene
ρij hoose an arbitrary setion of G → S. By base hange, this indues a setion ǫ of
π : π−1(Uij) = Uij ×S G→ Uij . Then we set
ρij := m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj) ◦ ǫ.
This is a 1-oyle and it remains to prove that ρij ◦ π = m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj). By the Yoneda
lemma (Proposition 11.43), we may hek this on T -valued points, where T → S is an
arbitrary S-sheme. It sues to show that (m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj)) (p ·g) = (m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj)) (p)
for all T -valued points p of P and g of G. Using the fat that the trivialization iso-
morphisms of torsors respet the group ation, the following omputation indeed shows
that
(m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj)) (p · g) = (κi)(p · g) · ((κj)(p · g))−1
= (κi)(p) · g · g−1 · (κj)(p)−1 = (κi)(p) · (κj)(p)−1
= (m ◦ (κi, ι ◦ κj)) (p). 
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9.2.3. The global eld strength
Let us nally prove that the olletion of loal eld strengths Fi (onsidered in the
previous subsetion 9.2.2) glue to a global eld strength F living on all of X(S).
The starting point is the family of étale-loal setions (Fi)i, where Fi = s∗iΩ ∈
Ω2Ui/S(Ui)⊗OS(S) g. We already know from Proposition 9.6 that
(Fj)x = Ad(ρ−1ij (x))(Fi)x
upon Uij for all physial points x ∈ Uij . Using the identiation of setions of a loally
free sheaf and setions of an assoiated vetor bundle, we may interpret Fi as a mor-
phism fi : Ui → V(T ⊗2Ui/S ⊗OS(S) g). Therefore Ad(ρ
−1
ij (x)) indues an automorphism of
V(T ⊗2Ui/S ⊗OS(S) g), beause Ad ◦ ρ
−1
ij : Uij → AutOS−lin(Lie(G/S)) by the expositions in
subsetion 11.4.3. Due to the above equation, the restrition of the morphisms fj and
(Ad ◦ρ−1ij )fi to Uij oinide on physial points. Let us denote by X ′ the X-sheme given
by the disjoint union ∐
physial points x∈X
V (Jx)
where Jx is the sheaf of ideal orresponding to the losed point x. The étale overing
(Ui → X) indues an étale overing (U ′i → X ′) of X ′. By onstrution, the morphisms
fj and (Ad◦ρ−1ij )fi oinide on U ′ij . As ρij is a 1-oyle, the morphisms (f ′i := fi|U ′i ) are
morphisms of shemes with desent datum. Therefore, by Theorem 11.69, the family of
morphism (f ′i) desends to a morphism f : X
′ → V(ι∗T ⊗2X/S ⊗OS(S) g), where ι : X ′ →֒ X
is the anonial injetion. f orresponds to a global setion of a loally free sheaf F over
X ′ and is already the searhed global eld strength, beause set theoretially X ′ = X(S).
9.7 Remark As the shemes X,G and P are Néron (lft)-models, the above alulations
may be performed as well diretly on S-valued point instead of physial points. All
results of setion 9.2 remain true if the word physial point is replaed by S-valued
point.
This way it is possible to onstrut the global eld strength on X(S), where X(S) is
this time endowed with the following struture of a X-sheme:
X(S) =
∐
S-valued points α∈X(S)
V (Jα).
Thereby, Jα is the sheaf of ideals realizing the image of α as a losed subsheme of X.
9.3. Yang-Mills equation
Within this setion, let us assume that the torsor π : P → X is trivial. Then the eld
strength F exists as a global setion of Ω2X/S ⊗OS(S) g; i.e. F ∈ Ω2X/S(X) ⊗OS(S) g due
to our assumption on S. Let s be the anonial setion of π : P → X (introdued in the
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beginning of subsetion 9.2.2). Then we may pull bak the ovariant derivation D (see
Denition 8.19) with respet to s to X:
DX(s
∗α) := s∗(Dα)
for all α ∈ ΩkP/S(P ) ⊗OS(S) g. Let us remark that (due to Proposition 1.7) there is a
deomposition s∗Ω1P/S
∼= s∗p∗1Ω1X/S⊕s∗p∗2Ω1G/S ∼= Ω1X/S⊕p∗X
(
ε∗Ω1G/S
)
, where ε : S →֒ G
is the unit setion and where pX : X → S is the anonial morphism. In partiular
Ω1X/S(X) →֒ (s∗Ω1P/S)(X), i.e. eah dierential form ν ∈ Ω1X/S(X) may be written as
pull-bak s∗α in our setting. Thus it makes sense to dene
9.8 Yang-Mills equation ∗DX ∗ F = 0,
where ∗ is the Hodge-star operator (Denition 11.42). Furthermore we dedue from the
Bianhi-identity 8.24 the following proposition.
9.9 Proposition DXF = 0.
proof DXF = DX(s∗Ω) = s∗(DΩ) = 0. 
9.10 Proposition Fx(v,w) = (dA)x(v,w) + [Ax(v),Ax(w)] for all x ∈ X.
proof Realling the denition of the stalkwise push-forward of vetor elds by means
of losed immersions from Remark 7.18, we know that the identity s∗v = π
∗ ◦v◦s∗ holds
on stalks. Let us rst prove that stalkwise s∗ ommutes with the exterior dierential
(reall that this is true globally in the ase of dieomorphisms). One nds on stalks
[s∗v, s∗w] = π
∗ ◦ v ◦ s∗ ◦ π∗ ◦w ◦ s∗ − π∗ ◦w ◦ s∗ ◦ π∗ ◦ v ◦ s∗
= π∗ ◦ v ◦w ◦ s∗ − π∗ ◦w ◦ v ◦ s∗
= s∗[v,w] .
Now we onlude as follows:
π∗ ((s∗(dα))(v0, . . . , vk))
= (dα)(s∗v0, . . . , s∗vk)
=
k∑
i=0
(−1)i (s∗vi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=π∗vis∗
(α(s∗v0, . . . , ˇs∗vi, . . . , s∗vk))
+
∑
0≤i<j≤k
(−1)i+jα([s∗vi, s∗vj]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=s∗[vi,vj ]
, s∗v0, . . . , ˇs∗vi, . . . , ˇs∗vj, . . . , s∗vk)
=
k∑
i=0
(−1)iπ∗vi ((s∗α)(v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk))
+
∑
0≤i<j≤k
(−1)i+jπ∗ ((s∗α)([vi, vj ], v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vˇj, . . . , vk))
= π∗ ((d(s∗α))(v0, . . . , vk)) .
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As the ring-homomorphism π∗ is injetive, we obtain the desired ommutativity of s∗
with d. Also realling the struture-equation 8.23, it follows
π∗ (F(v,w)) = π∗ ((s∗Ω)(v,w)) = Ω(s∗v, s∗w) = dω(s∗v, s∗w) + [ω(s∗v), ω(s∗w)]
= π∗
(s∗dω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ds∗ω
(v,w)
 + [π∗ ((s∗ω)(v)) , π∗ ((s∗ω)(v))]
= π∗ ((dA)(v,w)) + [π∗ (A(v)) , π∗ (A(v))]
= π∗ ((dA)(v,w)) + π∗([A(v),A(w)]).
One again making use of the injetivity of the ring-homomorphism π∗, we are done. 
10. Yang-Mills theory in loal
oordinates
In the following, let us use the same notations as in hapter 9. In partiular, we onsider
a datum of an X-torsor P under GX := G ×S X underlying the universe. In order
to determine the eld strength F ∈ Ω2X/S(X) ⊗OS(S) g of a gauge eld, it sues to
determine all stalks Fx for all x ∈ X. Thus we may assume that the torsor P is trivial.
Within this hapter, we will express the global equations governing the gauge eld of
setion 9.3 on stalks. Thus we obtain the Yang-Mills theory in loal oordinates.
For larity, let us x some notations: Let the smooth S-sheme X → S underlying
spae-time be of relative dimension n, and let us denote the relative dimension of the
gauge group G→ S by N . Then let
{dxµ}nµ=1 be a base of Ω1X/S(X),
{ ∂
∂xµ
}nµ=1 be a base of TX/S(X), whih is dual to {dxµ}nµ=1,
{bi}Nb=1 be a base of g .
Then we may write the stalk of the gauge potential and the eld strength at x ∈ X in
the form
Ax =
n∑
µ=1
N∑
i=1
Aiµ,xdxµ ⊗ bi
Fx =
n∑
µ,ν=1
N∑
i=1
1
2
F iµν,xdxµ ∧ dxν ⊗ bi
with Aiµ,x,F iµν,x ∈ OX,x. Reall that we embed OX,x into a ring of formal power series if
x is a physial point (see Proposition 1.36). Therefore, ∂∂xµAµ,x = ∂Aµ,x∂xµ for all physial
points x = (x1, . . . , xn) of X, where
∂Aµ,x
∂xµ denotes the ordinary partial derivative of the
power series Aµ,x with respet to the variable xµ. The analogous statement is true for
the omponents F iµν,x of the eld strength. In order to simplify the notation let us write
Aiµ (resp. F iµν) instead of Aiµ,x (resp. F iµν,x) whenever no onfusion is possible.
Furthermore let us introdue the struture oeients ckij for the hosen base of the
Lie-algebra g whih are dened as follows: [bi, bj ] =:
N∑
i=1
ckijbk.
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10.1. Relations between gauge potential and eld strength
10.1 Proposition Let x ∈ X be a physial point. Then the following equalities hold at
the stalk at x.
a) Fkν1ν2 =
∂Akν2
∂xν1 −
∂Akν1
∂xν2 +
∑N
i,j=1 c
k
ijAiν1Ajν2 = −Fkν2ν1 .
b)
∂Fµν
∂xρ +
∂Fρµ
∂xν +
∂Fνρ
∂xµ + [Aρ,Fµν ] + [Aν ,Fρµ] + [Aµ,Fνρ] = 0 .
proof Item a) may be derived as follows:
N∑
i=1
1
2
(F iν1ν2 −F iν2ν1)bi
=
n∑
µ1,µ2=1
N∑
i=1
1
2
F iµ1µ2
{
dxµ1
( ∂
∂xν1
)
dxµ2
( ∂
∂xν2
)
− dxµ1
( ∂
∂xν2
)
dxµ2
( ∂
∂xν1
)}
bi
=
n∑
µ1,µ2=1
N∑
i=1
1
2
F iµ1µ2(dxµ1 ∧ dxµ2)
( ∂
∂xν1
,
∂
∂xν2
)
bi
= Fx
( ∂
∂xν1
,
∂
∂xν2
)
= (dA)x
( ∂
∂xν1
,
∂
∂xν2
)
+
[
Ax
( ∂
∂xν1
)
,Ax
( ∂
∂xν2
)]
by Proposition 9.10
=
∂
∂xν1
Ax
( ∂
∂xν2
)
− ∂
∂xν2
Ax
( ∂
∂xν1
)
−Ax
([ ∂
∂xν1
,
∂
∂xν2
])
+
[
Ax
( ∂
∂xν1
)
,Ax
( ∂
∂xν2
)]
=
N∑
i=1
∂Aiν2
∂xν1
bi −
∂Aiν1
∂xν2
bi +
N∑
i,j=1
[Aiν1bi,Ajν2bj] .
This is already the desired equation if we make use of the struture oeients ckij . Item
b) may be seen as follows. By Proposition 10.4 we get the following equation on stalks:
0 = (DXF)(v1, v2, v3)
= dF(v1, v2, v3)
+ [A(v1),F(v2, v3)] + [A(v2),F(v3, v1)] + [A(v3),F(v1, v2)] .
Choosing vµ =
∂
∂xµ we are done. 
In setion 9.3 we introdued a anonial notion of ovariant derivation on X by pulling
bak a ovariant derivation on the X-torsor P under GX by means of the anonial
setion s. Alternatively we ould have used the following less transparent but more
expliit denition of ovariant derivation on X.
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10.2 Denition Let Y be a smooth S-sheme. Let η ∈ Ω1Y/S(Y )⊗OS(S) g be a g-valued
dierential 1-form, and let ϑ ∈ ΩkY/S(Y )⊗OS(S) g be a g-valued dierential k-form. Then
we denote by [η, ϑ] the following g-valued dierential (k + 1)-form:
[η, ϑ](v1, . . . , vk+1) :=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1[η(vi), ϑ(v1, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk+1)].
10.3 Denition Let α be a dierential k-form on X with values in g. Then we dene
the ovariant derivation DXα of α at x ∈ X in the following way:
DXα := dα+ [A, α].
Let us use this notion of ovariant derivation onX in this setion about Yang-Mills theory
in loal oordinates. Then Yang-Mills equation may be written as well with respet to
the ovariant derivation DX of Denition 10.3, and furthermore one proves:
10.4 Proposition Let DX be as in Denition 10.3. Then DXF = 0.
proof It sues to show the statement of the proposition on stalks, i.e.: (DXF)x = 0
for all x ∈ X. Therefore let us perform the following omputations in the stalk at x, but
let us suppress the index x in order to simplify the notation.
Let ω be a onnetion form, and let Ω be the orresponding urvature form suh that
A = s∗ω and F = s∗Ω. Then
DXF = ds∗Ω+ [s∗ω, s∗Ω].
By Lemma 10.5, we know that [s∗ω, s∗Ω] = s∗[ω,Ω], and furthermore s∗ ommutes with
the exterior dierential d (the latter was shown in the proof of Proposition 9.10). It
follows that
DXF = s∗
(
dΩ+ [ω,Ω]
)
.
Then the statement of the proposition follows from Proposition 10.6. 
10.5 Lemma Let s : X →֒ P be a setion of the smooth and separated X-torsor π : P →
X under GX := G ×S X. Let η ∈ Ω1P/S(P ) ⊗OS(S) g be a g-valued dierential 1-form,
and let ϑ ∈ ΩkP/S(P ) ⊗OS(S) g be a g-valued dierential k-form. Consider the g-valued
dierential (k + 1)-form
[η, ϑ](v1, . . . , vk+1) :=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1[η(vi), ϑ(v1, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk+1)].
Then on stalks the following identity holds:
[s∗η, s∗ϑ] = s∗[η, ϑ].
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proof
π∗
(
(s∗[η, ϑ])(v1, . . . , vk+1)
)
= [η, ϑ](s∗v1, . . . , s∗vk+1)
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1[η(s∗vi), ϑ(s∗v1, . . . , ˇs∗vi, . . . , s∗vk+1)]
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1[π∗( (s∗η)(vi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:
P
j rij⊗gij
), π∗((s∗ϑ)(v1, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:
P
l r
′
il⊗g
′
il
)]
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∑
j,l
[(π∗ ⊗ id)(rij ⊗ gij), (π∗ ⊗ id)(r′il ⊗ g′il)]
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∑
j,l
[(π∗rij ⊗ gij), (π∗r′il ⊗ g′il)] =
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∑
j,l
(
π∗rij · π∗r′il︸ ︷︷ ︸
=π∗(rij ·r′il)
⊗[gij , g′il]
)
(where we used the Lie-algebra struture on OP ⊗ g introdued in Remark 8.13)
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∑
j,l
(π∗ ⊗ id)(rij · r′il ⊗ [gij , g′il])
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1(π∗ ⊗ id)
([∑
j
rij ⊗ gij ,
∑
l
r′il ⊗ g′il
])
=
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1π∗
(
[(s∗η)(vi), (s
∗ϑ)(v1, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk+1)]
)
= π∗
(
[(s∗η), (s∗ϑ)](v1, . . . , vk+1)
)
As the ring-homomorphism π∗ is injetive, we are done. 
10.6 Proposition dΩ+ [ω,Ω] = 0.
proof The struture-equation 8.23 states that Ω = dω + 12 [ω, ω]. Therefore
dΩ+ [ω,Ω] = ddω +
1
2
d[ω, ω] + [ω, dω] +
1
2
[ω, [ω, ω]] .
The rst summand is zero, beause d ◦ d = 0. Let us show that the seond and the third
summand add to zero. Due to the denition of the exterior dierential (Corollary 11.40),
the seond summand reads as follows:(
1
2
d[ω, ω]
)
(u, v,w) =
1
2
u([ω, ω](v,w)) − 1
2
v([ω, ω](w, u)) +
1
2
w([ω, ω](u, v))
− 1
2
[ω, ω]([u, v],w) +
1
2
[ω, ω]([u,w], v) − 1
2
[ω, ω]([v,w], u)
= u([ω(v), ω(w)]) − v([ω(w), ω(u)]) +w([ω(u), ω(v)])
− [ω([u, v]), ω(w)] + [ω([u,w]), ω(v)] − [ω([v,w]), ω(u)]
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For the third summand we obtain
[ω, dω](u, v,w) = [ω(u), (dω)(v,w)] − [ω(v), (dω)(u,w)] + [ω(w), (dω)(u, v)]
= [ω(u), (dω)(v,w)] + [ω(v), (dω)(w, u)] + [ω(w), (dω)(u, v)]
= [ω(u), v(ω(w)) −w(ω(v))− ω([v,w])]
+ [ω(v),w(ω(u)) − u(ω(w)) − ω([w, u])]
+ [ω(w), u(ω(v)) − v(ω(u))− ω([u, v])]
= [ω(u), v(ω(w))] − [ω(u),w(ω(v))] − [ω(u), ω([v,w])]
+ [ω(v),w(ω(u))] − [ω(v), u(ω(w))] − [ω(v), ω([w, u])]
+ [ω(w), u(ω(v))] − [ω(w), v(ω(u))] − [ω(w), ω([u, v])]
=
(
[ω(u), v(ω(w))] + [v(ω(u)), ω(w)]
)
− [ω(u), ω([v,w])]
+
(
[ω(v),w(ω(u))] + [w(ω(v)), ω(u)]
)
+ [ω(v), ω([u,w])]
+
(
[ω(w), u(ω(v))] + [u(ω(w)), ω(v)]
)
− [ω(w), ω([u, v])]
The derivation u on OP ⊗OS(S) g is by denition of the form u = tu⊗ id, where tu is a
derivation on OP . An analogous statement is of ourse true for v and w. Realling the
Lie-algebra struture of OP ⊗OS(S) g from Remark 8.13, we see that the equation
u([a, b]) = [u(a), b] + [a, u(b)] (∗)
holds for all a, b ∈ OP ⊗OS(S) g. Thus we nd indeed 12d[ω, ω] + [ω, dω] = 0, and it only
remains to prove the relation (∗). Writing a = ∑i fi ⊗ ri and b = ∑j gj ⊗ sj this may
be seen as follows:
u([a, b]) = u
([∑
i
fi ⊗ ri,
∑
j
gj ⊗ sj
])
=
∑
i,j
(tu⊗ id)([fi ⊗ ri, gj ⊗ sj]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=fi·gj⊗[ri,sj ]
)
=
∑
i,j
tu(fi · gj)⊗ [ri, sj ] =
∑
i,j
(
tu(fi) · gj + fi · tu(gj)
)
⊗ [ri, sj]
=
∑
i,j
tu(fi) · gj ⊗ [ri, sj ] +
∑
i,j
fi · tu(gj)⊗ [ri, sj ]
=
∑
i,j
[
tu(fi)⊗ ri, gj ⊗ sj
]
+
∑
i,j
[
fi ⊗ ri, tu(gj)⊗ sj
]
=
[∑
i
u(fi ⊗ ri),
∑
j
gj ⊗ sj
]
+
[∑
i
fi ⊗ ri,
∑
j
u(gj ⊗ sj)
]
= [u(a), b] + [a, u(b)].
Let us nally prove that also [ω, [ω, ω]] = 0. This follows from the Jaobi-identity of
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Lie-algebras:
[ω, [ω, ω]](u, v,w) = [ω(u), [ω, ω](v,w)] − [ω(v), [ω, ω](u,w)] + [ω(w), [ω, ω](u, v)]
= 2[ω(u), [ω(v), ω(w)]] − 2[ω(v), [ω(u), ω(w)]] + 2[ω(w), [ω(u), ω(v)]]
= 2
(
[ω(u), [ω(v), ω(w)]] + [ω(v), [ω(w), ω(u)]] + [ω(w), [ω(u), ω(v)]]
)
= 0. 
10.7 Remark Let α be a dierential k-form on the X-torsor P under GX , and let ω
be a onnetion form. Then the results of this setion motivate the following alternative
denition of ovariant derivation on P . We dene the ovariant derivation Dα of α with
respet to ω by the formula
Dα := dα+ [ω,α].
In partiular, Lemma 10.5 and the ommutativity of the exterior derivation d with pull-
baks under losed immersions (see proof of Proposition 9.10) show that this denition
of the ovariant derivation D on P yields the identity
DX(s
∗α) = s∗(Dα),
where s : X →֒ P is a setion of π : P → X, and where DX is the ovariant derivation
on X in the sense of Denition 10.3. Thus the ovariant derivation DX on X may again
be interpreted as pull-bak of the ovariant derivation D on P .
10.2. Yang-Mills equation in loal oordinates
Let g : TX/S×X TX/S → A1X be the metri whih may be onsidered as well as a OX(X)-
bilinear homomorphism g : TX/S(X)×TX/S(X) −→ OX(X) due to our expositions at the
beginning of setion 11.3. In partiular, we obtain a family of OX,x-bilinear morphisms
gx : TX/S,x × TX/S,x −→ OX,x
on stalks for all x ∈ X whih may also be onsidered as a family of OX,x-linear isomor-
phisms gx : TX/S,x ∼−→ Ω1X/S,x. One has got gµν,x := gx
(
∂
∂xµ
)(
∂
∂xν
)
=
∑n
ρ=1 gµρ,xdx
ρ
(
∂
∂xν
)
,
i.e.
gx(
∂
∂xµ
) =
n∑
ρ=1
gµρ,xdx
ρ.
Then the inverse map g−1x : Ω
1
X/S,x → TX/S,x is given by ∂∂xµ =
∑n
ρ=1 gµρ,xg
−1
x (dx
ρ). Let
gµνx be the omponents of the inverse matrix of (gµν,x)µν , i.e.
∑n
ρ=1 gµρg
ρν = δνµ. Then
g−1x (dx
µ) =
n∑
ρ=1
gµρx
∂
∂xρ
.
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Again, let us write gµν (resp. g
µν
) instead of gµν,x (resp. g
µν
x ) whenever no onfusion is
possible. Now we are prepared to derive the Hodge-star operator in loal oordinates.
Let α ∈ ΩkX/S(X) be a dierential k-form on X. Then by Denition 11.42 we have got
∗α := (Λkg−1)(α)⌋vg .
Writing
αx =
1
k!
n∑
µ1,...,µk=1
αµ1µ2...µkdx
µ1 ∧ dxµ2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµk ,
where the oeients αµ1µ2...µk are totally antisymmetri, we obtain the rst part of the
Hodge-star operator
(Λkg−1α)x =
1
k!
n∑
µ1,...,µk,ν1,...,µk=1
gµ1ν1 · · · gµkνkαµ1...µk
∂
∂xν1
∧ · · · ∧ ∂
∂xνk
.
Let us now hoose a volume form (whih exists due to Theorem 11.61). As we are working
with respet to étale topology, the loal rings OX,x are stritly henselian. Therefore√
det gx ∈ OX,x, where det gx denotes the determinant of the matrix (gµν,x)µν . Then
vg,x :=
√
det gx dx
1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn
is a volume form whih is independent of the hoie of the base {dxµ}nµ=1 of Ω1X/S,x. We
obtain
(∗α)x
( ∂
∂xνk+1
, . . . ,
∂
∂xνn
)
=
(
Λkg−1(α)⌋vg
)
x
( ∂
∂xνk+1
, . . . ,
∂
∂xνn
)
=
1
k!
n∑
µ1,...,µk,ν1,...,νk=1
√
det gx g
µ1ν1 · · · gµkνkαµ1...µk(dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn)
( ∂
∂xν1
, . . . ,
∂
∂xνn
)
=
1
k!
n∑
µ1,...,µk,ν1,...,νk=1
√
det gx g
µ1ν1 · · · gµkνkαµ1...µk
∑
π∈Sn
σπδ
π(1)
ν1 · · · δπ(n)νn︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: ǫν1...νn
=
1
k!(n − k)!
n∑
µ1,...,µk,ρ1,...,ρn=1
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1 · · · gµkρkǫρ1...ρnαµ1...µk ·
· (dxρk+1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxρn)
( ∂
∂xνk+1
, . . . ,
∂
∂xνn
)
and we may summarize as follows.
10.8 Proposition Let x ∈ X be a physial point, let α ∈ ΩkX/S(X) be a dierential
k-form, and let ∗ be the Hodge-star operator. Then the following equation holds at x:
(∗α)x = 1
k!(n − k)!
n∑
µ1,...,µk,ρ1,...,ρn=1
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1 · · · gµkρkǫρ1...ρnαµ1...µkdxρk+1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxρn
=
1
k!(n − k)!
n∑
ρ1,...,ρn=1
√
det gx ǫρ1...ρnα
ρ1...ρkdxρk+1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxρn .
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10.9 Yang-Mills equation Let x ∈ X be a physial point. Then the Yang-Mills equa-
tion at x reads as follows:
0 =
n∑
µ,ρ,σ=1
( 1√
det gx
∂
∂xσ
(√
det gx g
µνgρσFkµρ
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
ckijg
µνgρσAiσF jµρ
)
(where ν and k are non-ontrated indies).
proof Due to Proposition 10.8, the Hodge-star of the eld strength at x is
(∗F)x = 1
2!(n − 2)!
n∑
µ1,µ2,ρ1,...,ρn=1
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2ǫρ1...ρnFµ1µ2dxρ3 ∧ . . . ∧ dxρn .
By Denition 10.3 one has got
(DX(∗F))x
(
∂
∂xν2 , . . . ,
∂
∂xνn
)
= (d(∗F))x
(
∂
∂xν2 , . . . ,
∂
∂xνn
)
+
n∑
i=2
(−1)i[Ax( ∂∂xνi ), (∗F)x( ∂∂xν2 , . . . , ∂ˇ∂xνi , . . . , ∂∂xνn )] .
The rst summand on the right hand side is
(d(∗F))x
=
1
2!(n − 2)!
n∑
µ1,µ2,µ3,ρ1,...,ρn=1
∂
∂xµ3
(√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2ǫρ1...ρnFµ1µ2
)
dxµ3 ∧ dxρ3 ∧ · · · ∧ dxρn ,
and the seond one may be written as follows:
n∑
ι=2
(−1)ι[Ax( ∂∂xνι ), (∗F)x( ∂∂xν2 , . . . , ∂ˇ∂xνι , . . . , ∂∂xνn )]
=
N∑
i,j,k=1
ckijbk
n∑
ι=2
(−1)ιAix( ∂∂xνι )(∗F j)x( ∂∂xν2 , . . . , ∂ˇ∂xνι , . . . , ∂∂xνn )
=
N∑
i,j,k=1
ckijbk(Ai ∧ (∗F j))x( ∂∂xν2 , . . . , ∂∂xνn ) .
Thereby
(Ai ∧ (∗F j))x
=
1
2!(n − 2)!
n∑
µ1,µ2,µ3,ρ1,...,ρn=1
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2ǫρ1...ρnAiµ3F jµ1µ2dxµ3 ∧ dxρ3 ∧ · · · ∧ dxρn
due to the above expression for (∗F)x. After substitution of these relations into the above
formula for (DX(∗F))x, we nally have to apply the Hodge-star operator, in order to
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obtain the dierential form ourring in Yang-Mills equation. (DX(∗F))x is a dierential
(n− 1)-form, and thus the Hodge-star of this form is the following dierential 1-form:
(∗DX ∗ F)x =
N∑
k=1
bk ∗
(
d(∗Fk) +
N∑
i,j=1
ckijAi ∧ (∗F j)
)
=
1
2!(n − 2)!
N∑
k=1
bk
∑
µ1,µ2,σ2,ρ1,...,ρn,ν1,...,νn
√
det gx g
σ2ν2gρ3ν3 · · · gρnνnǫν1...νnǫρ1...ρn
·
( ∂
∂xσ2
(√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Fkµ1µ2
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
ckij
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Aiσ2F jµ1µ2
)
dxν1
=
1
2!(n − 2)!
N∑
k=1
bk
∑
µ1,µ2,σ1,σ2,σ3,ρ1,...,ρn
√
det gx
∑
ν1,...,νn
gσ1ν1gσ2ν2gρ3ν3 · · · gρnνnǫν1...νn︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(det g−1x )·ǫσ1σ2ρ3...ρn
ǫρ1...ρn
·
( ∂
∂xσ2
(√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Fkµ1µ2
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
ckij
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Aiσ2F jµ1µ2
)
gσ1σ3dx
σ3
(where we also made use of the relation gσ1ν1gσ1σ3dx
σ3 = δν1σ3dx
σ3 = dxν1)
=
1
2!(n − 2)!
N∑
k=1
bk
∑
µ1,µ2,σ1,σ2,σ3,ρ1,ρ2
1√
det gx
gσ1σ3
∑
ρ3,...,ρn
ǫσ1σ2ρ3...ρnǫρ1ρ2ρ3...ρn︸ ︷︷ ︸
=δ
σ1
ρ1
δ
σ2
ρ2
−δ
σ1
ρ2
δ
σ2
ρ1
·
( ∂
∂xσ2
(√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Fkµ1µ2
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
ckij
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Aiσ2F jµ1µ2
)
dxσ3
=
1
2!(n − 2)!
N∑
k=1
bk
∑
µ1,µ2,σ1,σ2,σ3,ρ1,ρ2
1√
det gx
gσ1σ3(δ
σ1
ρ1 δ
σ2
ρ2 − δσ1ρ2 δσ2ρ1 )
·
( ∂
∂xσ2
(√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Fkµ1µ2
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
ckij
√
det gx g
µ1ρ1gµ2ρ2Aiσ2F jµ1µ2
)
dxσ3
=
1
(n − 2)!
N∑
k=1
bk
∑
µ1,µ2,σ1,σ2,σ3
1√
det gx
gσ1σ3
·
( ∂
∂xσ2
(√
det gx g
µ1σ1gµ2σ2Fkµ1µ2
)
+
N∑
i,j=1
ckij
√
det gx g
µ1σ1gµ2σ2Aiσ2F jµ1µ2
)
dxσ3 ,
beause δσ1ρ1 δ
σ2
ρ2 − δσ1ρ2 δσ2ρ1 yields a fator 2 due to the antisymmetry F iµν = −F iνµ of the
eld strength. As {dxµ}nµ=1 forms a base of Ω1X/S(X), as {bi}Ni=1 forms a base of g, and
due to the fat that the metri (gµν)µν is an isomorphism, we see that the Yang-Mills
equation reads as laimed. 
11. Appendix II
In ordinary (i.e. R-valued) Yang-Mills theory, gauge elds are desribed by o-vetor-
elds. If we want to generalize the R-valued, dierential geometri Yang-Mills theory to
arbitrary ommutative rings R (or even base shemes S), we therefore have to supply
the notion of the tangent bundle in the realm of algebrai geometry. In this hapter 11
we are going to reall some fundamental results whih we will make use of later. First we
remember of the more speial notion of Zariski tangent-vetors, and then we will reall
the general notion as it is found in [SGA 3℄.
As the gauge group in lassial Yang-Mills theory is given by a Lie-group, we have to
introdue the notion of group funtors. In regard to Yang-Mills theory it is partiularly
important that the maps Ad and ad have algebrai geometri analogues.
11.1. The Zariski tangent spae
11.1 Denition a) Let X be a sheme and x ∈ X. Let mx be the maximal ideal
of OX,x and k(x) = OX,x/mx be the residue eld. Then mx /m2x = mx⊗OX,xk(x)
is in a natural way a k(x)-vetor spae. Its dual (mx /m
2
x)
∨
is alled the Zariski
tangent spae to X at x. We denote it by TX,x.
b) Let f : X → Y be a morphism of shemes, let x ∈ X, y = f(x). Then f#x : OY,y →
OX,x anonially indues a k(x)-linear map
Tf,x : TX,x → TY,y ⊗k(y) k(x)
the tangent map of f at x.
If X → S is a smooth morphism, then X is regular, i.e. dim OX,x =dimk(x)TX,x for all
x ∈ X. Let us see that we are redued to the ordinary dierential geometri notions in
the standard situation of lassial physis.
physial interpretation: Let S = Spe R and let X = V (f) →֒ AnS be smooth over S
(e.g. f =
∑n
i=1X
2
i − 1, i.e. X(R) = (n − 1)-sphere). Let x ∈ X(R) be a losed point.
Then eah irreduible omponent of X has the same dimension ([Liu℄, 2.5.26). So we
may assume that X is irreduible. Then we get:
dimOX,x = dimX = dimAnR − 1 = dim SpeR︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+n− 1 = n− 1.
The rst equality is due to [Liu℄, Cor. 2.5.24, the seond one is due to [Liu℄, Cor. 2.5.26,
and nally the third equality follows from [Liu℄, Cor. 2.5.17. Therefore, dimR TX,x =
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n− 1. Furthermore, if we write the polynomial f in the form f = f(T1, . . . , Tn), one has
due to [Liu℄, Prop. 4.2.5
TX,x =
{
(t1, . . . tn) ∈ Rn
∣∣ n∑
i=1
∂f
∂Ti
(x)ti = 0
}
.
Thus TX,x is really the tangent spae in the lassial sense.
Important is the following theorem whih justies the notion of physial points (see
Denition 6.9). Let us stipulate that we denote the dual of a vetor spae V by V ∨.
11.2 Theorem Let f : X → S be a smooth morphism, s ∈ S and x ∈ Xs losed. Then
(Ω1X/S ⊗OX,x k(x))∨ = TXs,x ⊕ (Ω1k(x)/k(s))∨.
Espeially for physial points we get
(Ω1X/S ⊗OX,x k(x))∨ = TXs,x.
proof [Liu℄, Ex. 6.2.5 
Remark: By the preeding theorem we establish the desired duality of tangent and
o-tangent vetors at physial points.
11.3 Denition a) Let (A,m) be a regular noetherian loal ring of dimension d. Any
system of generators of m with d elements is oordinate system for A.
b) Espeially if X → S is smooth, OX,x is a regular noetherian loal ring. A loal
oordinate system at x ∈ X is a oordinate system for OX,x. In partiular, the
residue lass of a loal oordinate system at x ∈ X gives rise to a basis of the
tangent spae TX,x and onversely by Nakayama's lemma.
11.2. The tangent bundle
Let us now summarize the onstrution of the tangent bundle following [SGA 3℄. We will
see that, in physial points, this denition redues to the Zariski tangent spae. But it is
designed in suh a way that it also preserves all lassial properties of the tangent bundle
(like the duality between tangent and o-tangent vetors one is used to from dierential
geometry) in non-physial points, too. Therefore we will use this notion for our purposes.
11.4 Denition Let S be a sheme and M a quasi-oherent OS -module. Let DOS (M)
denote the quasi-oherent OS -algebra OS ⊕M (where M is onsidered as OS-algebra
via the denition M·M = 0). Then
IS(M) := Spe DOS (M).
In partiular we dene:
DOS := DOS (OS)
IS := IS(OS).
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11.5 Denition Let S be a sheme. For all OS-modules F we dene the funtors V (F)
and W (F) upon (Sch)/S 1 by:
V (F)(S′) := HomOS′ (F ⊗OS′ ,OS′)
W (F)(S′) := Γ(S′,F ⊗OS′).
11.6 Denition Let S be a sheme and X an S-funtor. We say that X veries (E)
relative to S, if for all S′ → S and for all free OS′-modules of nite type M and N the
ommutative diagram
X(IS′(M⊕N ))
 


?
??
??
X(IS′(N ))
 


X(IS′(M))
?
??
??
X(S′)
obtained by applying rst IS′ and then X to the anonial ommutative diagram
M⊕N
 


?
??
??
N
 


M
?
??
??
0
is artesian. (Reall that IS′(0) ∼= S′.)
Remark: If X is an S-sheme, it veries ondition (E). In the situation of Denition
11.6 we will sometimes simply say: X/S veries (E).
11.7 Denition Let O denote the funtor
S ❀ Γ(S,OS)
provided with its struture of an (̂Sch)-ring.2 In partiular O is represented by the
sheme Spe Z[T ] = A1Z. This indues by base hange over Z an ane S-ring whih we
denote by OS.
Now we are prepared to introdue the tangent bundle.
1(Sch) denotes the ategory of shemes, and (Sch)/S denotes the ategory of S-shemes, i.e. the objets
are shemes X whih ome with a unique morphisms X → S
2
If C denotes a ategory, then bC denotes the ategory of ontravariant funtors on C.
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11.2.1. The tangent bundle as a funtor.
11.8 Denition Let S be a sheme andM an OS-module of nite type. Let f : X → S
be a sheme over S. The relative tangent bundle of X over S relative to M is the S-
funtor
3
TX/S(M) := HomS(IS(M),X).
The relative tangent bundle of X over S is the S-funtor
TX/S := TX/S(OS) = HomS(IS ,X).
M ❀ TX/S(M) is a ovariant funtor from the ategory of free OS-modules of nite
type to the ategory of S-funtors. In partiular, we get two anonial morphisms of
S-funtors:
1.) struture morphism: TX/S(M)→ X
2.) zero setion: X → TX/S(M)
indued by the anonial morphism 0→M and M→ 0 (reall: TX/S(0) ∼= X).
11.9 Proposition Let IS := IS(OS). Then there is an isomorphism of X-funtors:
HomS(IS ,X)
∼= V (Ω1X/S).
proof Let X ′
x′−→ X be an objet of (Sch)/X. Then
HomS(IS ,X)(X
′) =
in (Sch)/X
X(EOX′ )−1(x′)
= HomOX′ ((x
′)∗Ω1X/S ,OX′) by [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 2.2
= V (Ω1X/S)(X
′) by Denition 11.5.
In partiular, M❀ TX/S(M) is already a ovariant funtor
(free OS −modules of nite type) → (X − funtors)
M ❀ TX/S(M).
11.10 Denition Let u ∈ X(S) = Γ(X/S). The (relative) tangent spae of X over S
at u relative to M is the S-funtor
LuX/S(M),
3
For all S-funtors F , G and for all S-morphisms S′ → S one has got by denition
HomS(F , G)(S
′) := HomS′(FS′ , GS′),
where FS′ (resp. GS′) denotes the restrition of F (resp. G) from (Sch)/S to (Sch)/S
′
.
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given by the inverse image of the X-funtor TX/S(M) under the morphism u : S → X;
i.e. we have a pull-bak diagram
LuX/S(M)

// TX/S(M)

S // X
The (relative) tangent spae of X over S at u is the S-funtor
LuX/S := L
u
X/S(OS).
11.11 Proposition The funtors TX/S(M) and LuX/S(M) are funtorial in X: If f :
X → X ′ is an S-morphism, then there are ommutative diagrams:
TX/S(M)

T (f) // TX′/S(M)

LuX/S(M)
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
T (f) // Lf◦uX′/S(M)
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
v
X
f // X ′ S
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 3.7 
11.12 Remark If f : X → X ′ is étale, the above square is artesian. In general there
is a morphism of X-funtors:4
TX/S(M)→ (TX′/S(M))X .
The morphism TX/S(M)→ (TX′/S(M))X (resp. LuX/S(M)→ Lf◦uX′/S(M)) is a morphism
of OX -modules (resp. OS-modules) if X/S and X ′/S verify (E).
11.13 Proposition Let X and Y be two funtors above S. Then there are isomorphisms
whih are funtorial in M.
TX×SY/S(M)
∼−→ TX/S(M)×S TY/S(M)
L
(u,v)
X×SY/S
(M) ∼−→ LuX/S(M)×S LvY/S(M).
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 3.8 
11.14 Proposition If X/S and Y/S verify (E), then X ×S Y/S veries (E), too, and
the above isomorphisms are ompatible with the module-strutures.
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 3.8.bis 
4
Let X → X ′ be a morphism and let F be a X ′-funtor. Reall that we denote the restrition of F to
an X-funtor by FX .
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As Hom ommutes with base hange, we get
11.15 Proposition The formation of TX/S(M) and LuX/S(M) ommutes with base hange:
Let S′ → S. Then there are isomorphisms funtorial in M:
TXS′/S′(M⊗OS′)
∼−→ [TX/S(M)]S′
LXS′/S′(M⊗OS′)
∼−→ [LuX/S(M)]S′ , where u′ := u(s).
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 3.4 
11.2.2. The tangent bundle as a sheme.
Let R be a ring, M a R-module. Consider the symmetri algebra S(M) := SR(M)
dened by the following universal property: For all ommutative R-algebras A there
exist a ommutative diagram:
M

T (f)// S(M)
∃!{{x
x
x
x
A
i.e.:
HomR(S(M), A) ∼= HomR−lin(M,A).
Let now (X,OX ) be a sheme and let E be a OX -module over X. Then an open subset
U ⊂ X indues a Γ(U,OX )-module S(Γ(U, E)), and thus a presheaf of algebras
U ❀ S(Γ(U, E)).
Let S(E) := SOX (E) be the sheaf assoiated to this presheaf. Then S(E) has the following
universal property: For all OX -algebras A and for all homomorphisms E → A OX -
modules there exists a ommutative diagram
E

// S(E)
∃!}}z
z
z
z
A
S is a funtor {OX -module sheaves over X} → {OX -algebras over X}. It has the
following properties:
a) S(E)x = S(Ex) for all x ∈ X;
b) S(E ⊕ F) = S(E)⊗OX S(F);
) SOX (OX) = OX [T ] := OX ⊗Z Z[T ];
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d) S(f∗F) = f∗S(F) for all morphisms f : (X,OX )→ (Y,OY ) ;
e) S(M˜ ) = S˜(M) if X = SpecA is ane and if E = M˜ is assoiated to an A-module
M .
11.16 Denition Let S be a sheme and E a quasi-oherent OS-module. Then
V(E) := SpeSOS (E)
is alled the vetor bundle assoiated to E .
Let now f : X → S be a morphism of shemes. Due to the universal property of SOS (E)
there are anonial bijetions:
HomS(X,V(E)) = HomOS (S(E), f∗OX)
= HomOS−lin(E , f∗OX)
= HomOX−lin(f
∗E ,OX),
where the last bijetion is due to Proposition 7.15. By means of these equations, we
dedue the following theorem.
11.17 Theorem The sheaf of S-setions of V(E) is in anonial bijetion with the dual
E∨ := HomOS (E ,OS) of E.
Espeially, if X = {ξ} is the spetrum of a eld K, the struture-morphism f : X →
S orresponds to a monomorphism k(s) →֒ K, where s := f(ξ). The set of all S-
morphisms {ξ} → V(E) are the points of V(E) with values in the eld extension K of
k(s) (and in partiular they are elements of the bre π−1(s), where π : V(E)→ S is the
struture-morphism). By the above, this set is in bijetion with the set of OX -module-
homomorphisms f∗E → OX = K. Now,
f∗E = (f∗E)ξ = Es ⊗OS,s K = Es/ms Es ⊗k(s) K.
Thus we dedue the following one-to-one orrespondene between sets:
{ξ} −→ V(E)
↓ ↓
{s} →֒ S
 1:1←→ HomK (Es/ms Es ⊗k(s) K,K)
= Homk(s) (Es/ms Es, k(s))⊗k(s) K (if Es/ms Es or K is
nite-dim. over k(s))
= (Es/ms Es)∨ ⊗k(s) K.
11.18 Proposition The assoiation E  V(E) is a ontravariant funtor
V : (quasi-oherent OS-modules) → (ane S-shemes).
It has got the following properties:
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a) V(E) is of nite type over S if E is an OS-module of nite type.
b) V(E ⊕ F) = V(E)×S V(F).
) V(g∗E) = V(E)×S S′ for all morphisms g : S′ → S.
d) V(F) →֒ V(E) is a losed immersion if E → F is a surjetive morphism of quasi-
oherent OX -modules.
proof [EGA II℄, Prop. 1.7.11 
Now we use this general onstrution in order to dene the tangent bundle. We will
see that setions of the tangent bundle are indeed linked with derivations and atually
provide a generalization of the dierential geometri notion of vetor-elds.
11.19 Denition Let f : X → S be a morphism of shemes. Let F be a OX -module.
A homomorphism of sheaves of additive groups
D : OX → F
is alled an S-derivation of OX into F if and only if:
a) For all open subsets V ⊂ X and eah pair (t1, t2) of setions of OX above V one
has:
D(t1 ⊗ ts) = t1 · D(t2) +D(t1) · t2.
b) For all open subsets V ⊂ X, eah setion t of OX above V and eah setion s of
OS above an open subset U ⊂ S suh that V ⊂ f−1(U), one has
D(s|V · t) = s|V · D(t).
11.20 Remark a) In the situation above D : OX → F is an S-derivation if and
only if for all x ∈ X the homomorphism of additive groups Dx : OX,x → Fx is a
OS,f(x)-derivation in the ordinary sense.
b) The S-derivations of OX into F form a Γ(X,OX )-module DerS(OX ,F).
) Let F = OX . An S-derivation of OX into itself is simply alled an S-derivation of
OX .
11.21 Proposition Let f : X → S be a morphism of shemes and dX/S : OX → Ω1X/S
the anonial S-derivation (see our exposition following Remark 1.2). Then for all OX-
modules F there is a anonial isomorphism of Γ(X,OX )-modules:
HomOX (Ω
1
X/S ,F) −˜→ DerS(OX ,F)
u 7→ u ◦ dX/S
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proof We may hek the statement on stalks, but then the statement redues to the
dening universal property of Ω1X/S,x, x ∈ X, by Remark 11.20 a). 
Remark: Due to the pointwise haraterization of S-derivations, the presheaf
U ❀ DerS(OU ,F|U )
is already a sheaf. This OX -module
DerS(OX ,F)
is alled the sheaf of S-derivations of OX into F . Thus we may restate the above
proposition as follows:
11.22 Corollary For all OX -modules F the homomorphism of OX-modules
HomOX (Ω
1
X/S ,F) −→ DerS(OX ,F)
u 7→ ud := u ◦ dX/S
is bijetive.
11.23 Denition The dual TX/S of the OX -module Ω1X/S is alled the tangent sheaf of
X relative to S. By Corollary 11.22 we an write:
TX/S := HomOS(Ω1X/S ,OX) = DerS(OX ,OX).
Therefore we see how the tangent bundle must be dened.
11.24 Denition The tangent bundle TX/S of X relative to S is
TX/S := V(Ω
1
X/S).
This is well-dened, beause the sheaf of relative dierential forms Ω1X/S is a quasi-
oherent OX -module.5
11.25 Remark Realling Theorem 11.17, we see that there is a anonial bijetion
Γ(TX/S/X)−˜→ HomOX (Ω1X/S ,OX) = Γ(X,TX/S).
In this bijetion, whih is ompatible with restritions, we may replae X by an open
subset U ⊂ X. Thus we onlude: There is an isomorphism between the tangent sheaf
TX/S of X relative S and the sheaf of germs of X-setions of the bre bundle TX/S of
X relative S. This means that vetor elds are indeed given by setions of the tangent
bundle as we are used to from dierential geometry.
5
It is admissible to use here the same label TX/S for the tangent-bundle as in Denition 11.8, beause
due to Proposition 11.27 both notions oinide if the funtor X is representable by a sheme.
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But let us nally prove that this notion of vetor elds atually redues to the lassial
dierential geometri notion. We do so by onsidering the tangent spae at physial
points (see Denition 6.9). Consider the speial ase of a ommutative diagram
{ξ}   //

TX/S

{x}   // X
where x ∈ X and ξ ∈ TX/S are points suh that k(x) = k(ξ). Let TX/S(x) denote the set
of these diagrams; i.e. TX/S(s) is the set of x-valued points of TX/S . By our exposition
preeding Proposition 11.18, we already know that:
TX/S(x) = Homk(x)(Ω
1
X/S ⊗ k(x), k(x))
On the other hand we saw in Theorem 11.2 that there is also a bijetion
TXs,x = Homk(x)(Ω
1
X/S ⊗ k(x), k(x))
in terms of the Zariski tangent spae at x, if f : X → S is smooth and if x ∈ X is a
physial point. This yields indeed TX/S(x) = TXs,x in physial situations.
11.26 Denition TX/S(x) is alled the tangent-spae of X at x relative to S.
Finally let us remark that this notion of the tangent bundle and of the tangent-spae
in terms of shemes as given above is a speial ase of the notion in terms of funtors
whih was introdued in the preeding subsetion 11.2.1. Both notions oinide if the
onsidered funtors are representable by shemes:
11.27 Proposition Let X be an S-funtor whih is representable by an S-sheme X →
S. Let TX/S (resp. TX/S(M)) denote the relative tangent bundle in the sense of Def-
inition 11.8. Then TX/S(M) and LuX/S(M) are representable. In partiular, we an
write:
TX/S = V(Ω
1
X/S)
LuX/S = V(u
∗Ω1X/S).
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop.3.3 
11.28 Remark Within the setting of Proposition 11.27 let u be the anonial inlusion
u : {x} →֒ X orresponding to a point x ∈ X. Then there is a bijetion
LuX/S({x}) = TX/S(x).
In partiular, it is justied to label LuX/S as tangent spae at u as we did in Denition
11.10.
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Using the properties of bre bundles, whih are stated in Proposition 11.18, we onlude
as follows.
11.29 Remark a) Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism of shemes and let f∗Ω1Y/S →
Ω1X/S be the indued morphism pull-bak morphism (see Denition 1.3). Then,
due to the identity V(f∗Ω1Y/S) = V(Ω
1
X/S)×Y X, the pull-bak morphism gives rise
to a anonial morphism indued by f :
TX/S(f) : TX/S → TY/S ×Y X.
If g : Y → Z is a seond S-morphism, we get
TX/S(g ◦ f) = (TY/S(g) × idX) ◦ TX/S(f).
b) For all base hanges S′ → S we get an isomorphism:
TX′/S′−˜→ TX/S ×S S′ = TX/S ×X X ′,
where X ′ := X ×S S′. If x′ ∈ X ′ lies over x ∈ X, we get
TX′/S′(x
′) = TX/S(x)⊗k(x) k(x′).
) Let f : X → Y be an S-morphism, let x ∈ X and y := f(x). Then
f∗Ω1Y/S ⊗OX,x k(x) = Ω1Y/S ⊗OY,y OX,x ⊗OX,x k(x) = (Ω1Y/S ⊗OY,y k(y))⊗k(y) k(x).
If Ω1Y/S is a OY -module of nite type (whih will be the ase in the situations we
are going to onsider), we have an isomorphism
Homk(x)(f
∗Ω1Y/S ⊗ k(x), k(x)) = TY/S(y)⊗k(y) k(x),
beause k(y) → k(x) is at. Thus the pull-bak of dierential forms f∗Ω1Y/S →
Ω1X/S gives rise to a homomorphism of k(x)-vetor spaes
Tf,x : TX/S(x)→ TY/S(y)⊗k(y) k(x),
alled the tangent map of f at x. At physial points this denition oinides with
the former Denition 11.1 b).
As the sheaf Hom ours in a anonial way if we onsider vetor bundles (like the relative
tangent-bundle), we nish with a olletion of some properties of Hom whih might be
useful.
11.30 Proposition Let (X,OX) be a ringed spae and let E be a loally free OX -module
of nite rank. We dene the dual of E, denoted E∨, to be the sheaf of HomOX (E ,OX).
Then the following assertions are true:
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a) (E∨)∨ ∼= E.
b) For any OX -module F
HomOX (E ,F) ∼= E∨ ⊗F .
) For any OX -modules F ,G
HomOX (E ⊗ F ,G) ∼= HomOX (F ,HomOX (E ,G)).
d) (Projetion Formula): If f : (X,OX )→ (Y,OY ) is a morphism of ringed spaes, if
F is an OX -module, and if E is a loally free OY -module of nite rank, then there
is a natural isomorphism
f∗(F ⊗OX f∗E) ∼= f∗F ⊗OY E .
e) Let X be a noetherian sheme, let F be a oherent sheaf on X, let G be any OX-
module and let x ∈ X be a point. Then we have
Exti(F ,G)x ∼= ExtiOX,x(Fx,Gx)
for all i ≥ 0, where the right-hand side is Ext over the loal ring OX,x.
proof [Har℄, Chap. II, Ex. 5.1 and [Har℄, Chap. III, Prop. 6.8 
11.31 Proposition Let X = SpecA an ane sheme, and let F ,G be OX -modules.
Then the anonial map
HomOX (F ,G)→ HomA(F(X),G(X))
is bijetive if F is quasi-oherent.
proof [Liu℄, Ex. 5.1.5 
11.32 Proposition Let X be a sheme and let E be a loally free OX -module. Then the
sheaf Hom ommutes with pull-bak, i.e.:
α∗E∨ ∼= (α∗E)∨
for all morphisms α : Y → X. Espeially, if p : X → S is a smooth S-sheme, if Y = S,
if α : S →֒ X is a setion of p and if E = Ω1X/S, this isomorphism is anonial.
proof If α is at, one knows that the anonial morphism
α∗E∨ ∼−→ (α∗E)∨, ϕ⊗ a 7→ a · ϕ˜,
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ϕ˜(e ⊗ a) := ϕ(e) ⊗ a, is an isomorphism (see e.g. [Liu℄, Ex. 1.2.8). Also if p is not at,
one an onstrut an expliit inverse of the anonial morphism above. In our physial
situation p : X → S will be a smooth S-group sheme (see Denition 11.46), E will be
the module of dierential forms Ω1X/S , and α : S →֒ X will be a setion of p. So we will
only perform the proof in this ase, beause then no expliit onstrution is neessary.
We may simply apply the general theory: Realling that α = τα ◦ ε, where ε is the unit
setion and where τα is the isomorphism given by left-translation with α (see subsetion
11.4.4), and evoking Proposition 11.58, we get anonial isomorphisms
p∗(α∗Ω1X/S)
∨ ∼= p∗(ε∗τ∗αΩ1X/S)∨ ∼= p∗(ε∗Ω1X/S)∨ ∼= (p∗ε∗Ω1X/S)∨ ∼= (Ω1X/S)∨,
beause p is at due to smoothness. Applying the pull-bak funtor α∗ and using the
fat that α∗p∗ = (p ◦ α)∗ = id∗ we are done. 
11.3. Dierential p-forms and the exterior dierential
We already introdued the sheaf Ω1X/S of dierential 1-forms in the beginning of setion
1.1. In the previous setion 11.2 on the tangent-bundle, we reognized dierential forms as
setions of the tangent-bundle: If we denote by TX/S :=
(
Ω1X/S
)∨
:= HomOX (Ω
1
X/S ,OX)
the dual of Ω1X/S (i.e. the sheaf of vetor elds), then in aordane with Denition 11.24
we dene the tangent-bundle TX/S and the otangent-bundle T
∗
X/S as follows:
TX/S := V(Ω
1
X/S) T
∗
X/S := V(TX/S).
Vetor elds and dierential forms may be identied with setions of the respetive
bundles (see Theorem 11.17):
TX/S(X) = Γ(TX/S/X) Ω1X/S(X) = Γ(T ∗X/S/X)
As already exposed in setion 4.3, a global setion ω of some tensorpower Ω⊗nX/S of Ω
1
X/S
may be interpreted as a multilinear morphism
ω : TX/S ×X . . . ×X TX/S → A1X .
This morphism is multilinear in two regards:
a) pointwise multilinearity: Let S = SpecR be an ane sheme, and let X be a smooth
and separated S-sheme. Consider an S-valued point α : S → X of X. Physially
we interpret α ∈ X(S) as an adeli point of spae-time. First pulling bak ω via α
(i.e. performing a base hange of ω with α) we get a morphism α∗ω. Realling the
identity TX/S ×X S = V(α∗Ω1X/S) (Proposition 11.18 )), then applying the global
setion funtor Γ( · , S) to α∗ω, using the universal property HomX(X ′, Y ×X Z) ∼=
HomX(X
′, Y )×HomX(X ′, Z) of bre produts and nally evoking Theorem 11.17
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in order to provide the identity Γ(V(α∗Ω1X/S)/S) = (α
∗Ω1X/S)
∨(S), we arrive at a
morphism
ω(α) : (α∗Ω1X/S)
∨(S)× . . .× (α∗Ω1X/S)∨(S) −→ R.
This morphism is R-multilinear. Due to Proposition 11.32 and Proposition 11.31
there are isomorphisms(
α∗TX/S
)
(S) = (α∗Ω1X/S)
∨(S) = HomR
(
(α∗Ω1X/S)(S), R
)
where (α∗Ω1X/S)(S) is the otangent-spae, and where
(
α∗TX/S
)
(S) is the tangent-
spae at the adeli spae-time point α. Thus ω(α) (i.e. the evaluation of the
dierential form ω at the adeli spae-time point α) behaves as one would expet:
It is a multilinear form whih maps a tuple of tangent-vetors at α to numbers R.
b) global multilinearity: ω does not only indue a multilinear form pointwise, but also on
the global setions of the tangent-bundle: In order to see this apply the global se-
tion funtor Γ( · ,X) to ω. Realling the bijetion HomY (Y,X×SY ) = HomS(Y,X)
for S-shemes X and Y , we obtain in partiular A1X(X) := HomX(X,A
1
X) =
HomSpecZ(X,A1Spec Z). The latter set equals HomZ(Z[T ],OX(X)) = OX(X) due
to the following lemma.
11.33 Lemma Let Y be an ane sheme. For any sheme X, the anonial map
Hom(X,Y ) −→ Hom(OX(Y ),OX (X))
is bijetive.
proof [Liu℄, Prop. 2.3.25 
Finally, making one again use of the universal property HomX(X
′, Y ×X Z) ∼=
HomX(X
′, Y ) × HomX(X ′, Z) of bre produts and realling the identiation
TX/S(X) = Γ(TX/S/X) = HomX(X,TX/S) of vetor elds with global setions of
the tangent-bundle, we see that ω gives rise to a OX(X)-multilinear map:
ω : TX/S(X)× . . .× TX/S(X) −→ OX(X)
All in all, ω indeed maps a tuple of vetor elds to funtions and is linear in eah
omponent.
Thus we may think of dierential forms in ompletely the same way as we are used to
from dierential geometry. Using this interpretation of dierential forms as multilinear
forms on vetor elds, we may state the following denitions in an elegant way.
11.34 Denition a) Let f : X → S be a morphism of shemes. The sheaf ΩpX/S of
dierential p-forms of X relative S is the p-th exterior produt of the OX -module
Ω1X/S :
ΩpX/S :=
p∧
i=1
(Ω1X/S).
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b) The exterior produt is a map ∧ : ΩkX/S ⊕ ΩlX/S → Ωk+lX/S dened as follows:
(α ∧ β)(v1, . . . , vk+l) = 1
k!l!
∑
π∈Sk+l
σπα(vπ(1), . . . vπ(k))β(vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+l)) .
Thereby Sn denotes the group of permutations of the numbers 1, . . . , n, and σπ
is the sign of the permutation, i.e. the number of transpositions whih transfer
1, 2, . . . , n into π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n).
The exterior produt has the following properties:
 (f1α1 + f2α2) ∧ β = f1α1 ∧ β + f2α2 ∧ β, f1, f2 ∈ OX
 α ∧ (β ∧ γ) = (α ∧ β) ∧ γ
 α ∧ β = (−1)klβ ∧ α, α ∈ ΩkX/S , β ∈ ΩlX/S .
11.35 Remark From these properties we onlude that there is a graded algebra of
dierential forms in algebrai geometry, too. More preisely, we may state:
a) Ω0X/S = OX and ΩpX/S = 0 for p < 0.
b) The ΩpX/S are the homogeneous omponents of (the graded) exterior algebra of
Ω1X/S :
Ω•X/S :=
∧
(Ω1X/S) =:
⊕
p∈Z
Ωp
X/S
.
) Ω•X/S is a graded, quasi-oherent, anti-ommutative OX -algebra via the exterior
produt . For open ane U ⊂ X one has
Γ(U,Ω•X/S) =
∧
Γ(U,Ω1X/S)
where Γ(U,Ω1X/S) is onsidered as a Γ(U,OX)-module.
d) ΩpX/S =
(
ΩpB/R
)∼
:=
(
p∧
i=1
Ω1B/R
)∼
if X = SpecB and S = SpecR are ane.
11.36 Denition The interior produt between a vetor eld v ∈ TX/S and a dierential
k-Form α ∈ ΩkX/S , k ≥ 1, is a dierential (k − 1)-form ivα ∈ Ωk−1X/S dened as follows:
(ivα)(v1, . . . , vk−1) := α(v, v1, . . . , vk−1) ,
where vi ∈ TX/S .
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Applying the above onstrution of the exterior produt to the sheaf TX/S of vetor elds
instead of the sheaf Ω1X/S of o-vetor elds, we may onsider the exterior produt
T kX/S :=
k∧
i=1
TX/S .
In partiular T 0X/S = OX , T 1X/S = TX/S and T kX/S = 0 if k < 0.
11.37 Denition A k-vetor eld is a global setion of T kX/S .
Then we may dene a OX -bilinear morphism 〈·, ·〉 : T kX/S ⊕ ΩkX/S −→ OX by means of
〈v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk, α〉 := k! α(v1, . . . , vk).
11.38 Denition The rejuvenation of a dierential (k + l)-form ω ∈ Ωk+lX/S with a k-
vetor eld v ∈ T kX/S is the OX -bilinear morphism
⌋ : T kX/S ⊕ Ωk+lX/S −→ ΩlX/S , (v, ω) 7→ v⌋ω
dened as follows: (v⌋ω) (v1, . . . , vl) := 〈v ∧ v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vl, ω〉.
The rejuvenation has the following properties:
 (f1X1 + f2X2)⌋α = f1(X1⌋α) + f2(X2⌋α),
 X⌋(f1α1 + f2α2) = f1(X⌋α) + f2(X⌋α2).
A further very important operation is the exterior dierential.
11.39 Theorem There exists a unique endomorphism d : Ω•X/S → Ω•X/S of sheaves of
additive groups, the so alled exterior dierential, suh that:
(i) d ◦ d = 0.
(ii) For all open U ⊂ X and for all f ∈ Γ(U,OX) one has
df = dX/Sf.
(iii) For all open U ⊂ X, all integers p, q ∈ Z and for all pairs of setions ω′p ∈
Γ(U,ΩpX/S), ω
′′
q ∈ Γ(U,ΩqX/S) we have:
d(ω′p ∧ ω′′q ) = (dω′p) ∧ ω′′q + (−1)pω′p ∧ (dω′′q ).
proof [EGA IV4℄, Thm. 16.6.2 
Espeially d is loal, beause it is a morphism of sheaves; i.e. if α|U = β|U for some
setions α, β of OX and an open subset U ⊂ X, then
(dα)|U = d(α|U ) = d(β|U ) = (dβ)|U .
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11.40 Corollary Let ω ∈ ΩkX/S and v0, v1, . . . , vk ∈ TX/S. Then the exterior dierential
has the following form:
(dω)(v0, v1, . . . , vk) :=
k∑
i=0
(−1)i vi(ω(v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk))
+
∑
0≤i<j≤k
(−1)i+jω([vi, vj], v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vˇj , . . . , vk) ,
where vˇi means that this vetor is omitted.
6
The ommutator [·, ·] of vetor elds is
dened in Denition 11.41.
proof One has to hek that the three onditions of Theorem 11.39 are fullled. In
order to show (ii) let f ∈ OX and v ∈ TX/S. Then by denition (df)(v) := v(f),
where on the right hand side v is onsidered as a derivation by means of Corollary 11.22.
Thus (df)(v) = v(dX/Sf) if v is now onsidered as a dual dierential from. Finally the
anonial isomorphism E → (E∨)∨ provides an equality v(dX/Sf) = (dX/Sf)(v) . This
proves (ii), beause v is arbitrary. A longer algebrai manipulation (whih is known from
dierential geometry) shows that d fullls the onditions (i) and (iii) of Denition 11.36,
too. 
11.41 Denition Let X → S be an S-sheme, let v,w ∈ Γ(TX/S/X) be vetor elds,
and let f ∈ OX . Let us introdue the following abbreviation vd := v ◦ d. From the
algebrai properties of the derivations vd and wd it follows that
[v,w](f) := (vd) ((wd)(f))− (wd) ((vd)(f))
is a derivation, too.
7
The orresponding vetor eld [v,w] ∈ Γ(TX/S/X) is alled the
ommutator of v and w.
Let us onlude with the denition of the Hodge-star operator. For this purpose reall
that the metri yields an isomorphism g : TX/S → (TX/S)∨ = Ω1X/S (Denition 4.20). In
partiular we get isomorphisms
Λkg−1 : ΩkX/S
∼−→ T kX/S
for all k ∈ N. By Theorem 11.61 there exists a volume form vg in physial situations.
6
In order to give sense to the expression vi(ω(v0, . . . , vˇi, . . . , vk)), let us point out that in this situation
vi is onsidered as an S-derivation of OX by means of Corollary 11.22.
7 [v,w](fg) = (vd) ((wd)(fg))− (wd) ((vd)(fg))
= (vd) ((wd)(f) · g + f · (wd)(g))− (wd) ((vd)(f) · g + f · (vd)(g))
= (vd)((wd)(f)) · g + (wd)(f) · (vd)(g) + (vd)(f)(wd)(g) + f · (vd)((wd)(g))
−(wd)((vd)(f)) · g − (vd)(f) · (wd)(g)− (wd)(f)(vd)(g)− f · (wd)((vd)(g))
= [v,w](f) · g + f · [v,w](g) for all f, g ∈ OX .
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11.42 Denition Let X → S be of relative dimension n and assume that there exists
a volume form vg on X. Let α ∈ ΩkX/S be a dierential k-form. Then the operator
∗ : ΩkX/S → Ωn−kX/S ,
∗α := (Λkg−1)(α)⌋vg
is alled the Hodge-star operator.
11.4. Group Shemes
11.4.1. Denition of group shemes
Let C be a ategory; for example, let C be the ategory (Sch/S) of shemes over a xed
sheme S. Eah objet X ∈ C gives rise to its funtor of points
hX : C→ (Sets)
whih assoiates to any T ∈ C the set
hX(T ) := X(T ) := Hom(T,X)
of T -valued points of X. Eah morphism X → X ′ in C indues a morphism hX → hX′ of
funtors by the omposition of morphisms in C. In this way one gets a ovariant funtor
f : C→ Hom (C0, (Sets))
of C to the ategory of ovariant funtors from C0 (the dual of C) to the ategory of sets;
the ategory Hom(C0,(Sets)) is denoted by Cˆ; it is alled the ategory of ontravariant
funtors from C to (Sets).
11.43 Proposition The funtor h : C → Cˆ is fully faithful; i.e., for any two objets
X, X ′ ∈ C, the anonial map
HomC(X,X
′)→ Hom
Cˆ
(hX , hX′)
is bijetive. More generally, for all objets X ∈ C and F ∈ Cˆ, there is a anonial
bijetion
F(X) ∼−→ Hom
Cˆ
(hX ,F)
mapping u ∈ F(X) to the morphism hX → F whih to a T -valued point g ∈ hX(T ), where
T is an objet of C, assoiates the element F(g)(u) ∈ F(T ). The bijetion oinides
with the above one if F = hX′ and is funtorial in X and F in the sense that F 7→
Hom
Cˆ
(h(·),F) denes an isomorphism Cˆ→ Cˆ.
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In partiular, if a funtor F ∈ Hom(C0,(Sets)) is isomorphi to a funtor hX , then X
is uniquely determined by F up to an isomorphism in the ategory C. In this ase,
the funtor f is said to be representable. Thus Proposition 11.43 says that the funtor h
denes an equivalene between the ategory C and the full subategory of Hom(C0,(Sets))
onsisting of all representable funtors.
In order to dene group objets in the ategory C, it is neessary to introdue the
notion of a law of omposition on an objet X of C. By the latter we mean a funtorial
morphism
γ : hX × hX → hX .
Thus, a law of omposition on X onsists of a olletion of maps
γT : hX(T )× hX(T )→ hX(T )
(laws of omposition on the sets of T -valued points of X) where T varies over the objets
in C. The funtoriality of γ means that all maps γT are ompatible with anonial maps
between points of X, i.e., for any morphism u : T ′ → T in C, the diagram
hX(T )× hX(T ) γT //
hX(u)×hX(u)

hX(T )
hX(u)

hX(T
′)× hX(T ′)
γT ′ // hX(T
′)
is ommutative. If the law of omposition has the property that hX(T ) is a group under
γT for all T , then γ denes on hX the struture of a group funtor, i.e., of a ontravariant
funtor from C to the ategory of groups. In this ase, γ is alled a group law of X.
11.44 Denition A group objet in C is an objet X together with a law of omposition
γ : hX × hX → hX whih is a group law.
It follows that a group objet in C is equivalent to a group funtor whih, as a funtor
to the ategory of sets, is representable.
When dealing with group objets, it is onvenient to know that the ategory in question
ontains diret produts and a nal objet, say S. The latter means that, for eah objet
T of C, there is a unique morphism T → S. So, in the following, assume that C is
of this type, and onsider a groups objet X of C with group law γ. Then, sine the
produt X×X exists in C and sine the funtor h : C→ Hom(C0,(Sets)) ommutes with
diret produts, the law of omposition γ : hX × hX → hX orresponds to a morphism
m : X × X → X, as is seen by using Proposition 11.43. Furthermore, the injetion of
the unit element into eah group hX(T ) yields a natural transformation from hS to hX ,
hene it orresponds to a morphism
ε : S → X,
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alled the unit setion of X whih is a setion of the unique morphism X → S. Finally,
the formation of the inverse in eah hX(T ) denes a natural transformation hX → hX
and hene a morphism
ι : X → X,
alled the inverse map on X. The group axioms whih are satised by the groups hX(T ),
and hene by the funtor hX , orrespond to ertain properties of the maps m, ε and ι.
Namely, the following diagrams are ommutative:
a) assoiativity
X ×X ×X m×idX //
idX×m

X ×X
m

X ×X m // X
b) existene of a left-identity
X
(p,idX)//
idX
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
U S ×X ε×idX // X ×X
m

X
where p : X → S is the morphism from X to the nal objet S.
) existene of a left-inverse
X
(ι,idX ) //
p

X ×X
m

S
ε // X
d) ommutativity (only if all groups hX(T ) are ommutative)
X ×X τ //
m
%%LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
X ×X
m

X
where τ ommutes the fators.
Note that a left-identity is also a right-identity and that a left-inverse is also a right-
inverse. It is lear that one we have an objet X and morphisms m, ε and ι with the
above properties, we an onstrut a group objet in the given ategory from these data,
and furthermore that group objets in C and data (X,m, ε, ι) orrespond bijetively to
eah other.
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11.45 Proposition The group objets in a ategory C orrespond one-to-one to data
(X,m, ε, ι) where X is an objet of C and where
m : X ×X → X, ε : S → X, ι : X → X
are morphisms in C suh that the diagrams a), b), c) above are ommutative. Furthermore,
a group objet in C is ommutative if and only if, in addition, the orresponding diagram
d) is ommutative.
In the following we restrit ourselves to the ategory (Sch/S) of S-shemes where S is a
xed base sheme. Then the diret produt in (Sch/S) is given by the bred produt of
shemes over S, and the S-sheme S is a nal objet in (Sch/S).
11.46 Denition An S-group sheme is a group objet in the ategory of S-shemes
(Sch/S).
Due to Proposition 11.45, an S-group sheme G an be viewed as an S-sheme X together
with appropriate morphisms m, ε and ι. When no onfusion about the group struture
is possible, we will not mention these morphisms expliitly. In partiular, in our notation
we will make no dierene between the group objet G and the assoiated representing
sheme X. Also we want to pint out that there exist group funtors on (Sch/S) whih
are not representable and thus do not orrespond to S-group shemes.
It follows immediately from Denition 11.46 that the tehnique of base hange an
be applied to group shemes. Thus, for any base hange S′ → S, one obtains from an
S-group sheme G an S′-group sheme GS′ := G×S S′.
Let us look at some examples of S-group shemes. We start with the lassial groups
Ga (the additive group), Gm (the multipliative group), GLn (the general linear group),
and PGLn (the projetive general linear group). In terms of group funtors, these groups
are dened as follows. For any S-sheme T set
Ga(T ) := the additive group OT (T )
Gm(T ) := the group of units in OT (T )
GLn(T ) := the group of OT (T )-linear automorphisms of (OT (T ))n
PGLn(T ) := AutT (P(OnT )).
All these group funtors are representable by ane shemes over Z. Working over S :=
Spe Z, the additive group is represented by the sheme X := Spe Z[ζ] (ζ is an indeter-
minate), where the group law m : X×X → X orresponds to the algebra homomorphism
Z[ζ]→ Z[ζ]⊗Z Z[ζ], ζ 7→ ζ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ζ.
Similarly, for Gm, the representing objet is SpecZ[ζ, ζ−1] with the group law given by
ζ 7→ ζ ⊗ ζ.
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11.4.2. The Lie-algebra as a funtor
Let G be a group funtor over S and denote by ε : S → G the unit setion. Reall from
Denition 11.10 that the OS-module LεG/S(M) denotes the tangent spae of G over S at
ε. Then we introdue the following notation:
11.47 Denition The OS-module Lie(G/S,M) := LεG/S(M) is alled the Lie-algebra
of G relative M. In partiular,
g := Lie(G/S) := Lie(G/S,OS)
is alled the Lie-algebra of G.
By Proposition 11.13, TG/S(M) and Lie(G/S,M) arry a group struture over S whih
is indued by the group struture on G. Furthermore, by denition of LεG/S(M), there
is a artesian diagram
Lie(G/S,M) i //

TG/S(M)
p

S
ε // G
and we reognize Lie(G/S,M) as the kernel of the anonial projetion p. In partiular,
we get morphisms of groups
Lie(G/S,M) i−→ TG/S(M)
p−→
←−
s
G,
where s is a setion of p. Due to the following Proposition 11.48, TG/S(M) is the semi-
diret produt of G and Lie(G/S,M).
11.48 Proposition Let C := (Sch/S) be the ategory of shemes over S. Let f :W → G
be a morphism of Cˆ-groups, and let H(S) := ker f(S). Let u : G → W be a morphism
of Cˆ-groups whih is a setion of f (in partiular a monomorphism). Then W is the
semi-diret produt of H and G with an operation of G on H given by the interior
automorphism
(g, h) 7→ Int(u(g)) · h := u(g) · h · u(g)−1
for all g ∈ G(S), h ∈ H(S) and S ∈ ObC.
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose I, Prop. 2.3.7 
The orresponding operation of G on Lie(G/S,M) is denoted by Ad and is alled the
adjoint representation of G. By denition we have got
Ad(x)X = i−1(s(x)i(X)s(x)−1) for all x ∈ G(S′) and X ∈ Lie(G/S,M)(S′).
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If G and H are two group funtors over S and if f : G→ H is a group homomorphism,
then (by means of funtoriality) we arrive at a ommutative diagram with exat rows:
1 // Lie(G/S,M) //
Lie(f)

TG/S(M) //
T (f)

G //
f

1
1 // Lie(H/S,M) // TH/S(M) // H // 1
11.49 Proposition Let g ∈ G(S). Then the adjoint representation Ad of G an be
written as follows:
Ad(g) = Lie(Int(g)).
proof Ad(g)X =
def
i−1(Int(g)i(X)) = Lie(Int(g))(X). 
Remark: Realling Denition 11.6 let us assume that G/S veries (E). This is for
example true if G is representable by an S-group sheme. Then Ad(g) respets the OS-
module struture of Lie(G/S,M), i.e. in this ase Ad is a linear representation of G in
the OS-module Lie(G/S,M):
Ad : G→ AutOS−lin(Lie(G/S,M)).
As one is used to from dierential geometry, one may identify the Lie-algebra with left-
invariant vetor elds.
11.50 Proposition There is an isomorphism
Hom(G,Lie(G/S,M)) ∼−→ Γ(TG/S(M)/G),
f 7→ Sf
where Sf (g) := i(f(g)) · s(g) for all g ∈ G(S′) and for all S′ → S.
proof see [SGA 3℄, page 61 
If h is an automorphism of funtors over S, to eah setion t of TG/S(M) an be assoiated
the unique setion h(t) making the following diagram ommutative:
G
t //
h

TG/S(M)
T (h)

G
h(t) // TG/S(M)
In partiular, we an hoose h to be the right-translation with x ∈ G(S):
h(g) := tx(g) := g · x g ∈ G(S′) and S′ → S.
Then the isomorphism of Proposition 11.50 is ompatible with right-translations. In
partiular those setions, whih are invariant under right translations, are mapped to
onstant morphisms of G to Lie(G/S,M), i.e. to morphisms whih fatorize over S.
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11.51 Proposition The map
Lie(G/S,M)(S) → Γ(TG/S(M)/G)
X 7→ (x 7→ X · x),
is an isomorphism of Lie(G/S,M)(S) to those setions of Γ(TG/S(M)/G) whih are
invariant under right-translation.
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 4.1.2 
11.4.3. The maps Ad and ad
11.52 Denition A OS-module F is alled good, if the anonial morphism
F ⊗OS TOS/S(M)→ TF/S(M)
is an isomorphism.
11.53 Denition A group funtor G over S is alled good, if it veries (E) (see Deni-
tion 11.6) and if Lie(G/S) is a good OS-module.
Remark: Let us remark that a group funtor G over S whih is representable by a
sheme G is good. This will be the ase in the physial situations we are going to
onsider. For more details on good OS-modules see e.g. [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Chap.
4. We are just interested in some theorems about good modules whih show that many
lassial, dierential geometri results onerning the Lie-algebra of Lie-groups arry over
to algebrai geometry.
11.54 Proposition If F is a good OS-module, the OS-module struture of Lie(F/S,M)
is indued by that of F .
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Cor. of Def. 4.4 
11.55 Proposition If F is a good OS-module, there is a funtorial isomorphism
Lie(AutOS−lin
(F)/S,M) ∼−→ HomOS−lin(F ,Lie(F/S,M)).
In partiular:
Lie(AutOS−lin
(F)/S) ∼−→ EndOS−lin(F).
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, Prop. 4.6 
Let now G be a good S-group-sheme. Then Lie(G/S) is a good OS-module. We already
introdued the linear representation Ad of G in the OS-module Lie(G/S):
Ad : G −→ AutOS−lin(Lie(G/S))
g 7→ Lie(Int(g)).
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Applying the funtor Lie and using Proposition 11.55, we arrive at the OS-module mor-
phism ad:
ad: Lie(G/S) −→ EndOS−lin(Lie(G/S))
whih may also be onsidered as a bilinear morphism
Lie(G/S) ×S Lie(G/S) −→ Lie(G/S), (x, y) 7→ [x, y] := ad(x)(y)
where x, y ∈ Lie(G/S)(S′) = Lie(GS′/S′)(S′).
11.56 Proposition Let G be a representable group funtor over S (or more generally a
group funtor whih is a subfuntor of a representable group over S). Then Lie(G/S) is
a OS-Lie-algebra, i.e.:
(i) [x, x] = 0;
(ii) [x, y] + [y, x] = 0;
(iii) [x, [y, z]] + [y, [z, x]] + [z, [x, y]] = 0.
proof [SGA 3℄, Expose II, pages 68-72 
11.4.4. The Lie-algebra and invariant dierential forms
In subsetion 11.4.2 we stated several results about the Lie-algebra of an S-group sheme
G. In analogy to dierential geometry, Proposition 11.50 states the one-to-one orrespon-
dene of elements of the Lie-Algebra Lie(G/S,M)(S) and left-invariant global setions
of the tangent-bundle Γ(G,TG/S(M)).
In this paragraph we will reall these statements from the dual point of view, i.e. we
will onsider dierential forms instead of vetor elds. In order to this, we rst introdue
the notion of translations on an S-group sheme G for a given T -valued point g : T → G,
i.e. an S-morphism from an S-sheme T to G.
Throughout this setion, let G be a group sheme over a xed sheme S. First we want
to introdue the notion of translations on G. In order to do this, onsider a T -valued
point
g : T → G
of G; i.e., an S-morphism from an S-sheme T to G. Then g gives rise to the T -valued
point
gT := (g, idT ) : T → GT := G×S T
of the T -sheme GT := G ×S T . If p1 : GT → G denotes the rst projetion, we have
g = p1 ◦ gT . In the speial ase where T := G and where g := idG is the so alled
universal point of G, the morphism gT equals the diagonal morphism ∆ of G. For any
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other T -valued point g of G, the morphism gT is obtained from ∆ by performing the
base hange g : T → G.
As usual, let m : G ×S G → G be the group law of G and write mT for its extension
when a base hange T → S is applied to G. Then, for any T -valued point g of G, we
dene the left translation by
τg : GT
∼−→ T ×T GT gT×id−→ GT ×T GT mT−→ GT
and the right translation by
τ ′g : GT
∼−→ GT ×T T id×gT−→ GT ×T GT mT−→ GT .
Both morphisms are isomorphisms. Quite often we will drop the index T and haraterize
the map τg by writing
τg : G→ G, x 7→ gx;
the same proedure will be applied for τ ′g and for similar morphisms. In the speial
ase where T := G and g := idG is the universal point, τg is the so-alled universal left
translation, namely the morphism
Φ : T ×S G→ T ×S G, (x, y) 7→ (x, xy).
Similarly, τ ′g gives rise to the universal right translation
Ψ : G×S T → G×S T, (x, y) 7→ (xy, y).
Eah left translation by a T -valued point g : T → G is obtained from the universal left
translation Φ by performing the base hange g : T → G; in a similar way one an proeed
with right translations.
Now let us onsider the sheaf ΩiG/S of relative dierential forms of some degree i ≥ 0
on G; it is dened as the i-th exterior power of Ω1G/S (see Denition 11.34). For any
S-sheme T and any T -valued point g ∈ G(T ), the left translation τg : GT → GT gives
rise to an isomorphism
8
τ∗gΩ
i
GT /T
∼−→ ΩiGT /T .
A global setion ω in ΩiG/S is alled left-invariant if τ
∗
gωT = ωT in Ω
i
GT /T
for all g ∈ G(T )
and all T , where ωT is the pull-bak of ω with respet to the projetion p1 : GT → G.
Using right translations τ ′t , one denes right-invariant dierential forms in the same way.
Sine eah translation on the group sheme GT is obtained by base hange from the
universal translation, it is lear that one has to hek the invariane under translations
only for the universal translation. Generally, in onnetion with translations, we will
drop the index T and write ω instead of ωT if no onfusion is possible. Within this
ontext, let us state the following two remarks:
8
This isomorphism is the anonial pull-bak morphism indued by τg. In the speial ase of dierential
forms it was introdued in Denition 1.3; for the general ase of forms of higher degree see Denition
7.20.
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a) All morphisms gT : T → GT for a given g : T → G are indued by base hange
from ∆ : G→ G×S G.
b) Consider two global setions ω and ω′ of a sheaf F on G, let FT denote the pull-bak
of F to GT . Then:
ω = ω′ ⇔ g∗TωT = g∗Tω′T ∈ g∗TFT .
Similarly two sheaves are isomorphi if their restrition to eah T -valued point of
G are isomorphi.
11.57 Proposition Let G be an S-group sheme with unit setion ε : S → G. Then,
for eah ω0 ∈ Γ(S, ε∗ΩiG/S), there exists a unique left-invariant dierential form ω ∈
Γ(G,ΩiG/S) suh that ε
∗ω = ω0 in ε
∗ΩiG/S. The same is true for right-invariant dier-
ential forms.
proof Let us shortly indiate, how the left invariant dierential form ω is obtained
from ω0. For details of the prove, we refer the reader to [BLR℄, Prop 4.2/1. Due to
the uniqueness assertion, the problem is loal in S (beause we may glue). Furthermore
it sues to onsider the ase i = 1. Thus we may assume that ω0 lifts to a setion
ω′ of Ω1G/S whih is dened over a neighborhood U of the unit setion. This is due to
the fat that (ε∗Ω1G/S)(S) = (Ω
1
G/S)(U) ⊗OG(U) OS(S) if S and U ⊂ G are ane, and
that p∗ : OS(S) →֒ OG(U) is injetive, beause p : G → S has the setion ε. Then the
deomposition p∗1Ω
1
G/S ⊕ p∗2Ω1G/S
∼−→ Ω1G×SG/S of Proposition 1.7 gives a deomposition
m∗ω′ = ω1 ⊕ ω2 over m−1(U), where m : G ×S G → G is the multipliation. If δ :
G → G ×S G, x 7→ (x, x−1), denotes the twisted diagonal morphism, m∗ω′ is dened in
a neighborhood of the image of δ so that δ∗ω2 gives rise to a global setion ω of Ω
1
G/S.
Then ω is the searhed left-invariant dierential form with ε∗ω = ω0 in ε
∗Ω1G/S .
In partiular the assoiation ω0 7→ ω is OS(S)-linear. 
11.58 Proposition There are anonial isomorphisms
p∗ε∗ΩiG/S
∼−→ ΩiG/S for all i ∈ N
whih are obtained by extending setions in ε∗ΩiG/S to left-invariant setions in Ω
i
G/S.
Similar isomorphisms are obtained by using right-invariant dierential forms.
proof [BLR℄, Prop 4.2/2 
As a diret onsequene we obtain:
11.59 Corollary Let G be a smooth S-group sheme of relative dimension n, and as-
sume that ε∗ΩiG/S is free. Then Ω
i
G/S is free OS-module generated by
(
n
i
)
left-invariant
dierential forms of degree i. The same is true for right-invariant dierential forms.
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In physial appliations, spae-time is given by the set of S-setions X(S) of a smooth,
separated algebrai spae X → S with ertain further properties (see Denition 0.4 for
a omplete list of properties of X). In speial ases, X is even a group objet and
thus arries a anonial CPT -operation (see Denition 0.7). Then, all results on group
shemes, whih are summarized above, are valid for X. The preeding Corollary 11.59 is
the basis for the proof that there exists a volume form v in X. This result is essential,
beause we need to make use of a volume form within our physial purposes of a Yang-
Mills theory over rings.
11.60 Denition Let X → S be a smooth S-sheme of relative dimension n (in parti-
ular ΩnX/S is a line-bundle). Let us assume that there exists a global setion v ∈ ΩnX/S(X)
whih generates ΩnX/S . Then v is alled a volume form on X.
11.61 Theorem Let S = SpecR be the spetrum of a Dedekind ring R whih is a
prinipal ideal domain. Let X → S be a smooth S-group sheme of relative dimension
n. Then the sheaves ΩiX/S are free OX -modules generated by left-invariant dierential
forms of degree i. In partiular there exists a volume form on X.
proof By Corollory 11.59 it sues to show that ε∗ΩiX/S is a free OS-module. We
already know that ε∗ΩiX/S is a loally free OS-module, beause it is the pull-bak of
the loally free OX -module ΩiX/S . Due to the well-known fat that vetor bundles over
a sheme S and loally free OS-modules are in one-to-one orrespondene, it sues to
show that (up to isomorphism) there are only trivial vetor bundles over S; i.e. it sues
to show that K0(R) ∼= Z. But the ideal lass group Cl(R) of R is the trivial group {1}
if and only if R is a prinipal ideal domain. Thus we are done by the following result
whih may be found in nearly every book on algebrai K-theory. 
11.62 Proposition Let R be a Dedekind ring and let Cl(R) denote the ideal lass group
of R. Then there is an isomorphism of groups:
K0(R) ∼= Z ⊕ Cl(R)
11.63 Corollary Let X → S be a model of type (SR) (see Denition 0.7). Then there
exists a volume form v on X.
As we are nally interested in physial appliations, let us from now on assume that G
is a smooth S-group sheme of relative dimension n, and that there is a left-invariant
dierential form ω ∈ ΩnG/S(G) generating ΩnG/S as an OG-module. Performing a base
hange with the anonial morphism GK → G (where K is the eld of frations of S), ω
is pulled bak to a left-invariant dierential form ωK ∈ ΩnGK/K(GK) generating ΩnGK/K .
Interpreting the generi bre as lassial limit (as explained in setion 6.1), we may
interpret ωK as the lassial limit of ω. Let us nish this setion with the prove that
the volume form ωK is invariant with respet to translations if G desribes spae-time
itself. By Theorem 3.12 the latter means that the generi bre GK of G is given by
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an abelian variety. In partiular, GK is bounded by Proposition 3.23, i.e. GK(K
sh) is
bounded. More preisely, we laim that ωK is not only invariant with respet to left-
translations, but that furthermore |τ ′∗gωK | = |ωK | for all right-translations by physial
points g ∈ GK(Ksh) and for all valuation | · | (i.e. prime spots p) orresponding to losed
points s ∈ S. Before stating the proof of this translation invariane, let us rst reall
the denition of the interior automorphism whih was already onsidered in subsetion
11.4.2.
11.64 Denition For an arbitrary T -valued point g of G we dene the interior auto-
morphism
Int(g) := τg ◦ τ ′g−1 : G −→ G, x 7→ gxg−1
indued by g.
Now our laim is a diret onsequene of the following two propositions.
11.65 Proposition There exists a unique group homomorphism χ : G → Gm (a so
alled harater on G), suh that
Int(g)
∗ω = τ
′∗
g−1ω = χ(g)ω
for eah T -valued point g of G.
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 4.2/4 
11.66 Proposition Let GK be a smooth K-group of relative dimension n, and assume
that GK(K) (resp. GK(K
sh)) is bounded in GK . Then the harater χ onsidered in
Proposition 11.65 satises |χ(g)| = 1 for eah g ∈ GK(Ksh) (resp. eah g ∈ GK(Ksh)).
proof [BLR℄, Prop. 4.2/5 
11.5. Faithfully at desent
Let p : S′ → S be a morphism of shemes and onsider the funtor F → p∗F whih
assoiates to eah quasi-oherent OS-module F its pull-bak under p. Then, in its sim-
plest form, the problem of desent relative to p : S′ → S is to haraterize the image
of this funtor. But desent may also be viewed as a natural generalization of a path-
ing problem. The proedure of solution is as follows. Set S′′ := S′ ×S S′, and let
pi : S
′′ → S′ be the projetion onto the i-th fator (i = 1, 2). For any quasi-oherent
OS′-module F ′, all an S′′-isomorphism ϕ : p∗1F ′ → p∗2F ′ a overing datum of F ′. Then
the pairs (F ′, ϕ) of quasi-oherent OS′-modules with overing data form a ategory in
a natural way. A morphism between two suh objets (F ′, ϕ) and (G′, ψ) onsists of an
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OS′-module-homomorphism f : F ′ → G′ whih is ompatible with the overing data ϕ
and ψ; thereby we mean that the diagram
p∗1F ′
ϕ //
p∗1f

p∗2F ′
p∗2f

p∗1G′
ψ // p∗2G′
is ommutative.
Starting with a quasi-oherent OS-module F , we have a natural overing datum on
p∗F whih onsists of the anonial isomorphism
p∗1(p
∗F) ∼= (p ◦ p1)∗F = (p ◦ p2)∗F ∼= p∗2(p∗F).
So we an interpret the funtor F  p∗F as a funtor into the ategory of quasi-
oherent OS′-modules with overing data. It is this funtor whih will be of interest in
the following. It turns out that this funtor is fully faithful if p : S′ → S is faithfully at
and quasi-ompat (see e.g. [BLR℄, Prop. 6.1/1). Furthermore, it is an equivalene of
ategories if, instead of overing data, we onsider desent data. A desent datum is a
speial overing datum whih satises a ertain oyle ondition. In order to introdue
them, set S′′′ := S′×S S′×S S′, and let pij : S′′′ → S′′ be the projetion onto the fators
with indies i and j for i < j; i, j = 1, 2, 3. In order that a quasi-oherent OS′-module
F ′ with overing datum ϕ : p∗1F ′ → p∗2F ′ belongs to the essential image of the funtor
F  p∗F , it is neessary that the diagram
p∗12p
∗
1F ′
p∗12ϕ // p∗12p
∗
2F ′ = p∗23p∗1F ′
p∗23ϕ // p∗23p
∗
2F ′
p∗13p
∗
1F ′
p∗13ϕ // p∗13p
∗
2F ′
is ommutative; the unspeied identities are the anonial ones. Namely, if F ′ is the
pull-bak under p of a quasi-oherent OS-module and if ϕ is the natural overing datum
on F ′, then the diagram is ommutative, beause all ourring isomorphisms are the
idential ones. The ommutativity of the diagram is referred to as the oyle ondition
for ϕ; in short, we an write it as
p∗13ϕ = p
∗
23ϕ ◦ p∗12ϕ.
It orresponds to the usual oyle ondition on triple overlaps when a global objet is
to be onstruted by gluing loal parts. A overing datum ϕ on F ′ whih satises the
oyle ondition is alled a desent datum on F ′. The desent datum is alled eetive
if the pair (F ′, ϕ) is isomorphi to the pull-bak p∗F of a quasi-oherent S-module F
where, on p∗F , we onsider the anonial desent datum. Also we want to mention that
the notions of overing and desent datum are ompatible with base hange over S. Now
we are ready to state the desired result on the desent of quasi-oherent S′-modules due
to Grothendiek.
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11.67 Theorem Let p : S′ → S be faithfully at and quasi-ompat. Then the funtor
F  p∗F , whih goes from quasi-oherent OS-modules to quasi-oherent OS′-modules
with desent data, is an equivalene of ategories.
proof [BLR℄, Thm. 6.1/4 
11.68 Remark (Etale overings). Consider a quasi-separated sheme S and a nite
étale overing (Si → S)i∈I of S (see Denition 7.5). Let S′ :=
∐
i∈I Si be the disjoint
union of the Si, and let p : S
′ → S be the anonial projetion. Note that p is faithfully
at and quasi-ompat. A quasi-oherent OS′-module F ′ may be thought of as a family of
OSi-modules Fi. Under what onditions does F ′ desent to a quasi-oherent OS-module
F ; i.e. under what onditions an one glue the Fi in order to obtain a quasi-oherent OS-
module F from them? By Theorem 11.67 we need a desent datum for F ′ with respet
to p : S′ → S. Suh a datum onsists of an isomorphism ϕ : p∗1F ′ ∼→ p∗2F ′ satisfying the
oyle ondition, where p1 and p2 are the projetions from S
′′
to S′. In our ase, we
have
S′′ = S′ ×S S′ =
∐
i,j∈I
Sij ,
where Sij := Si ×S Sj . Thus the isomorphism ϕ onsists of a family of isomorphisms
ϕij : Fi |Sij ∼−→ Fj |Sij
satisfying the oyle ondition, namely, the ondition that
ϕik |Sijk= ϕjk |Sijk ◦ϕij |Sijk
for all i, j, k ∈ I, where Sijk := Si ×S Sj ×S Sk. Thereby, Fi |Sij denotes the pull-bak
p∗iFi of Fi under the anonial projetion pi : Si ×S Sj → Si, et.
So the desent datum ϕ in the form of the above family of isomorphism is the pathing
datum for the OSi-modules Fi with respet to étale topology on S.
Keeping the morphism S′ → S, one may also study the problem of when an S′-sheme
X ′ desends to an S-sheme X. The general setting will be the same as in the ase of
quasi-oherent modules, and the denitions we have given an easily be adapted to the
new situation. For example, a desent datum on an S′-sheme X ′ is an S′′-isomorphism
φ : p∗1X
′ → p∗2X ′
whih satises the oyle ondition; p∗iX
′
is the sheme obtained from X ′ by applying
the base hange pi : S
′′ → S′. Again there is a anonial funtor X  p∗X from
S-shemes to S′-shemes with desent data.
11.69 Theorem Let p : S′ → S be faithfully at and quasi-ompat. Then the funtor
X  p∗X from S-shemes to S′-shemes with desent data is fully faithful.
proof [BLR℄, Thm. 6.1/6 
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